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^

The extensive territory under the Amhala political agency comprises

the hill states of Sirmur, Kahlur, and a portion of the plains princi-

pally possessed hy Sikh chiefs, bounded by the above states to the

north-east, the Sutlej to the north and north-west, the Jumna to the

east, and the Delhi territory and Bhatiana to the south.

It is not my intention to treat of the hill Rajpoot principalities, as I

am only very partially acquainted with but one of them fSirmurJ ; but

solely of the “protected Sikh states” in the plains.

This tract of country may be divided into three great divisions,

besides the narrow strip of Jchddir land adjoining the Jumna and

Sutlej according to their most abundant natural products, viz., the dakh

the hdhul and the phalahi.

I. The first of these, or dakh tract, extends from the high bank

above the Jumna, which in most places adjoins the Shah Nahr to the

Linda river, a small stream not noted in the exceedingly inaccurate

maps* of this part of the country, which runs nearly parallel with the

Markhanda at a distance of two to five miles from it, and ultimately

unites with the Sarasvati a little below Thanesar. This tract of coun-

try is generally high and called hangar, which terra however is moi’e

universally applied to the southern extremity, and not commonly to the

* 1 allude to the large maps published under the style of ‘ Trigonome-

trical survey,’ though this part of the country has never been surveyed trigono-

metrically or otherwise
;
to give an instance, Kotaha or Syyed ka garhi, is divided

into three places, viz. Kotaha or Syyed, and ka garhi 1 1 1 at a considerable distance

one from the other.
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more northern and narrow part except in contra-distinction to the khd-

dir in the immediate neighbourhood, to which my present observations

more particularly apply, as I have never visited the more southern

region. The most abundant natural product is the dakh, ( Butea fron-

dosa,) which springs up wherever the land is not cultivated, and in many

places (especially towards Kaithal and Jind) covers vast tracts of coun-

try which might be rendered most productive.

The flora of these jangals presents several features in common with

that of the Dhun, such as species of Vitis, Dioscorea, Gloriosa,

Asparagus, Costus and Zingiber.

This tract is intersected by the rivers Sarasvati, Chitang, and Rak-

shosi a branch of the latter ;
from these canals in all directions former-

ly existed and in a few instances have been lately re-opened, but they

are generally overgrown with jangal. These three streams as well as a

smaller one which joins the Jumna near Buria, all rise near one

another in the high ridge above the khddir which skirts the Sewdliks,

ifi the neighbourhood of Chichrauli and Bildspur, and are partially

supplied in the upper part of their course from springs, but the water

from that source is quickly expended in irrigation and they are mainly

dependent on rain. They are all characterised by excessive tortuous-

ness of course, and ovring to the great perpendicular depth of their

banks, are exceedingly dangerous from sudden floods after heavy rain.

The soil is, generally speaking, tolerably rich ; and in favorable sea-

sons produces very fine crops, but, in parts of it, is exceedingly poor

and scarcely worth the trouble of cultivating.

The usual crops in the Kharif are rice, which is pretty extensively

cultivated in lands liable to be overflowed, and on higher ground cotton,

maize, joar, and a very small quantity of bajra, mandiya*, kodon and

chini. San. Hibiscus cannabinus is generally sown round cotton or

pulse fields, while the beautiful suni ( Crotalaria juncea

)

is sown in ex-

tensive fields by itself. The oil seeds turia (Sinapis glauca

)

and til

(sesamumJ, both the white and purple-flowered varieties are sown, the

former more sparingly and in richer soils is cut late in November or early

in December ; the latter is extensively cultivated both by itself and

mixed with various such as ui'ud, rnotth, lubia, &c., on higher

* It is as well here to remark a mistake I observed in Lieut. Hutton’s

account of his tour to the Borenda pass in your journal ; he mentions the fields

of kodon in the hills, but erroneously gives it the name of Paspalum scrobicu.

latum, which plant though called kodon in the plains is not cultivated in the

hills : what the hill men term kodon is the mandeea of the plains or Eleutine

corocana.
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and drier soils. All these crops suffer severely from the depredations

of a hairy caterpillar called kamli of the genus Sericaria.

In the rabi, wheat and barley form the principal crops, gram not

extensively and generally mixed with either of the above, and masur

(Ervum lens) very little cultivated; sarson (Sinapis dichotoma) is

sown to a considerable extent, generally mixed with barley. The poppy

is a valuable but very precariouscrop, it is extensively cultivated in

rich irrigable lands, and when not destroyed by hail, which is too often

the case, amply repays the labor expended on it. The land is plough-

ed three times, being plentifully watered between each ploughing, before

sowing ; and subsequently the plant is kept continually irrigated till the

fruit is formed. The opium is collected in the usual way, by w'omen

and children, an incision being made in the head by a three-pronged

instrument. The heads are kept and sold, the seeds for oil as well as

an agreeable food, remarkably refreshing during fatigue and abstinence
;

with the exception of what is sold in the neighbourhood the opium is

sent to the westward where the poppy is not cultivated for it, for the use

of the Sikhs who are immoderately fond of it and consume immense

quantities. Tobacco is not much cultivated.

II. The Babul country. This tract extends from the Markhanda

(the narrow slip between that river and the Linda being intermediate

in its character), to the high ground between the river called in the

[

map “ Khanpur M naddi’ and the most western branch of the

I

Ghaghar. It is intersected with numerous streams rising either in the

! outer range of hills as the Ghaghar, Markhanda, Begana, Baliala,

Tangrie and Rhone, or in the high ridge which separates the tract from

the Sabcolline Khadir as the Ombla, Charmari and other nameless

streams enjoying the generic name of chhoa when depending on rain, or

ogal when fed by small springs. The soil is generally sandy and salt,

which latter characteristic is shown by the abundance offras { Tamarix

faras

)

which will flourish only in such a soil. The babul or kikar

(Acacia arabica) is the natural product, every where springing up and

often forming extensive groves. The general appearance of this tract is

pretty, the level of the plains being frequently diversified by gentle

slopes towards the numerous rivers and their tributary ravines.

The horizon is generally bounded by groves of bdbul trees, which are

also abundantly scattered through the fields. But what gives a pecu-

liar feature to a considerable portion of the country, especially between

Ambdld and Patiala, are the numerous hedge-rows offras, which near

the villages often form beautiful shady lanes, reminding one of English

scenery. This very useful tree is planted from cuttings about a foot
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long ; they are covered at the top with cowdung to prevent the moisture

from rotting the wood, and are planted in little banks raised along the

edges of the field or road, at the first commencement of the rainy sea-

son ;
in a week or two they begin to sprout and by the following year

are frequently six or seven feet high, and in seven or eight j-ears form

middling-sized trees. From each cutting there are usually several

stems, and as soon as any of these have attained a sufficient size to

render them available for small rafters, ploughs or other agricultural

implements, they are felled, the smaller ones, if any, being left, if not

the root soon throws out a new crop for a future supply.

They rejoice especially in sandy and somewhat saline soil and it is

remarkable that in dry weather the outside of the leaves is always

covered with a saline efflorescence invisible to the eye but very percep-

tible to the taste, but this is not observable in the leaf itself, which is

tasteless. Probably in consequence of the quantity of salt in the wood,

it cannot be used as fuel in a room from the intolerable fumes it

gives out.

A great portion of this tract is very low, especially that part between

the numerous branches of the Ghaghar, and is cultivated with rice in

the kharif and gram in the rabi. Joar is even less cultivated than in

the first tract, and hajra scarcely ever seen, both being sown principally

for the sake of the fodder.

The rest of the kharif crops are the same as those in the first tract,

except that mandua, and til are not so much cultivated, and I have not

observed kodon in it at all. In the rabi, wheat and barley are the

principal crops, but gram and masur are abundant in the lower lands

of stiffer soil. Surson is very abundant either alone or mixed with

grain, as is flax like it cultivated for the sake of its oil. The Raphanus

raphanistrum, called tdrdmtra, is also cultivated generally among the

stubble of the cotton for a coarse oil yielded by it : it is exceedingly

hardy and never suffers from the frost which frequently destroys the

surson crop.

Mehndi (Lawsonia inermisj is cultivated in a few villages by a

peculiar caste called *maghs in the following manner.

* This is the only caste who cultivate this crop, and they give the following

strange account of their origin : Once upon a time there was a Sarsut brahmin,

king of Mecca (who was maternal grand-father of Muhammad 1) his name was

Raja Mukhtasur.
From him sprung Sahariya who with his son Sal was turned out of Arabia

by Hossan and Hossyn. Thence they migrated to Pundri an island, and

thence to Mahmudsur in the Barara mulk W. of Bhatinda, where they colonized
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The seed is soaked in water for three days, then strained and again

soaked till the radicle begins to sprout. The seed beds are about three

feet wide and twelve or fourteen long, from north to south, so that they

may be sheltered by hurdles from the prevailing winds (west or east).

In each bed about half seer pukka, of seed prepared as above, is sown,

and is sufBcient to sow from half to two bigas kucha according to

the growth.

After sowing the germinating seed they are daily watered in the even-

ing till they sprout above ground which is generally the third or fourth

day. Sown in Chyt, it is transplanted as soon as there has been a good

fall of rain in Asarh or Srawan into fields, and watered as soon as planted,

and subsequently every ten or twelve days as may be found necessary.

It is ready for cutting the following Jeth, and again in Mangsir, again in

Bysakh and then in A'san, and so on. After the first annual cutting

it is well manured and watered, but after the autumnal one it is left alone

till the Hull when it is again manured to be ready for cutting the follow-

ing month. Thus treated it will continue to be productive for ten or

twelve years.

When cut, the leaves are beaten oif the twigs, and about a pukka mun
is produced from a kucha biga, and is sold at the rate of six to fifteen

seers a rupee.

Towards the foot of the hills, kulti (Dolichos unifiorusJ, and the

sdwank (Panicumfrumentaceum )

,

are moderately cultivated*.

In both these tracts the sugar-cane is cultivated extensively, but in a

very careless way. It is sown in March or the end of February as soon

as the frosts have ceased, in large fields, not in lines or with any

regularity, and is generally surrounded with a hedge of ticar, ( Cajanus

bicolorJ, which is sown when the canes are set. The only care taken

is to prepare the ground by frequent ploughings and a quantity of

manure depending on the supply from the village sweepings and the

laziness or activity of the cultivators. On the first fall of rain after the

young plants begin to sprout (in the end of March or April) the caked

surface of the ground is broken either by means of a wooden mallet or

a small hoe. The cane is seldom irrigated, never unless when a small

canal (khul) from one of the torrents, or ogals passes near them and

consequently the crop is almost entirely dependent on the rains. It is

17 Tillages. Thence they were driven forth, and after sundry migrations are

now settled in the following places :

—

1 Chaurira^ 2 Irkgarh, near Patiala; 3 Yara, near Shahdbkd; 4 Indri ;

5 Thknesar
; 6 Deorana, near Ambala ; 7 Mustafabad ; 8 Skdhoura ; in the

Sikh states. And Lakhnauti in the Mozaffarnagar district.

* Both of these are extensively cultivated in the hills.
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seldom fit for cutting before the end of December by which time the

frost sets in and materially deteriorates the quality of the juice, often

even entirely destroying the cane and rendering it useless for any

thing but indifferent fodder for the cattle and bad seed for the ensuing

year. The cane is even in the best years very poor, and seldom is more

than six or seven feet long and three fingers thick ; but as the very worst

is always kept for seed it is not wonderful that it should have deteri-

orated. The only wonder is, that it should be considered worth the

trouble of cultivating at all in such a way. The cane is cut from the

field by sickles and carried entire to the kolu or sugar-mill, which is

generally situated in the gohar or space surrounding the village. I

have here never observed it at a distance from the village (as is usual

in some parts of the country), except when a river intervene
; then it is

chopped into little bits and pressed in the kolu, the mash from which

the juice has been expressed, with the leaves, being used as fuel to heat the

sugar boilers. The village cattle are allowed however to help them-

selves ad libitum from the heap. The tall column of dark smoke from

the kolus with the delicious fragrance of the boiling juice, greet one

from almost every village from the end of December to the middle of

February, by which time the work is generally quite over, though some-

times it is continued till late in March, when the crop is imusually

abundant.

In garden fields near town, species of the cucurbitacece and arums,

with the sweet-potatoe and baigan, capsicum, methi ( Trigonella foe-

num grcecum

J

and radish (both as a vegetable made of the young pods

and for oil) are generally cultivated.

The best grasses in this region are, after the dhub grass, which is

abundant, the dhaman (cenchri and penniseti, spp.) the palwdn

(Andropogon pertusum, bladhii and scandens

)

from the jangals, and

from the fields in the rains the annual species called jangli chini and

sawank, Panicum colonum, brizoides, hirsutum, &c. are cut in

quantities for the cattle. The large birs or preserves for hay kept by

the Sikh chiefs consist chiefly of the spear grass {Andropogon contor-

fwmjwith Wiopalwdn and dohamans, and the coarser kinds Poa cristata,

Andropogon muricalum (dhabri and senth) with the coarser sacchara,

cover considerable tracts in the dhak region and are useful for thatch-

ing. The small Perotis latifolia and Imperata cylindrica form the first

coating to the sandy channels of torrents deserted by the stream which

are not unfrequent, but they are of little value and only used when no

other grass is procurable. The bavu, a species of andropogon, is

considered poisonous.
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The population of these two tracts is mostly Hindu, but among the

zemindars and lower castes there is a considerable sprinkling of Mu-
salmans, Rajputs, both Hindu and Musalman, but principally the latter,

and Jats are the commonest classes among the zemindars
; but Rors, a

caste I believe peculiar to this part of India, are not uncommon among

the cultivators. Musalman mdlis are the best. The Sikh persuasion

is not common among the Jat zemindars, but confined to the invading

chiefs from the other side of the Sutlej, but it is not unusual for

sweepers and chamars to adopt that faith under the name of Rangrethas

and Ramdasias. About one-third of the kahars are Musalmans, which

proportion becomes larger as we advance westward towards Lodihana

and the Panjab. A Musalman tribe Gagra replace the sweeper caste

in the charge of leeches.

HI. The Phalahi tract. This extending westward from my second

division, is bounded on the north by the Sutlej low land or Bhet

;

to the

south by Bhatiana, while towards the west I am not acquainted with its

limits or the nature of the countries that succeed it (if ditferent) towards

Firozpur, It may be divided into two great subdivisions, the Phalahi

proper and the Jhand.

In the first of these water is found tolerably near the surface (30 to

80 feet), so that wells for irrigation are abundant ;
in drawing water the

lao or bag pulley and inclined plane is in almost exclusive use, the Per-

sian wheel or harat being very seldom seen, and the depth of the water

from the surface entirely precluding the use of the dhenki which is

not rare in the preceding tracts.

The phalahi, Acacia modesta—Wall., from which I have distin-

guished this tract, is a small tree about the same size as the babul but

very difierent in appearance, being very scraggy and armed all over with

sharp hooked prickles. It is deciduous and when the leaves first ap-

pear in March remarkably beautiful, the delicate foliage being of the

most brilliant light green and set off by the bunches of long cylindric

spikes of white flowers diffusing a delightful perfume through the air ;

but its beauty is very transitory, the flowers soon fade and the leaves

assume a dreary glaucous hue and fall early in winter, leaving the tree

covered with the compressed yellowish pods. The wood is very hard

and heavy, of a dark brown color, and is much used for a variety of eco-

nomical purposes. It grows abundantly in all waste places. In this

tract the Chamror, Ehretia Icevis, again appears, being abundant at the

foot of the Sewaliks but very rare in the babul tract : it also is much

valued for the hardness of its wood.

Sugar-cane is only cultivated in the most northern part of this tract.
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but where grown is eminently successful, being cultivated with much

more care than in those parts that 1 have previously mentioned, and

kept constantly irrigated. The juice is expressed in the kulhari or

roller sugar-mill, of which I formerly sent a description to the Agricul-

tural Society-

Cotton is also extensively grown in two ways, either as a rain crop,

as in the before mentioned tracts, or is sown in April and receives mo-

derate irrigation during the hot weather ;
under this treatment it grows

to a much larger size than is common under the former method.

The irrigated wheat and barley are particularly luxuriant, and in

good seasons the grain particularly fine ; it is freqnently sown as early

as August or September so as to be in flower by December, but the

fruit then formed is generally destroyed by the hard frosts, and in sea-

sons of drought the white ants commit great devastation, laying waste

whole fields by devouring the roots of the plants ; rats also do great in-

jury to this crop, burrowing in the sandy hillocks so plentifully inter-

spersed among them and denuding the margin of the fields.

Mustard is also cultivated a good deal, and poppy sparingly and only

for its oil not for opium. Masur I have never seen in this tract.

Rice is only grown in that part of this tract bordering on the babul

region, and if ripe suflSciently early, is succeeded by a crop of gram in

the same ground.

The usual kharif crops are bajra and joar and maize, all of which

grow most luxuriantly and to an immense height.

The southern portion of this division which I have designated the

Jhand tract, is termed by the natives Malwa, whence that appellation to

the Sikh chiefs of families from the south of the Sutlej in contra-dis-

tinction to the Mdnjha and Doab Sikhs or invaders from the other side.

It is also named Chotvhdra as distinguished from the Tihdra, or lower

part of the upper division just described, in consequence of only of

the gross produce being demandable as the government share, while ^
is claimable in the former and | in the remaining portion of this and

the two preceding tracts, therefore termed Pachdie.

MTiat I have just remarked regarding the luxuriance of the gram

and kharif crops holds good also with regard to this division when the

rains are tolerably plentiful. But the wheat is generally poor, owing to

the very sandy nature of the soil. Here irrigation is impracticable

owing to the very great distance of the water from the surface, vary-

ing from 100 to 300 feet. In many villages there is only one, in

some not even a single w'ell, therefore not only the cattle but even the

inhabitants very much depend on ponds ('tobatj for their support. In
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dry seasons villages are often temporarily abandoned in consequence

of tbe failure of water. Therefore it is a custom that those who take

water out of a pond pay for it by digging and carrying' out a basket full

of earth for every pot they fill with water, so that the cavity is gradu-

ally enlarged and deepened.

The appearance of this part of the country is very peculiar. The

fields are as it were basins surrounded by long low rolling hillocks of

di'y sand, either quite bare or clothed with a peculiar vegetation, and

are almost universally surrounded by high thick hedges to protect them

from the deer ;
these fences are made of dry thorns heaped loosely to-

gether, generally running along the summits of the sandhills, and be-

tween them lie the narrow roads barely wide enough for a hackery to

pass.

The vegetation on these sandhills consists principally of a species

of Artemisia of a most delicious fragrance, and an aromatic species of

Andropogon resembling A. twarancusa. (Is either of these, or which

of them is the Nardus of Arrian?)

This Andropogon is much liked by cattle and is said to communicate

its peculiar flavor to the milk. Besides it are species of Cenchrus and

Pennisetum, one of which is a most disagreeable torment to walkers, the

shai'p I'ecurved hooks of its involucre fastening to- one’s clothes and

even to one’s skin
;
its seed however sometimes is used as food in times

of great scarcity. The leaves both of this species and of two or three

others which are indifierently termed dhamun are excellent fodder and

are the principal grass for horses instead of the dkuh which is very

rai'e*. The madar, Calotropis Hamiltonii, with Cucumiis pseudo-eolo-

cynthis and a species of Momordica also luxuriant on those barren heaps,

with a species of Clerodendrum the wood of which is used for obtain-

ing fire by friction, and two species of Zizyphus, Z.jujubu, and another,

peculiar I believe to this tract of country, with smooth glossy leaves and

globular purple fruit.

The most abundant thorn however is the Jhnnd, Prosopis spicigeraf,

which covers bai'ren spots as the Zizyphus does in other parts of India

* This is remarkable for bearing on its roots a curious parasitical species of

Orobanche, with very thick stalks from one to four inches in diameter, full of

almost pure water, which it must have elaborated from the milky juice of the

madar, and derived from sandhills so dry that it is difficult to believe that so

much liquid could have been procured from them ; and what is more remarkable

is, that this parasite is only produced where the madar grows in the very driest

sandhills and only in this portion of the country.

f When I first met this as a shrub I was unwilling to consider it as the Pro-

sopis on account of its large ovate stipules, that tree being described as exsti-

5 c
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as a low shrub, but it is also met with as a small tree mixed with the

phalahi and rerul (I believe Acacia leucophlceaJ

,

which last as well as

the Jhand are utterly useless except as fuel.

The dhak (Butea frondosa ) and the kins (Capparis sepiaria

)

are

almost unknown, while Capp.&nAaphylla grows to the size of a small tree,

and in the month of April its scarlet flowers have a showy appearance

mixed with the white blossoms of the phalahi. The rahere (Bignonia

undulata

)

is found not uncommonly and is very brilliant when in flower ;

this with a small liliacious plant is a curious instance of plants from the

Sewalik hills reappearing in so very dissimilar an habitat.

Of large trees the peepul is the only one of usual occurrence : some-

times the Tamarix Fras or Pharmi, as it is named in this part of the

country, is found of a considerable size. The sissu extends even to the

borders of the desert. Sh ris is seldom to be seen ; mangoe, or jamun

never. The Nim is very rarely to be met with only near some Mu-

salraan saint’s tomb.

In the most south-westerly part of this tract bordering the desert, a

considerable quantity of alkali is manufactured from a species of

salsola* and fonns a considerable article of commerce under the name

of sajji.

The population of the third tract diff^-s very much from that of the

former ones. In the more northern parts the zemindars are mostly

Musalman Rajputs, with few Jats among them ; but as we come south-

ward the proportion • gradually changes till in the Tihara a Musalman

is scarcely to be found and the zemindars are almost universally Jats and

of the Sikh persuasion ;
in that part of the country also the Kahar or

bearer caste disappears, and among the lower people the sweepers,

assuming the title of Rangrethas, are the most numerous.

Lastly, a few words on the two strips of land bordering the Jumna

and the Sutlej.

The Khadir of the former may be considered as upper and lower,

the upper contained within the branches of the Jumna meeting near

Rnjghat, is almost entirely populated by Goojurs. The soil is cold,

pulate, but I have subsequently found stipules on tbe young branches of the

full-sized tree, though they are smaller in proportion to the leaf than in the

shrub ;
besides the prickles are much more numerous on the shrub than on the

tree.

» It is a curious circumstance that I found a species of tahola near Ambala

growing in a single salt-pan, and not another to be found, anywhere in the

neighbourhood for miles, though I searched every salt-pan for it.
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moist and sandy, as may easily be imagined, possession is most precari-

ous as these upper branches of the river are constantly changing their

course. An old tree is therefore seldom to be seen, or a pukka house,

generally grass sheds form the only habitations, because the sandy soil

will not bind to form mud walls but is washed to pieces by the first

rain, therefore fires are very frequent in the hot weather.

The crops are the same as in my first division, exclusive of those which

I mentioned as peculiar to the higher grounds, and they only succeed

in years when elsewhere there is a failure
; with moderate rain the whole

country reticulated as it is with channels of the Jumna is overflowed,

and it is only in very dry seasons that the crops succeed as in 1837

when they were most luxuriant.

The lower part of the Khadir is only intersected by a few channels

of old streams now used as escapes from the Delhi canal, this portion

is less liable to flooding and consequently in general bears middling

crops. Gram is seldom or never sown in it, and raasur replaces it.

The ‘ Bhet' of the Sutlej differs from the Khadir of the Jumna by,

being yet more barren. (The upper part of this Bhet I have not seen,

and the lower part is nearly entirely covered with thick grass jangal

the haunt of wild beasts, similar to that in the Gangetic Khadir).

The sand of the Sutlej is much darker in color and with much

larger flakes of mica than that brought down by the Jumna, and these

larger micaceous particles are observable throughout the whole of the

phalahi tract as well, while the hdbul and dhdk regions partake of

the Jumnatic character.

Throughout the whole of this territory I have never seen the matar

of Bengal (Lathyrus sativus

J

cultivated, but it is constantly to be found

as a weed mixed with pulse or corn.

The arhar (Cajanus jiavus

)

is never cultivated by itself, but the

variety C. bicolor or tuar is sown round sugar-cane fields as before

mentioned, and is cultivated in the hills under the name of kui which

leads me to favor the considering them as two distinct species and not

merely varieties.

I had hoped to have been able to give a more complete account, but

being removed rather suddenly I have been unable to complete some

inquiries I was previously making and therefore send this imperfect

as it is.

5 c 2
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Appendix I.

Abstract of Thermometer kept at Ambala.

Means.
Of temperature. Of diurnarvariation.

1835 1836 1837 1838 Means. 1335 1836 1837 1838 Means.
Janunry, .. 52.15 51.4 53.5 55.07 53.03 22.3 19.6 22.4 27.5 24.29
February,.. 59.82 57.7 56.3 62.3 59.03 23. 18.5 18.4 22.5 20.6
March,

.

. .. 64. 69.77 68.19 71.06 68.25 21.2 20.7 20.84 19.5 20.56
April, . . .. 77.07 76.43 79.85 79.17 78.38 20.7 19.8 23.5 20.85 21.21
May,.. . .. 87.9 88.41 84.55 86. 86.66 20. 21.92 23.9 19.76 21.34
June, . .

.

July, ...

88.07 90.04 89.37 15. 17.10 21.48 17.89
83.31 66.92 84.41 8.2 13. 13.58 11.59

August,

.

.... 84.73 83.9 86.38 85. 9.8 10.6 12.97 11.12

September,. 81. 79.47 82.68 81.11 12. 14.4 15.46 14.92

October, ... 73.36 71.1 7-5.43 73.31 21.82 24. 19.48 21.76
November,. 62.2 63-7 64.37 63.42 22.87 24.8 23.3 23.65

December, . 55.91 54. 56.1 f 65.33 19.53 22. 22.6 21.37

Mean, .

.

... 72.57 72.27 73.7 72.85 18.6 18.45 20.6 19.19

Extremes.
Of Minimum Of Maximum. Of diurnal variation.

1835 18.36 1837 1838 1835 1836 1837 1838 1835 1836 1837 1838

Jan.
1

Highest, 53. 54. 50. 47. 70 . 67.5 70. 74. 29.5 27.5 28. 35.
Lowest,
Highest,

34. 31 .537 . 33. 65. 54. 63. 65. 12. 7. 10. 23,

Feb.
{

60. 54 .561 . 59. 75 . 76.5 72 . 81. 28. 24. 32. 30.
Lowest, 40. 42. 40. 43. 65. 53. 56. 61. 13. 1. 5. 2.

Mar.
{

Highest, 68. 67. 68. 67. 82. 65. 92. 87. 30. 26. 30. 27.
Lowest, 48. 50. 48. 62. 66, 76. 68. 70. 8. 10. 12. 3.

April,
1

Highest, 74. 76. 75. 77. 95. 95 . 102. 99 . 28. 27 . 34 . 30.5
Lowest, 59. 60. 60. 59. 79. 76. 75. 73 . 14. 4. 9. .0

May,
{

Highest, 86. 87. 85. 87. 105. 106. 109. 107. 28. 28. 34. 27.5
Lowest, 68. 66. 59 . 65* 85 . 90. 80. 72 . 14. 14.5 7. .6

June,
1

Highest, 92.5 85. 87. 94 . 109. 107 . 105.5 112. 28.5 29. 29.5
Lowest, 74 . 69.5 63. 81. 79. 95. 3. 1. 12 .

July,
{

Highest. 83.5 83. 89.5 93. 93. 105.5 17. 15. 25.5
Lowest, 72 . 75.. 75.5 78. 81. 85. 2. 4 . 5.

Aug.
j

Highest, 85. 81.. 87. 95. 93. 99.5 15. 15 . 19.

Lowest, 74 . 73.. 72. 78. 75. 81. 4. 2 . 8.

Sept.
1

Highest, 81. 81.. 78. 91.5 93. 93, 22 . 23. 20,

Lowest, 66, 59.. 7l. 81. 73. 86. 5. 5. 10 .

Oct.
{

Highest, 70 . 70 ,. 72. 87. 88. 90. 27. 31. 23.

Lowest, 57. 53., 58. 82. 78. 79. 15. 19 . 14.

Nov.
1

Highest, 57. 56.. 60. 85. 62. 82. 32. 27 . 28.

Lowest, 45. 42.. 44. 66. 68. 69. 13. 21. 13.

Dec.
1

Highest, 68.5 52 .. 51. 75. 69. 72, 28. 21. 26.
Lowest, 39. 37.. 40, 58. 60. 62. 7. 9. 19.

Whole r Highest, 92.5 87.. 69.5 94, 109. 107 . 109. 112. «2. 31. 32. 35.

year, 1 Lowest, 34. 31 .537 . 33 , 55. 53. 56, 61. 2. 1. 5. 0.

Appendix II.

Abstract of Herbarium collected in the Sikh States, exclusive of plants found

only in the immediate neighbourhood of

Polypetal<E.
Total Cult.

Ranunculacese .3 1

Fapaveraceae, 3 2

Jiymphasacese, 2 0

Nelumbonacese 1 0

Apiaciae (Umbelliferae,) 9 6

Vitacese, 3 1

Onagrariacese 5 0

Combretacese, 1 1

Myrtacese, 2 2

on the Sewalik range.

Luranihaceae, 1 0

Cucurbitaceae, 17 9

Ficoidaceae, 1 0

Cruciaceae, 11 6
Ca|)paridaceae, 6 1

Resedacae 1 0

Violaceae 1 0

Samydaceae, 2 0

Moringaceae, 1 1

Flacourtiaceae, 1 0

Sapindaceae, 1 0
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Polygalacese

Elatinacese . . .

Linaceee, .

Stei'culiaceee, .

Malvaceae,

Tiliaceae,

Lytbraceae,

Meliacese

Cedrelacese,

Auranliacese,

Rliamuacese,

Euj)horbiaceae

Celastraceae,

Fortutacaceae,

Silenacese,

Alsiuacese,

Tamaricaceae,

Illecebracese,

Rutaceae,

Zygophyllaceae

Balsam ioaceae,

Oxalidaceae,

Rosaceae,

viz. Pomeae, 3
Amygdalineae, 3
Potentilleae, 2

Roseae, 2
Fabaceae,(Leguminosae,)

viz. Genisteae, 8 (1.)

Trifolieae, 9 (3.)

Clitorieae, 9 (2.)

Galegeae, 3 1.

Astragaleae, 2

Hedysareae, 14

Vicieae, 8

Phaseoleae, 1

Dalbergieae, 3

Mimoseae, 9

Cassieae, 12

Anacardiaceae,

2 .

7,

2 .

2 .

6 .

Incomplete.
Urticaceae,

Ceratopbyllaceae,

Myricaceae,

Salicaceae,

Platanaceae,

Phytolaccaceae,

Monopetale,

Ebenaceae,.

.

Cttscutaceae,

2 0 Convolvulaceae, 15 2

2 0 Hydroleaceae, 1 0

1 1 Campanulaceae, 1 0

2 0 Spbenocleaceae, 1 0

15 4 Cincbonaceae, 10 1

10 1 Galiaceae, 1 0

8 1 Cichoraceae, 9 2

3 3 Asteraceae, 33 4
1 1 viz. VernoDiaceae, 4

4 3 Asteroideae, 15

3 1 Senecionidae, 14 (4.)

23 3 Cyaaraceae 9 3

1 0 Plantagiaaceae, 2 1

5 0 Salvadoraceae, .. 1 0

3 1 Plumbaginaceae, 1 0

2 0 Cordiaceae, 2 2

2 1 Ebretiaceae, 6 0

3 0 Boraginaceae, 4 0

1 0 Lamiaceae, (Labiates) 12 3

2 0 Verbenaceae 8 1

1 1 Biguoniaceae, 1 0

2 1 Acaathaceae 22 4

10 8 Lentibulariaceas, 3 0

Orobancbaceae,. 2 0

Scrophulai'iaceae, 15 0

Solanaceae, 12 6

Gentianaceae, 4 0

88 26 Apocynaceas, 7 2

Asclepiadiaceae, 4 0

5 3

Total, 198 25

Gymnosperme.
Gnetaceae 1 0

Equisetaceae, 1 0

Total, 2 0

Endogene.
Zingiberaceae, 2 0

2 2 Marantaceae, 2 2

1 1

270 88 Amaryllidaceae, 4 4

Iridaceae 2 2

10 3 Hydrocbaridaceae, 1 0

1 0 Orcbidaceae, .... 2 0

1 1 Palmaceae, 1 0

3 2 Liliaceee, 9 4

1 1 viz. Tulipeae, 2

14 5 Hemerocallideae, 2 (2.)

9 4 Scilleae, 2 (2.)

1 0 Anthericeae, 1

9 0 Asparageae, 1

3 1 Aloiuae, 1

2 0 Commelinaceae, 4 0

1 0

,
54 17 Alismaceae, 5 0

Juncaceae 1 0

2 0 Dioscoreaceae, 1 0

3 3 Araceae, 3 2

1 0 Typbaceae,; 2 0

1 1 Naiadaceae, 4 0
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Eriocaulonacete, 1 0

Cyperaceae, 35 0

viz. Cypereae, 17

Scirpeae, 17

Cariceae, 1

Graminaceae, 112 0

viz.

Plialarideae, 1 0
Paniceae, 42 4

Saccliarineae, 19 3
llotbollieae, 3 0

Olyreae, 4 1

Phlaeoideae, 1 0

Agrostideae 7 0

Stipeae 3 0

Oryzeae, 2 1

Chlorideae, 8 1

Avenaceae, 2 1

Arundiiiaceae, 2 0

Triticeae 4 2

Festuceae, 12 0

Bambuseae, 2 2

Total, Endogenae, 193 30

Acrogens.

Ophioglossaceae 1 0
Polypodiaceae 3 0
Characeae 1 0
Marsiliaceae, 1 0

Total, 6 0

Polypetalae, .... 88 270
Incoiupletae, . . ,

,

17 54
Monopetalae,. . .

,

25 198
Gyranospermae, .

.

2 0 2
Endogense, .. . 30 193
Acrogense, 6 0 6

Total, 563 160 743

Out of these the following are peculiar to the Phalahi and Jhand tract.

Farsetia Harailtonii. Plantago, sp.

Reseda oligandra, (mihi.) Euphorbia, sp.

Bergia odorata, (mihi.) Ephedra, sp.

Malva Malvensis, (mihi ) Boraginearum, sp. 1.

Fagonia Mysorensis Heliotropiearum, sp. 2.

Zizyphus, sp. Acanthacearum, sp. 1.

Crotolaria arida, (Royle) ? Astragali, sp. 2.

Lotearum, sp. Orobanche calatropidis.

And peculiar to the Khadir and Bhet are the following remarkable European

forms. Erythrsea, sp.

Viola Patrinii, ^?) Ajuga decumbens.
Viciearum ? sp. Butoraus umbellatus.

Lotus corniculatus. Alisma, sp.

Rubus distans. Opbioglossum, sp.

I subjoin a description of such species as I believe to be new.

Reseda oligandra, mihi. c.

Herba glauca ramosa foliis liniaribus acutis papillosis, ramilis axillaribus,

stipulis 2 parvulis dentiformibus adnatis ad basin foliorum ; spicis longissimis

tenninalibus radii striata floribus sub-distantibus solitariis sessilibus, bracteis

parvis solitariis calyculatis sepalis, conformibus, calyce tetra-sepalo, sepalis

lanceolatis, papilloso-marginatis.petala subsequantibus, ovario brevioribus. Petalis

duobus oblique lanceolatis, margine interior! subrecto exterior! v. obliquo v.

1-lobato, vel duobus in unum trilobum coalitis inter duobus sepalis superioribus

sitis concoloribus (albis) vel ad apicem suh-glandulosis
;
staminibus srepius 3,

basi coalitis antepetala sitis, vel 5 (v. 4 uuo v. altero absent!) quorum 3

coalitis 2 lateralibus liberis sepalis superioribus opponuntur ; antheris geminis.

Disco nullo nisi basin staminum sub-dilatatorum intelligis.

Pistillo ad latus inferius floris sito ovario 4-lobo, lobis tumidis vesiculosis

carinis 2 papillosis instrnctis, stigmatibus 4 ad apicem lohorum, inferiore ma-

jore, superiore minimo capsula 1 -locular! ante anthesin ore uperto marginibus
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ralvularum intua reflexis
;
seniioibus numerosis reniformibus placentls 4 parie-

talibus suturas subtendentibus affixis,

Bergia odorata, (mild.)

Ramis decumbentibus ramosis teretibus pubescentibus. Foliis oppositis bistipu-

latis oblongo-ellipticis sessilibus seivatis pubescentibus, stipulis subulatis, ra-

mulis axillaribus ;
floribus axillaribus 1-3 utraque axilla, pedunculatis pedunculis

1-

floris, calyce 5 sepalo, sepalis ovatis pubescentibus, petalis 5 obovatis integris ;

staminibus alteinis brevioribus, stylia 5-oyaiio 5-loculo.

Odor aromaticus Anthemidis.

Habitat in inundatis proper Balawali.

Malva Malvensis, (mihi.)

Prostrata birsutissima, ramis teretibus foliis petiolatis quinquefidis, segmentis

2-

lobis obtusiusculis ; floribus axillaribus subsolitariis in apice ramorum sub*

racemosis foliis floralibus minimis sub-nullis petiolatis. Bracteolis 6 subulatis
;

Calyce ventricoso hirsutissimo. Corolla pallida calyce vix longiore. Carpella 7, 8

plerumque 9, lateribus plaiiis rugosis dorso costato. Odor aromaticus Pelargonii,

Crescit cum praecedente.

Astragalus sesameus, D. C. II. p. 288.

Ramis decumbentibus bumi adpressis longis simplicibus teretibus birsutius

culis foliis alternis 5-7-foliolatis foliolis ovalibus birsutiuseulis, stipulis liberis

cuneatis ;
racemis axillaribus, pedunculis in antbesi folio brevioiibus in fructu

elongatis, floribus sub-capitulatis brevissime pedicellatis, bracteis subulatis

ciliatis
;

calyce hirsuto 5 dentato, dentibus acutis supra fisso, vexillo obovato,

emarginato recto, alls oblique ovatis unguiculatis carina obtusa, stam. 1-9-fila-

mentis brevibus antheris birsutis, stylo brevi curvato stigmate capitato glabro

legumine ovato, dorso sulcato cum stylo persistente apiculato villoso seminibus

oblique reniformibus.

Flores minuti pallide purpureis. Lodihana.

Astragalus incurvus, D. C. II. p. 304.

Perennis birsutus, caulibus radiatira prostratis, foliis alternis petiolatis alter-

natim pinnatis foliolis oblique ovatis apice acutis birsutis, stipulis subulatis

petiolo adnatis, floribus capitulatis pedunculis axillaribus brevibus 4-5-floris

bracteis subulatis birsutis ;
calycibus 5 partitis segmentis subulatis, corolla

purpurascente, vexillo longo obliquo valde emarginato carina duplo longiore, alls

vexillo brevioribus 1-dentatis leguminibus stellatim dispositis margine inferiore

introflexo falcatis gibbis birsutis, utroque loculo 4-spermo seminibus rbomboideis,

Malva et Pentepotamia. These two species are remarkable as being identical

with or very strongly resembling the two African species to which I have referred

them.

Heliotropium.

Perenne ramosissimum omnino pilis sub-spinosis asperrimum, foliis sessilibus

lanceolatis valde rugosis asperrimisque, corymbis subterminalibus dichotomis

floribus sessilibus, calycis segmentis obtusis marginatis pilosis corollae tubo

ventricoso viridi calyce dimidio longiore inferius piloso, margine brevi undulat

albo 5-fldo segmentis rotundis capsula Isevi rugosiuscula vix 4-partabili. In
Arenosis Malwse et Lodibanae abundantissimum.

Boraginearum species—
Annua erecta ramosa birsutissima pilis mollibus spinulosisque mixtis, foliis

lanceolatis distonter crenatis, ad crenas costasque spinulosis aliter villosis ;
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floribus racemosis pedicellatis, racemis foliolosis ; calycibus ventiicosis, 10-costa-

tis, 5-partitis, corolla tubulosa limbo 5-partito segmentis rotundis, fauce breriter

5-fornicata intus pilos^ at non clausa, staminum filamentis breribus antherii

ovatis cserulesceutibus, pistillo recto libero stigmate clavato, nucibus basi affixis

oblique ovatis subrugosis apice acutiusculis, basi perforatis fauce perforationig

p licata.

Herba habitu Hyoscyami, calyce Physalin vel Lychnidem vespertinam eemulans,

Corolla alba.—Malwa, Pentepotamia.

Orobanche Calatropidia.

Spica confertiflora, caule (vel racbi) glabra sponglosa succi (aquse similis)

plena bracteis ternis 1-floris, una inferiore majore ovata apice acuminata demum

naarcescente calycem superante carnosa, purpurascente supra fulv4, duabus

lateralibus ellipticis cnniculatis lateribus versus basin pilis carnosis ciliatis, aliter

glabris, calyce brevioribus ; calyce 5-fido segmentis obtusis glabris corolla

ringente tubo calyce subduplo longiore curvato, lithbo bilabiate lahio superiore

2-fido minore suberecto segmentis rotundis emarginatis purpureis. inferiore

patulo .3-fido segmentis rotundis emarginatis ad marginem purpurascente, intus

flavo, fauce vallecuIis-2 luteis instructs, stamiiiibus 4 didynamis inferioribus

longioribus, glaberrimis, junioribus in antherium lineare antberam superans pro-

ductis quod postea marscescens ad antberam aflingitur, antberis 2-lobis cordatig

pilis albis presertiin ad basin marginesque saccarum birds, junioribus bisce

pilis arete coalitis post impregnatione discedentibus, polline ovali. Pistillo

glaberrimo ad basin ovarii disco luteo circumdato ovario conico 1-loculari placentis

4, Stylo staminibus longiore medio angustato, curvato, stigmate in apice clavato

styli glanduloso.

Crescit in rsedicibus Calatropidis Hamiltonii in arenosissimis Malvae Scapo 1-3

pedali crassissimo, bracteis inferioribus saepius efloratis,

Plantago bauphula, (mihi.J— indice ?

Caulibus decurabentibus raraosis subbirsutis foliis alterois ample canlibus,.

lineari-lanceolatis distanter denticulatis, sub-carinatis, pilis raris apice articnlatis

birsutiusculis pedunculis axillaribus foliis longioribus minute hirsutis vel sub-

glabris viridibus vel purpurascentibus, spicis confertifloris ovatis, bracteis uni-

floris costis viridibus marginibus latis scariosis inferioribus carinatis apiculatis

majoribus (at non foliaceis) sepalis 4. rotundato-ovatis, 2 exterioribus inferi-

oribusque bracteiformibus costa viridi, 2, interioribus omnino membranaceis.

Corollae limbo 4 lido, segmentis ovatis acuminatis scariosis, staminibus in

fauce insertis, filamentis filiformibus purpureis segmentis corollae aequalibus,

antberis ovatis versatilibus luteis, stylo exserto apice hirsutiusculo ; capsula

membranacea ovata versus fundum circumscissa, rosea, seminibus 2 naviculi

—

formibus, albumine concavo ovato embryone centrali immerso radicula inferiore,

cotyledonibus linearibus placenta centrali ovata crassiuscula in medio laterum in

valle lineari excavata propter receptionem embryonis, posteriuis in fructu mem-
branacei. Malwa et Pentepotamia.

Salsola land, (mihi,) nomine Indorum ?

Frutescens ramosissima, foliis breviter petiolatis cylindraceis vel ovatis, rectig

vel falcatis, acutiusculis vel obtusis, floribus 3-4 glomerulatis a.villaribus sessili-

bus, sepalis 5 concavis rubris, stamina iis opposita tegentibus filam 5 : brevibus

antberis viridibus stylis 2-3-4. brevibus rectis exsertis ovario unico.

Fructum maturam non vidi,

—

Maltoi el Pentapoiamia,
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II.

—

Extracts from the Mohit (the Ocean J, a Turkish work on Na-

vigation in the Indian Seas. Translated and Communicated hy

Joseph Von Hammer, Baron Purgstall, Aulic Counsellor, and

Prof Orient. Lang, at Vietina, Hon. Memh. As. Soc. ^’C. ^'C.

First Cpiapter.

OF THE NAMES OF THE SKIES, AND THE STARS
; OF THE ELE-

MENTS, AND WHAT BELONGS TO THEM.

First Section. Of the skies, stars, and elements.

Be it known that all the skies are perfectly round in convexity and

concavity each between two parallel surfaces
;
their centre is that of

the world ; they are nine in number, are called the ‘ universal skies,’

and are comprehended one within the other. The four elements are

within the concavity of the lunar sk}^, and have fixed themselves in the

middle of the terrestrial globe because gravitating like all bodies to-

wards the centre of the world, they found their repose there. According

to the expression of philosophers the earth is surrounded by the water,

but the surrounding is an imperfect one, because, according to the

opinion of old sages, the fourth part of the northern side of the earth

is shining forth
; the modern philosophers say more, and in fact, the

Portuguese have found on the west of the Canarian islands a new conti-

nent which they call the New World, and which is drawn up in the

maps of our time ; we will mention it, please God, with more detail, in

the chapter of the Indian islands.

The water and the earth form together one globe
; the cause that

the earth came forth of the water, is only God’s grace, who raised

towering mountains, and sunk flat valleys to make them the abode of

animals and plants. The earth shone forth by the natural inclination

of the water to descend to the deeper grounds, the elFect of which was,

that the higher places remained uncovered with w'ater. Some say that

there are six hundred species of animals on the continent, and eight

hundred in the sea. The Sheikh, author of the Shefa has said of the

animals : that all those who have ears propagate by birth ; and those

which have only auricular holes, by eggs. The eggs are of two species

—those the shell of which is hard, have two colors ; one, that of the

interior part and the other of the exterior covering
;
but those, the

shell of which is tender, are but of one color and have no exterior hide
;

as the eggs of the fishes. After the terrestrial globe comes the aerial,

after it that of fire ; then the skies of the moon, mercury, venus, sun,

mars, jupiter, saturnus, that of the fixed stars, and the greatest sky

wdiich is called Attas, The reason that the universal skies are in the

5 D
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number of seven, lies in their different motions. The proof of it is that

the before-said planets cover one the other. The covering sky is the

inferior and the covered one the superior.

The stars are divided in three classes. The first : the seven planets

every one of which is moving in its proper sky. The second class are

the fixed stars, which are real stars like the planets, and which are all

fixed in the eighth sky. The third class are only imaginary and not

real ones ; these are the two points which are called the poles. The

two poles of the greatest sky, make the difference between east and

west. In the same manner there are in the ninth sky two insensible

points ; all the stars are fastened in the globe of the skies like the stone

in a ring. Their rising and going down is fixed by returning cycles.

The line which passes tlu’ough the two poles is called the axis

In order to go on in the operations of this science it is necessary to name

the four great circles which are the meridian, the equator, the hori-

zon and the circle of height*.

Second Section, Of the divisions of the circle of the shy.

The learned in nautical science agree that the circle of the sky, that

is to say, the horizon, is divided into thirty-two parts, called khan\
;

because the ship can go in thirty-two directions, w'hich applied to the

horizon make these thirty-two divisions, every one of which is named

after a particular constellation to which seafaring men have given a

particular name. So they call in Turkey the north, Yildiz, which the

masters of the Indian seas call Kutb Jah , .Ufi So the two calves

(p. and y. in ursa minor) are true north, the rising point of them is N.

by E., the setting point of them N. by W. The rising point of the bier

(the square of ursa majorJ N. N. E. ; the setting point of the bier N.

N. The rising point of the camel (/3. in Cassiopeia :) N. E. by

N. The setting point of the camel, N. W. by N. ; the rising point of

Capella N. E. ; the setting point of it N. W.—The rising point of the

falling eagle (a in the lyra
:) N. E. by E., the setting point of it N. W.

by W.—The rising point of Spica E. N. E. ; the setting point W. N.

W. The rising point of the Pleias E. by N. ; their setting point \V. by

N. The rising point of the eagle true east, the setting point of it, tt'ue

This we presume is any circle passing Ihrouglx the Zenith

of a place, on which altitudes above the horizon are measured.—

E

d.

Perhaps the Persian word kh&neh, place, house, division, or khand

from the Sanskrit istl? part» division.—

E

d.
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west. The south is in Asia minor and Roomeli generally called the

Kihla. The master of the Indian seas calls it Kuth-i-Soheil, that is

to say, the pole of Canopus. The rising of Solhar or Solibdr* (which

seems to be al-Phard) S. by E. ; the setting point of it S. by W. The

rising point of the two asses (7 and S in Cancer
:) S, E. by S., the setting

point of it S. W. by S. The rising point of the scorpion S. E.; the setting

point of it S. W. The rising point of the crown S. E. by E ;
the setting

point S. W. by W. The rising of Arcitenens E. S. E.; the setting

point of it W. S. W. The rising point of the twins E. by S.; the setting

point of it W. by S. These are the names of the thirty-tw'o khaiis

(points of the compass). The middle point of two khans is called the

half of a khan, and the middle point of this is called the quarter of a

khan. The word karta {3j> is but a corruption of the word

quarto which in the language of the Francs signifies the fourth part.

The denominations of the khans after the rising and setting of the

above named stars, belongs to the Indian seas and the denomination

is only approximative and metaphorical, and not real. The division

is taken from the compass, which in Turkey is knowm by the name

of Pussola\. The above mentioned names are not used in the

white and black sea, w'here Ursa major and minor are continually

in sight, but where Canopus, Salibdr and the Aselli ai'e not seen rising

and setting ; the names used in the Turkish seas agree with the points

of the horizon, independent of the rising and setting of stars
; this way

is by far the more easy, because there are only eight names of winds,

the middle and quarters of them, w'hich makes ten words fifteen rising

points (the setting points not counted
:)

the northern pole and the

south pole, altogether seventeen names which it is easy to retain. It

is by far more easy to say east by north or west by north, than to

retain in memory the rising and setting points of the pleiades.

The Third Section explains the Isbd, 5 and the middle of

the Khans.

The circumference of the circle (globe) is of 360 degrees, each degree

66f miles, the whole circumference 24,000 miles ; each degree has 22|

* Solbar not Salibdr is the true vocalisation. [The navigators call it Sa-

libar .

—

Ed.]

+ From the Italian or Portuguese Bussola, which the late M. Klaproth does

not allow to be derived either from Bossola, a box, or the old Euglish Boxel, but

rather from the Arabic iSuiy« pronounced Modssala, the point, or pointer.

The present example however in which the word is written with a p rather

proves that both the Arabic terms Pussola and Moussala are corruptions of

Bussola ,

—

Ed.

5 D 2
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farsangs

;

the whole 8000 farsangs. An is formed by If de-

grees*. Eight zams make one ishd, and again 4| zdms

one degree; 114f miles are one ishd, 14| miles are one zdra

;

one degree contains seven parts of the twelfth of the ishd; so

the whole circumference contains 210 ishd or 1680 zams, the mid-

dle of two khans is 6i| ishd

;

counting by degrees, 11|^ degrees; the

whole circle 210 ishd at our time, but in ancient times the middle

measure of each khan was 7 ishd, therefore the circle contained 224

ishd

;

the first is the better computation which is proved by the

difference of the greatest and lowest height of which is but of

four ishds. Astronomers know that from the rising of Judda, that

is the polar star, to its settiiig, 6 degrees and 6 ishds are counted,

each ishd being 1 f degrees ; but the rising and setting of Judda is

not always the same because its motion follows that of the sky of the

fixed stars, by which, in the course of time, the distance of it from the

meridian becomes greater and sometimes smaller, according to the pole

of tlie world ; in our time it is so trifling that it makes no difference.

Be it also known that the ishd is of two species ; the one, that used

by the masters of the seas ; this is the fourth part of the distance be-

tween Capella and (the two Ursee) ; the masters measuring with

their instruments reckon this distance to be four ishd. If the mea-

surement is taken in 4.^^ ( ^yv Leo) and that the measure is neither

too large nor too narrow. _
The distance between Capelin and the two

Ursee is four ishd. The second species of ishd is not the nautical

but geometrical one, which is the breadth of six moderate grains of

barley ;
according to the systems of the moderns, 2 1 ishd or inches

make one yard and 4000 3
'ards one mile, and three miles one

farsang.

The Fourth Section, explains the distance of the stars, which

are used to measure the khanfrom the meridians andfrom the pole.

The distance of the polar-star is 864 degrees ; the distance of the

two calves (^7) 77 degrees, the distance of the first star of the square

of Ursa minor 66 degrees; the distance of 52

degrees ; of Capella 45 degrees ;
of Lpra 38|- degrees ; of Arcturus

23-^ degrees; of the Pleias li^ degrees ; of Aquila 7 degrees. All

these distances are northern. The southern ones are the following;

Solhar called also Mohannis, that is to [sa)-, the perjurer 61 degrees.

The reason of this denomination is because an Arabic tribe, having

taken its rising for that of Canopus, swore that it was Canopus ; which

• Should be 1® 36' 23" since 224 assaba = 360 degrees.
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was a perjury. ITie distance of Canopus is 52 degrees. Ast his is

a most renowned star, the southern pole has taken its name from it

;

the distance of which is the first of the two Aselli, 49 degrees ;

the heart of the Scorpion, (Antares) 24-^ degrees ; the Crown 17

degrees ; the Arrow, else called Shaurani Yamani, that is to say,

Sirius, 16 degrees ; Djoza, (the girdle of Orion,) 1 degree. This

last one though a northern one has been mentioned with the southern

ones.

The distance between the north-pole and the polar-star (Djah) is

two isbd, some say that the difference is less. The distance between

the pole and the star of the nail is 8;|- ishd, the distance

between the polar-star and the star of the nail 6|- isbd ; that between

the polar-star and the greater of the two calves 7^ isbd. Those dis-

tances were taken by the former masters, with the instruments made by

themselves by which the elevation of the stars was at variance, which is

not the case with the present instruments. The distance from the stars

to the meridian and the pole of the world is not always the same,

because the stars move with the eighth sky, so that by its motion

some northern stars become southern ones and vice versa, so that the

stars which in the zodiac are now seen in the beginning of Capricornus,

may fall into the beginning of Cancer, the distance of which is nearly

48 degrees. The rest may be guessed by this, but in our times the

opei’ations are sure.

The Fifth Section explains the instruments of measurement.

The first instrument which the ancients used, consists of nine tablets,

or boards, the first of which, of the size of man’s little finger is

divided in four foldsf each of which is called one isbd, that

is to say, that the first tablet is reckoned to be four isbd. Be it known

that each pilot takes the tablet according to his hand, so that if he is a

tall man the divisions happen to be great, and if he be a short man they

are small; therefore a difference must necessarily occur and the opera-

tion is not surej:. The distance between Capella and Dobban

which in the lunar stations fall in (t 7 v a of leo) is just four

isba§; which agrees with the above measurement taken by the hand.

* This may be y cephei of our globes by its relative distance from polaris and

the pole.—

E

d.

Shikan may here be translated rather a groove or furrow.—

E

d.

X i. e. If the instrument of one man be used by another.—

E

d.

§ The star here called Dobban. must be understood, not as Dabbe, $ aurigse which

is 7° 45' distant from Capella, making the isb(i=l'’ 55',
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The second tablet or plate is one isbd more than the first and so on,

until the ninth. Through the middle of this tablet passes a thread so

that it increases from the first to the second table half an isbd, and so

on to the ninth
; by this the elevation of the stars is taken*. Be it

known that the measurement of the ninth table is according with the
first plan. Capricornus having the smallest elevationf, it will be found
there to be 12 isbd. In the 8th table, 1 1 isbd, and so farther on
till the first, where its elevation is four isbd. In the same way the

calves, the four stars of the square of Ursa minor and the elevations of

the other stars are calculated. The method of taking the measure is

as follows You take the table with the left hand and the thread that

passes through their middle in the right
;
you stretch your left hand firm

and take the elevation which gives four isbdior iheX Juddi

The modern^ use to the same purpose a bar ^y, three or four

spans long, which they divide in five parts
; one part forms a tablet

^y
the breadth of which is the half of its length, that is to say, the fifth part

of the half ; a thread passes through the middle. The bar is divided in

twelve parts and where it cuts off six parts a knot (or division) is made.

The pilots begin their measurement from this knot, Juddi having the

smallest elevation. The distance between the circle of the horizon is twelve

isbd and at this time the stations Isarfa, in the lion,) Awvoa,

in the virgin,) and Semak Spica ; are near, that is to say, in the

zenith ; at this time Juddi is two isbds below the pole of the world
;

the measure of an isbd is If degrees (1° 43')
; at that place the ele-

vation of the pole of the world is 14 isbd or 24 degrees which is the

greatest milej. The greatest elevation of Juddi, is that in the lunar

stations /era el-mokaddam, (o 0 in Pegasus,) and moakhkhar, (y in

Pe^a^MSand o \n Andromeda : J and Resha, ( ^ in Andromeda :

)

there

are according to this calculation six isbd

:

they call this measure, the

original or fundamental measure ; that is to say, two isbd above the

pole of the world. Y^ou divide then this bar in eleven parts, throw five

of them away and make a knot at the sixth, then remain 1 1 isbd for

the elevation of Juddi. You divide again the bar in ten parts, throw

away four and make a knot at the sixth which gives the elevation of

ten isbd. Then you divide it in nine parts, throw away three and

make a knot at the sixth so that nine isbd remain for the elevation.

Again you divide it in eight parts, throw away two, make a knot at the

* See the subjoined note.—

E

d.

•|- For ‘ smallest’ I should here desire to read ‘ greatest’—the meaning being, that

according to the estimated elevation is the loh to be selected.—

E

d.

X Perhaps the extremity of the scale should be understood by this expression.
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sixth, so that eight remain for the elevation. You divide it then

in seven parts, throw away one making a knot at the sixth, in which

case the elevation of Jiiddi remains seven isbd. You divide it again

in seven (six ?) parts, but you throw none away and make the knot at

the end of the yard, in which case there remain six isict for the

elevation. Here the operation ceases; but all this is calculated on the

lowest elevation of Juddi which is the original measure. The way of

measuring with the above said thread and table
, is the following

:

first you take the tablet in your left hand, take hold of the first knot

with your teeth, sti'etch forth your hand, don’t twinkle with the left

eye, and take the elevation so that Juddi is above and the horizon be-

low, no moi’e and no less. At this time the arc of elevation between

the horizon and Juddi is 12 ishd

;

each time that a knot in added an

isbd is lessened till at last there remain six isbd, and here ends the

operation with the length of the table or bar. If you wish to operate

with its breadth it is as follows : at the knot made for the elevation

of twelve isbd, that is to say, at the half of the yard the elevation of

Juddi according to the measure of the breadth of the table, is again six

isbd. Be it known that if you are opeiating with the breadth and

a knot is added, the elevation loses half an isbd, so that it comes

at last to three isbd, in which place the northern pole is five isbd.

From this place the equator is distant 40 zdm, which makes nearly

570 miles and the original measure is here at an end,

because Juddi being in the original measui’e near the horizon its mea-

surement is not just. They call this the original or fundamental mea-

sure because Juddi is beneath the pole of the world in the lowest ele-

vation opposite to the pole. Besides this they take the measure by the

Farkadain, the Naash, and other stars.

The Sixth Section explains the calculation ofthegreatest elevation

of the stars.

The w'ay is this
:
you add the distance of the star in the northern

quarter to the latitude if it has a northern distance, and you subtract

it if it has a southern distance, and the result of the addition or subtrac-

tion is the elevation of the star; if it exceeds 90 degrees you throw it

away from the half circle and what remains is the greatest elevation ;

in the southern quarter the operation is quite the reverse. If you

wish to change the degrees into isbd, you know by what has been said

that one isbd is 1 1 degree, so that it is easy to make out the isbd ;

but in order to calculate just the elevation of the stars it is necessary to

know to a certainty the distances. Be it known that as the stars move
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with theii’ skies their distances are sometimes different which must be

known for the purpose of operating.

Note on the above chapter. By James Prinsep, Sec,, As. Soc. ^c.

The first chapter of the ]\Iohit, as I anticipated, explains all the allu-

sions to the stars, the points of the compass, and the methods of mea-

suring the latitude, which were so difficult to understand in the chap-

ters of voyages first translated ;
while the examination of the Arab and

Maidive quadrants (if they may be so called) to which I was led in

order to understand the nature of the ‘ celestial inch’ or i^bd, &c.

has prepared me to comprehend at once the descriptions in the present

chapter which, as the Baron states, “ are quite incomprehensible without

the knowledge or sight of the instrument itself, which no doubt must be

actually known by Indian or Arabic masters*.”

The first question to be solved is what are the actual stars corre-

sponding with the designations adopted in Sim’s work, as well as on the

Ai’abic compass ? The fourth section furnishes the data for the solu-

tion of this point, for it contains, not the azimuthal positions of their

rising and setting, but their absolute declination north or south of the

equator. But to compare these declinations with our present tables al-

lowance must be made for the annual variation in declination for the

time elapsed since Sim’s tables were framed. To find this epoch we may

take the declination of Polaris, which is given in the text as N.

86° 30', whereas on the 1st January 1839f it is by the nautical alma-

nac, N. 88° 27'. The difference, 1° 53' = 6780 seconds, divided by

-|-19".3 the annual variation of this star, gives 353 years prior to 1839

as the epoch, or A. D. 1486. Sim’s book was wTitten in 1554, but

it was compiled from ten works of preceding authors, five of them

ancient, and five modern. The tables he consulted were probably

much anterior, perhaps those of Ulugh Beg (A. D. 1437), or of

Nasir uddi'n Tu'si', astronomer to the Mongol Halagu Khan at

Tabriz in A. D. 1264. It is impossible to expect much accuracy where

the text does not pretend to come nearer than the half of a degree, but

still as we have sixteen stars we may apply the Bentley method of mi-

nimum errors to find the date :

* On board the Futtle Barry, (Fatih-ul barij I could find none of these in-

struments— nor were the points of the ancient compass known—ali is now

English in Arabic navigation.

t- 1 make use of this epoch because I happen to have on my table a Green-

wich Ephemeris for 1839, and none for the current year.
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The average epoch ot the Avabic tables is then A. D. 1282 or al-

• w tliat of Nasir ul di'n Tu'si' before mentioned. The

grTirri
variation ;

because half a degree, the limit of accuracy in the Arabic

column, is in such cases equal to several centuries -.-thus for Rige ,m

annual variation of three seconds we cannot expect to come neare^ a

1800" ^ 3" = 600 years, nor in Canopus than 1800 -r- 2 — OUU

^Tlill be lemaried that I have in some instances been obliged to

abandon the usually received equivalents ot Arabic *tars, “d to selec

others that were more conformable to the condilmns. Of the /«. fa
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r7em, (3 and 7 Urs. Min.) onl)’ the former would answer. No. 3 is

translated ‘ the firststar of the square of Ursa minor,' but no star of

that constellation has the necessary declination
; as the square of Ursa

major has the same name in Arabic I have inserted “ Urs.

Maj. the principal star of the square, to shew that it will answer perfectly,

but if I have read the Arabic name right (for in the manuscript it has

no points to the letters), it should be ‘ the leading star of tinin,’ the

dragon, to which I have accordingly given the preference, though it

does not furnish so good an epoch. ‘ the bright star’ of the

she-camel I can identify with no other than the extreme star of the tail

of the great bear, the last of the three ‘ daughters of the bier,’ and itself

named hindt-ndsh on our globe. I formerly thought it was the

second star, but this is 5 degrees too far north. The Arabic globes

and tables write aASJI < the leader’ in lieu of 3 Cassiopeiae

the star suggested by M. Von Hammer is 8 degrees too far northward.

Of Capella, Vega, and Arcturus there can be no doubt : but the next

of the series, translated Pleias by the Baron with a north declination 1
1®

15' cannot certainly represent the Pleiades which are in 23® north. I

have, as on the former occasion, prefered Aldebaran (the bright star of

the Hyades) whose name^^tyJ) the bull, does not much differ from

I
the pleiades : but for this interpretation it is advisable (though

not necessary) to read 15® 11' instead of 1 1® 15', for the declination.

To Jozeh, if it were to be taken in the usual acceptance of a con-

traction of Itijal uljozeh (our Rigel) we should be constrained to allow

a correction, from 1® to 10® south declination which would bring it to

the compass azimuth of E. by S. : but the text mentions its being out

of position and rather a northern star or one close upon the equator,

so that we may safely assume it to be a Orionis as in the above table,

without altering the text. The southern crown on our globes is far

too south for the of Sini, or of the compass, which is evidently

or /3 Scorpionis. Antares is not liable to mistake : but

there is some misapprehension in regard to Zaltm The Baron

translates it ‘ the first of the two Aselli’ : now the Aselli are two

small stars in Cancer, in 19“ and 22® north declination, whereas Zalim

is in 49® south. Again Dr. Dorn* states Fomalhaut of the Piscis

Australis to be denominated on the Arabic globe, but this again is

still 18 degrees too northerly. My own opinion was before given in

favor of oand Gruis for the Hamdrein, and the declination, now fur-

nished by SiDi, corroborates my selection, which is further confirmed

Transactions Royal Asiatic Society, vol. II. page 392,
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by the Arabic appellation zallm,, which signifies ‘ a male ostrich/ not

much differing from grus ‘ a crane.’

Canopus is too notorious a star to admit of any doubt, except to the

perjured Arab tribe ! but its annual variation is too small to yield fair

data for calculating the epoch of the tables.

For the last of the list, Salibdr, I before wavered between “ Eridani

and V Argus, and I should be able to propound a plausible excuse for the

Arab tribe’s mistake, (were the latter to be found correct,) in the disco-

very lately made by Sir John Herschell at the Cape, of the variable

brilliancy of this star ‘ which in a few months had come to surpass all the

stars of the first magnitude except Sirius, Canopus, and “ Centauri*:’

but when tried by the test of the minimum errors it is found wanting.

In 1839 it has S. Declin. 58® 50', with annual increase of 18.8 seconds,

so that in the 14th century it would be 5 degrees too far north, ; whereas

or Achernar precisely corresponded with the Arabic declina-

tion in 1288 A. D. The Baron’s suggestion of Alphard Hydrae)

is quite untenable, that star having only 7° 57' south declination.

The present section in addition to the above valuable information,

tells us why the south pole has been called Soheilf. It is a contrac-

tion of qutb i soheil, or pole of Canopus, to distinguish it from kutb ijdh,

the north pole.

There is no latitude in which the several stars, as now determined can

be made to rise and fall in their assigned positions on the horizon : the

names were purely conventional, yet in the latitude of 15® north a good

many of them find their proper places,—-as if the system had been first

framed at Loheia in the Red Sea, Saibdn of the ancients, which is the

starting point of all Sim’s voyages to India, and we have seen many of

the terms quoted as “used by the Indian masters.”

I should here correct a serious mistake made in my former notice, in

supposing that the ancient Arabs like the modern navigators, or the

Hindus, considered the polar star to be immovable. The chapter before

us proves that its polar distance was known and measured, as well as its

secular variation and the precession of the equinoxes. Their accuracy

only was deficient for the want of good instruments : thus in the tables

ofMuha MMAD Tizini published in Sharpe’s SyntagmaDissertalionum,

T. Hyde, we find the polar distance of Judda in A. H. 940 or A. D.
1533 registered as further from the pole than in Sidi’s work, instead

of nearer. In general however Mah. Tizini’s places of the stars lie

between Sidi’s and the modern tables. Thus, /3 Ursae minoris is

* See Proceedings of the Asiatic Society, page 463 of this volume,

t See note on Maidive compass, vol. V, p. 764.

5 e 2
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respectively 77®, 76®, and 74® 49' in the three :—„ Ljtsb, (vega,) is 3S®

30', 38® 37' and 38® 38' Aldebaran is 11® 15' (? 15® 11'), 15® 43', and

16® 11' ;—and o Aquilae 7® O', 7® 24', and 8“ 27 in the Mohit, Mah.
Tizinis tables, and the Naut. Aim. for 1839, severally.

I now proceed to make a few remarks on the fifth section which

affords some curious thougli brief information on the nautical instru-

ments of primitive use. I certainly imagined that nothing could be

more primitive than my Maidive friend’s kamdl—a bit of horn with

a knotted string passing through its centre, depicted in fig. 1, PI.

XLVIII. of vol. V. when lo ! here is something even less advanced in in-

genuity ! Instead of dividing the string and making one board or tablet

(loh, answer for all, it seems to have been an anterior plan to

have nine boards differing in diameter one finger (isbdj each ; the low-

est having four ishds in breadth; the largest, twelve. These were

all strung on one string, as long as the stretch of a man’s arm
; and that

board was selected in applying the instrument to use, which just covered

the space between the star and the horizon. From the passage in the

text it is evident that this series of boards was in fact but a substitute

for the more primitive employment of the fingers in the measurement

of celestial altitude. The fingers had however one advantage,—that

stretched at the length of the arm, as radius, they could be placed in a

curve, so as to represent equal portions of an arc ; whereas when fingers’

breadths were transferred to flat wooden boards they became either

sines, tangents or, at the best, chords of the angle measured. It was

to correct this (as I imagine) that the string was shortened by the

thickness of the board (half an ishd ?) for each successive loh, as

they decreased in breadth ; and I have taken the trouble to calculate

the effect on data furnished by my own arm and fingers, whence I set

down—radius = 27 inches
;
and isbd = | inch. The data therefore

for each board or loh will be as follow :

'Radius in- No. of Breadth Equal to Angle Difference

creasing by the loh of the loh natural deduced. or value of
half an isba or in inches. sine. one isb&.

in inches. board.
0 ' 0 /

24.04 1 3.00 .1247 7 10 -J- 4 = 1 47i
24.41 2 3.75 .1536 8 50 1 40
24.78 3 4.5 .1815 10 27 1 37
25.15 4 5.25 .2087 12 3 1 35
25.52 5 6.0 .2350 13 36 1 33
25.89 6 6.75 .2607 15 7 1 31
26.26 7 7.50 .2856 16 36 1 29
26.63 8 8.25 .3098 18 3 1 27
27.00 9 9.00 .3333 19 28 1 23

Average of 12 isbi 1® 37' 20"
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It is evident that half an isbd is a great deal too much for the thick-

ness of the plates or shortening of the string—I have calculated what

it ought to be so as to afford the proper correction for the diminution of

the sines, and find it only a twentieth, instead of half, of an inch ; thus,

making the isbd — 1° 36' ^ we should obtain the following lengths of

the arm or radius
; the isbd being assumed as before at |ths of an

inch :

—

No. of Angle Sine of Depth of Radius deduced = Thickness
plate or subtend- ditto. the loh in D sin. alt. of plate.

loh. ed. inches. inches. inch.

1 6®26' .1120 3.00 26.78 .08

2 8 2 .1397 3.75 26.86 .07

3 9 37 .1670 • 4.50 26.93 .06

4 11 13 .1945 5.25 26.99 .06

5 12 49 .2218 6.00 27.05 .06

6 14 2.5 .2489 6.75 27.11 .06

7 16 2 .2761 7.50 27.17 .06

8 17 38 .3029 8.25 27.23 .06

9 19 15 .3296 9.00 27.29 .06

The next instrument described in the fifth section, does not require

much notice since, it is precisely the bilisty, or square rod with a slide,

depicted in PL XLVIIL, fig. 2. p. 786, and the mode of laying off the

divisions agrees with the plan detailed by my Maidive informant. There

seems however to be some unaccountable jumble of the divided rod

(gaj) and the knotted string, unless the word translated knot may also

signify (as is probable) a division cut on the wooden bar. The applica-

tion of the breadth of the tablet for measuring lower altitudes with the

same knotted string is of course only an approximation, but quite near

enough for practice. The zero point (6 isbdsj is explained to be the

lowest altitude of Polaris = 10° 30' + 3o 30' =: 14®
; once more

nearly conformable with the latitude of Loheia.

It is possible that the greater magnitude of the ancient isbd may

have proceeded from the practice of taking the polar distance of Polaris

as a constant oftwo isbd

:

thus in 1394 it would be 3® 52' 2= 1® 58'

:

in 1550, 1®33', &c. Even in the chapter before us hardly any two

estimates of the isbd agree; in one place 210, in another 224, make 360

degrees ;
in the division of the gaj and string, the measure will be

1® 52' ; in other places it is I'eckoned 1| degree or 1® 43'.

The FIFTH SECTION enlightens us further on the zero point of the isbd

scale, which on the former occasion I deduced, from the isbd latitudes

of places in the Red Sea*, to be 5® 30' nearly. It says that in taking

the altitude of Polaris (always, as I guessed, at the inferior passage)

when it comes at last to three isbd (the pole being then five isbd)

* Vide vol. V. page 444.
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the scale ceases, because the star is too near the horizon to give accurate

results. Now 3 ishd at 1® 43' = 5® 9' to which adding 3® 26' = 8® 35'

latitude; and 570 miles, the distance from the equator corresponding,

gives a latitude also of about 8® 30'. In the table I constructed from

the voyage latitudes I should have added a constant of 3® 26' to the

absolute latitude of each place as the altitudes of Polaris were supposed

to be taken at its inferior elevation.

The SIXTH SECTION merely gives directions for calculating the meridi-

onal altitude of stars, in order doubtless to obtain the latitude, at sea.

Here instead of north and south declination, the terra distance, quas*

north polar distance is alone employed ; the rule being for stars north

o" the zenith ; Altitude= N P D f Latitude ; and for those south

of the zenith, Alt. = Latitude— N P D (— 90^ which is unintelligi-

ble ; it should be Altitude ~ 180® — N P D Lat. ; or latitude =
180 — Alt. •{- N P D. Perhaps by southern distance is meant south

polar distance, when the rule becomes S P D — Alt. — latitude.

The ishd is here again quoted at 1°43' and the importance of having

good tables of the stars is insisted on.

I have got through my comment without consulting any native

navigator, for the season of Arab and Maidive monsooners is hardly

yet arrived.—But as I have already remarked, the present chapter

exhibits far less difficulties than the others did in the absence of this,

which contains the very particulars we there wanted.

HI .—Epitome oj the Grammars of the Brahuiky, the Balochky and the

Panjabi laiiguages, with Vocabularies oftheBaraky, the Pashi, the

Laghmani, the Cashguri, the Teerhai, and the Deer Dialects. By
Lieut. R. Leech, Bombay Engineers, Assistant on a Mission to Kabul.

A Vocabulary of the Laghmaxni Dialect.

IntroductioiL.

La^/jman is a province (mahdl) of the principality of Cabul, situated

opposite to Jalalabad

;

it is sometimes written Lam^Aan. It yields a

revenue of 1,13,000 rupees, and is included in the government of

Muhammad Akbar Khan, the favorite son of Ami r Dost Muham-

mad. The inhabitants of La^Aman are Tajaks or Farsiwans.

Lae, day
AUA, hand
Kitalik, girl

Ae, mother
Saya, sister

Angar, fire

Vocabulary.

Lam, fort

Kati, tree

Bakar, good
Veil, night
Balakul, boy
Baba or tatiya, father

Laya, brother
Warg, water
A,u, bread

Gung, horse

Ghora, horse

Nakar, bad
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Nandi, river

Shotik, she-goat

Lawega, pain

Lodi, wood
Nuni, butter

Ave, flour

Golang bull

Gas, grass

Adam, man
Panj, husband
Shelt, knife

Swran, gold

Pachadak, he-goat

Gal, abuse

Wagan, wind
Gull, bullet

Gom, wheat
Lon, salt

Ga, cow
Mashi, woman
Tik, wife

Pultem, son

Chummar, iron

Mukhia, silver

Wad, stone

MatAt, nose

U'AAt, lip

Jub, tongue
Brut, mustachoes
Ast, arm
Kuchh, belly

Dur, far

Shamek, black

ITAard, yellow

Nil, blue

Chhal, hair

Gand, large

Sanna, thin

Liga, tall

Peranik, coat

Khadd, turban
Pishundik, cat

Pe, meat
Karatik, female ass

Shir, head
Norikh, nail

Chap, left

Drogh, false

Kam, little

Manda, neck
Bn^iAal, armpit
Pindi, calf

Aneh, eye
Ka4, ear

Dan, tooth

Dad, beard

Pa e, leg

Chan, back
Poda, near

Khek, white

Shunek, red

Alina, green
Kat, bedstead
Chantala, small

Cha^fA, fat

Muta, short

Kala, cloth

Sutan, trousers

jfiTAudink, dog
Machh, fish

Kar, donkey
Diir, face

Dur, mouth
Rast, right

Hast, true

Bo, much
Shana, shoulder

AllakA, side

Ran, thigh

Sang, earth

Shila, mud
TAur, sun
Dum, smoke
Zalzala, earthquake
Gilaph, scabbard

Pasham, wool
Gamba, deep
Pyaz, onion
Paki, razor

Sunchik, needle

Garm, hot

ATAargosh, hare

Bar, fruit

Akude, below
Dura, out

Pam, broad
Kaman, bow
Khkm, raw
Jandwar, beast

Limbe, tail

Pe<Aar, shoes

Tuna, thirst

Kana, deaf
Kuta, lame
Patik, gone
Ma e, moon
Wkkh, rain

Abli, cloud

Sum, hoof
Pachh, cotton

Sona, thread
Shamek murch, black

pepper
Aru/fA, leek

Ko, thing

Shirin, swe et

Shidal, cold

Gul, flower

Ude, upon
Kuchai, in

Liga, long

Tir, arrow
Pachik, cooked
Paranaga, bird

ShaAA, horn
Kalacha, speech

Avta, hunger
Andd, blind

Gunga, dumb
Chha, well

^

Aik, come
Pakam, I go
Paga, he goes

PakaiAa, ye go
Pakai, dost thou go
PakaiA, we go
Pakan, they go

1

1

6 khe 11 ya e 16 shanzd
2 do 7 that 12 dua,e 17 abdd
3 te 8 afcAt 13 senzda 18 hashda
4 chdr 9 no 14 chadde 19 nozda

5 panj 10 de 15 panju 20 vist
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A Vocabulary of the Cashgari (properly Kashkari') Lan-
guage.

Vocabulary.

Dak, a boy Bu^fta, be gone Sur, head
Moashi, a man Rupd, get up Kad, ear
Lesun, a cow Pea, drink GAach, eye
Astor, a horse Dassa, take Rikish, beard
Ashpai, a sheep \J'gh, water Dond, tooth
Until, a camel Gomb, wheat Ege, come here
Chhani, hair Gumod, a girl Hishik, sit down
Pusha, cat Kumedi, a woman Ejube, eat
Inch, forehead Deshawa, a bull ]\idth, with, give me
Naskar, nose GhoA. dou, an ass Mashr ba, goglet of
Barup, eyebrow Pai, a goat water
Shoix, lip Postam, wool Shapika, bread
Le^in, tongue Rain, dog Karinj, rice

Siri, barley GAarib, poor Mah, waist

I'o kini, who are you J51, veil Paz, breast
Chadur, turban Obista, dead Bum, earth
Phadwal, trousers Zdm, mountain

Ingar, fire

Jind, bedstead
Chhan, take off (im- Satire, stars

perative) Chohistam, I am huri- Paghid, curds
Bizwa, thin gry Paniya, night

Pong, foot Isbgum, shall I eat Dashmanira, read
Shurak, thigh Masam ludath, speak Metal, a great man
AT/iwanu, belly with me Mawlat, country
Gaul, neck Kisht, waistband Kosh, shoes
Trishty, thirst Perahan, coat Jinwa,i, born
Asman, heaven Anjam, put on (impe- Ult, round
iS'/tid, milk rative) Him, snow
Chho,i, day
Dashmani, reading

Ange, come

Chale but, a fat man
Husht, hand
Mujasti, calf of leg

Jin, wood

1 P 4 chod 7 sut 10 jash

2 ju 5

3 tru,i 6

punj 8 ansht 20 jishi

chu,i 9 nenhan 100 do shixm

A Vocabulary of the Ti'rhai Dialect.

Introduction.

The Tirhai language is at present confined to 3000 families, who

abandoned their own country the district of Tirh on a feud breaking

out between the Orakzais and Afridis, and settled in the province of

Hinganhdr. They figured in the religious revolution I am now about

to mention.

In the reign of Akber, when Mirza Hasn was Governor of Cabiil,

a holy man by name Hisamodi'n an Ansari by caste came from Hin-

dustan, where his forefathers had been left by Timurlang, to A^'Aanis-

tan in which country he travelled and preached, and had succeeded in

making many converts to the creed of the Shiahs, to which sect he be-

longed; when Akhun Darveza whose shrine is now at Peshawar, arose
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as his opponent, and as the defender of the orthodox faith of the Sun-

nis : Hisamoui'n had obtained tlie title of Pi'r Roshan (father light)

among his own sect, and that of Pi'r Tari'k (father darkness)

among the Sunnis. Akhun Darveza petitioned the king who gave

orders to the governor of Cabiil to co-operate with him in exterminat-

ing the infidel Shiahs. These two laid many snares to entrap their

opponent, who evaded their pursuit, accompanied by a body of 200

cavah-y, by reversing the shoes of their horses. He escaped and his

fate is not known ; but his three sons were secured and put to death.

The labors of Pi'R Roshan were particularly successful in the district

of 7’eca, where he had 60,000 disciples ; who on the disappearance of

their preceptor, returned to their former belief.

Kuzra, horse Tsimbar, iron Miin. face

Bhadai, mare Zyad, brass Azi, mouth
Pali, bread Postakai, leather Mas, meat
Wa, water Parannazar, silver Nukh, nail

Sinth, river Luhizar, gold 7f/twai, right

Das, day Bat, stone Chap, left

Rat, night Achha, eye Tsuk, little

Bir ukh, he-camel Nasth, nose Brokh, much
Strizy ukh, she-camel Kan, ear Oga, shoulder

Bira tsinda, he-goat iS'Aunda, lip Mare, neck

Strizy tsali, she-goat Danda, tooth AWakh, side

GAwar, good Zhibba, tongue Kharg, armpit

Nakar, bad Bret, mustachoes Run, thigh

Ghodi, abuse Hast, hand Pondi, calf of leg

Bali, wind Pa, leg Brich, tree

Nar, fire Tsat, back Bliiim, earth

Lada, wood Damma, belly Gad, mud
Bre/ift, pain Boga, near Diida, dust

Tarwali, sword Dur, far Spagmai, moon
DM, sliield Paranna, white Suri, sun

Golai, bullet Luhi, red Barsat, rain

Dudh, milk Zyad, yellow Dhung, smoke
Kuchh, butter Kangana, black U'ryaz, cloud

Gadh, clarified butter Sen, bedstead Zabzala, earthquake

Ghom, wheat Bal, hair Ghv/av kand, thunder

Dadi, beard Suda, little Tandr, thunderbolt

Zav, barley Ghana, large Padakahar, lightning

Lon, salt Plan, fat Nukh, hoof

Go, bullock Sum, thin Kavza, hut

Dhen, cow Kathan, short Tekai, scabbard

Ghas, grass Driga, tall MMuch, cotton

Strizy, wife Tsabar, cloth Pam, wool

Mhala, father Piran, coat U'zh guni, goat’s hair

Ma, mother Sathan, trousers Zmarrai, tiger

Putur, son Phagdai, turban Gugh, deep

Kumar, daughter Sana, dog Kangana mirch, black

Spaz, sister Bilolec, cat pepper

Bhra, brother Mahai, fish Sum, leek

Katari, knife Khar, donkey Pyaz, onion
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Kurkumand, saffron

Spansi, thread
Biyatai, scissors

K atari, razor

Shai, thing

Dhung, needle

MriMt, sweet

Tre, salt

TriWit, bitter

Tatta, hot
Shhal, cold

Sawe, hare
Burod, wolf
Gidad, jackal

Yaya, bear

1 ik

2 du
3 tra

4 tsor

5 pants

6 kho

Bizo, monkey
Ath, flour

Gul, flower

Bar, fruit

Phalla, grain

Drig, long

Plan, broad

G/tasha, arrow
GAurr, kaman, bow
Rast, true

Drist, false

Pakka, cooked
Ama, raw
Rassai, rope

Lakai, tail

13 tro

14 tsouda
panzi

khod
sato

aMto

Udhast, hunger
Gushthani, house
Tandrai, mouse
H indwana,water-melon
Ra^/ta, plain

Kar^Aa, crow
Mor^/ta, bird

Khka., horn
Phanai, shoes

Piratba, thirst

Osai, deer
Ku,ai, well

GAar, mountain
Bhana, plate

19 kunnai
20 bhya
30 bhyoudd
40 du bhya

7 sath

8 ^At
9 nab 1

5

10 dah 16

11 iko 17

12 bo 18

A Vocabulary of the Language, spoken in the Highlands
OF Deeb.

Vocabulary.

Pand pisha, show the road
Puch de, give a kiss

Maga, don’t

Shilchi oth, I am thirsty

Bal, hair

Ghat ag, whence have you come ?

Andefht^, I came thence

Chu ain pand, go this road
Buchhakot, 1 am hungry
Dat, full

Paneth, money
Jath, wool
AndesAki chon, I will go there

Gomb, wheat

Jib, tongue
Masht, throat

5Aalit, will you sell ?

IVlaya, curds
Chot, cheese
Bat, rice

Mulland, dead
Pedah, ill

Kichu, take away
Pachha, cook (impera-

tive)

Go il, bread
Mish, man
Kha, eat

Sbaya, come
Beh, sit

Jola, speak
Ga, cow
Angyur, finger

Miilkanth, buying

5Aid, milk
Gad, clarified butter
Ma,il, buttermilk
Chond, writing

Chantu, alive

An, bring

jy, light (imperative)
Pisht, flour

IVahe, water
I's, woman
Po, drink

Chau, begone
Uthi, get up
God, horse

Gau, bull

Tikod, girl

Mekide, give me
Ra,it, might
Chail, goat

Birbur, tiger

Mas, meat
No,il, cap

Shah, put on (impera-
tive)

Yar, friend

Jar, fight

Mar, kill

'I'aran, forehead

Dudh, lip

Da,ir, chin

ATAasha, cheek
Tlioho, hand
Jang, calf of leg

Gabit, anus
Jola, speech
Pu, sou

Ghin, take
Dus, day
Rouns, musk deer

Shirmukh, hyena
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Yu, barley

Gujur, clothes

Shirbal, trousers

Si, sew
GAalim, enemy

1 Yak
2 do
3 sftta

4 chor

5 panch

Migar, joy
Achhi, eye
Nistur, nose
Kan, ear

Dand, tooth

6 sho

7 shat

8 hasht

9 nob
10 dasA

Shish, head
Khor, foot

Erkas, breast

Us, strike

Ting, back

16 shohud
17 sataha

18 hastaha

19 unbist

20 bis

11 ika

12 biyaha
13 «Aeltaha

14 choh^

15 panchi

A Vocabulary of the Language of the Moghal Aimaks.

Introduction.

The Mog'^als are one of the four Aimaks ; they inhabit the country

of Baghrdn and Mai igdn, the former is subject to Candahar the

latter to Herat.

A story is told that one of the kings of Persia sent for a Mo^Aal

Aimak, to inquire the structure of his language, and was so disgusted

with the discordancy of its sounds that he ordered the man to be killed.

While the executioners were preparing to strike off his head, the

king, to give the culprit a last chance, inquired the Mo^^ali for

“ face.” The man answered “ nur” which in Persian signifies “ light

this lucky answer it is said saved the credit of the Mo^Aal language

and the head of its propounder or lecturer.

Vocabulary,

Odur, day Ahin, iron Surab, lead

Soni, night Bizu, monkey Brinj, brass

Naran, warmth China, wolf Tilla, gold

Ghar, hand Nokai, dog NuAAi-a, silver

Koun, boy Buz, goat Kul, food

Wokin, girl Sa^fAal, beard Gesal, belly

Baba, father Saghli^iA, sheep Kabr, nose
Turuksan, brother Ukarr, a bull Nuddun, eye
ATAwar, sister Wina, cow Kelan, tongue
Ussun, water Su^rAul, a calf Kala, chin

Ghkv, fire Bii^Adai, wheat Undun, trousers

Ukpang, bread Ai'pa, barley Kil^iAAsun, wool
Shahar, city GAurul, flour Naka, shoes

Deb, village Chighan, rice Girr, house
Darakht, tree Anar, pomegranate Kongan, light

Morin, horse Angur, grapes Ulan, red
Morin, mare Pyaz onion Koka, green
Nakchir, deer Sir, leek Shira, yellow
Eljigan, ass Zardak, carrot Burghaja, cooked
Murgh, fowl Dapsuny, salt Ould, blind

Teman, camel Tosun, clarified butter Ukuba, dead
Wataga, bear

Sunu, milk
ATAagina, egg Nira, name
Tarakh, curds Yamal, saddle

Unda, butter-milk

5 F 2

Kagar, earth Oula, hill
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Khisbt, brick Cha^Aan, white Uchkodar, yesterday
Oda, above Kara, black Kuri, stone
Dunda, in IMor, road Keja, when
Inclar, here Khkm, raw Eiiakai, novv
Javla, before Lang, lame Han, yes
Ghimsu, nail Ebat, pain Yema, whv
Ekiii, head Chah, well Be, I

Chakin, ear Kulba, plough ’I’e, he
Niir, face GAajar, plain Inodar, to-day
Shuddun, tooth ATAirja, hut Nuntar, sleep
Kelii, speech Shewa, below Moduli, wood
Kujunn, neck Ghadana, out ATAana, where
Gesu, hair Tindar, there Bas, enough
Malghai, cap Koina, after Ogai, no
A7/atun, woman Khub, good L'l, not
Kor, breeches tie Watar, quick Chi, thou
Saman, grass

1 nikka
2 koyar

Bad, bad Ekada, many
5 tabun

6 jolan

3 ^Aorban 7 jur</Aan,

4 dorbau

Verhs,

&c. &c.

Ira, come Ap, take up HaH, kill

Ida, eat Umaz, put on Guilya, run
'I'ali, putBuz, rise Orchi, go

Bar re, catch Sun, sit Unnu, mount
Bi uiwla, don’t cry Hug, heat

Sentences.

Nam clii j’ama bi

Kedii tuniksan betar

Kauti indai ira

Bazar tu borchi sbn hacbaia bi-

dandu
Rlal^ftai non yemagaja Ion masu-

ninchi

Kanaur chi nantar

Ga buz
Gha,v mence ebatunna
Umur tamkedb sM be

Indasa ta Cabl'd kedur mor be
Orda mani koyar rupe kocbarpa
Katai mani niraini Halim Jan be

Morini tani kimatni kedu be

Indasa ta farrah morni kiraini kedu
be

Baba tani amdun be
i?(mdun ogai be enagborban sal beki

okiija

Turuksan mani tani nantar
Cba^fcan buija saytal mani
Bidanasai yam gaji kashuda janta

Nazar tiimi niran ki modr barish

ikina

Agaichi fc/das ugai bechi turuksan
raiki

What is your name ?

How many brothers have you ?

Come here, boy.

Go to the bazar and bring me some
Tiiilk.

Wliy don’t you wear a new cap ?

Where are you going
Rise early.

My hand pains me.
How old are you }

How far is Cabul from this?

I have two rupees left.

Halim Jan is the name of my chief.

What is the price of your horse ?

What is the hire of a horse from

this to Tarrah ?

Is your father alive?

He is not alive, he died 3 years ago.

Do you know my brother ?

Your beard has turned grey.

AVhy are you angry witli me ?

It looks as if it would rain to-day.

If you are employed send your bro-

ther.
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M'alka satani into barina
Nikka odurton kedumororchi nanta
JJorni yamal ke ki unusunna

Odur bega burja boz ki warchi ena

Bida ira labda Mismat tortani enaka
ni/fAsat kituni ki warcbya girtuna

Diindadii inani kudal beyagaga

tJi dui dnndaniji awaza bila ka
Muhammad Shah uknjanna

Eljiganin maiiiuchkau soni kula^Aai

achiclianna
;
daisunni katkair yat-

trajamie nikka mehman bila teni

eljiganin kulaghai achichanna

How are you taxed in your country ?

How far can you go a day ?

Saddle the horse that 1 may take a
ride.

The day is far spent rise and let

us go.

I came to wait on you, now give me
le.'ive to go home.

Let there be no deceit between 3'ou

and me.
There was a report in the camp

that Muhammad Shah was dead.

Yesternight a thief stole an ass of
mine bj* cutting his tether; the
thief also stole an ass of a guest
of mine.

IV.

—

Note on the New Zealand Caterpillar. By G. Evans, Esq.

Curator of the As. Soc. Museum.

After a careful scrutiny of the New Zealand caterpillar entrusted to

my charge at a former meeting and on which I was requested to report

as to the precise, or most probable nature of the remarkable and appa-

rently anomalous connection existing between the animal and the

vegetable fibril projecting from its head (an extraordinary feature in

the economy of this curious insect that has led to the fanciful belief

that we have here an unequivocal instance before us of animal and

vegetable life linked together in one continuous existence) I am led to

the following conclusions.

That the caterpillar, the subject of our speculations and present in-

quiry, is the larva of a lepidopterous insect, that conti’ary to the general

law of its own order, it neither fabricates a cocoon, nor constructs any

kind of defence to protect itself from injury for the time it has to con-

tinue in the aurelia or chrysalis state, but as some provision is doubt-

less necessary for its future preservation, to enable it to fulfil its desti-

ny as intended by nature, it resorts to another expedient equally

efficacious and tending to the same wise and benificent ends, and this

is by artfully suspending itself by the head from some part of the tree

or plant on which it feeds, in which pendulous state it continues

'Stationary and undergoes its natural metamorphosis.

The manner by which it contidves to attach itself to the slender

tendril, (or vegetable fungus as some have considered it,) and which is

truly pure vegetable matter-, and a continuous part of the same tree it

derives its support from, appears to be simple and easy of explanation,
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and, if I am right in my solution of the mystery, it is effected in the

following way.

A twig or tendril of the tree, or more probably a climbing plant, on

which it subsists in the larva state, having been selected for its pur-

pose, the caterpillar smooths off the end with its sharp mandibles and

thus forms a clean and even surface to proceed upon. It then splits the

bark and vegetable fibres for a short distance up the stem, separates

the divided portions and insinuates its head between the intervals so

formed, leaving the divided ends to close over and by their compressing

force to retain the head in a fixed position, when by the aid of a kind

of gluten plentifully supplied from all parts of the body, and apparently

possessing the properties of caoutchouc, the two dissimilar bodies are

firmly glued as it were into one ; in this vertical posture I conclude

the transformations from one stage to another pass on, till the imago or

winged form is assumed. Beyond the idea of mechanical support on

the one hand and self-preservation on the other inherent throughout

all animated nature, it is difficult to assign to this curious appendage

any other more suitable office, and what would seem to give some sup-

port for this conclusion is my having detected what has every appear-

ance of being the divided and radiating fibres of the stem, extending

over the head of the caterpillar as before explained, but the specimens

are in such a dried and unfit state for an investigation of this nature

that I can only offer what I have here stated as a provisional exposition

to be confirmed or invalidated by more competent persons, whose

advantages may afford a fuller scope for their investigations : to sup-

pose that animal and vegetable matter, each possessed as we know they

are of different and distinct properties, (though both composed of the

elements of common matter,) can ever become continuous and co-exis-

tent is irrational and contrary to the common laws of nature, for the

changes and operations that take place within themselves separately

and individually, are too widely diversified ever to admit of such a rela-

tion as the one here erroneously conceived.

Sept. Zrd, 1838.

—Edwards, in his Gleanings of Natural History, a work published above

70 years ago, mentions an insect that was brought from Dominica and of many

more found at the same place, having a fungus shooting from the head, but he gives

no solution of the extraordinary phenomenon.
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V.

—

An txamination of the Pdli Buddhistical Annals, No. 3. By

the Honble George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service..

[Continued from page 701.]

Concerning the four Buddha of this kappo.

Extracts from the Atthakatha called the MaduratthawiUsini on the

Buddhawanso, which is thefourteenth book in the Khudakanikdyo

of the Suttapitako.

The Buddhdwanso purports to be the narrative of the history of the

last twentj'four Buddha who have appeared during the last twelve

regenerations of the world ; and, as will be shown by the ensuing

quotations, it was delivered by Sakya himself in the first year of his

Buddhohood, for the purpose of convincing his royal kinsmen, that the

mendicant life he was leading ought not to be regarded by them in the

light of a degradation.

In this instance also, for the reasons explained, I give the preference

to the Atthakatha. The following are the names of the twenty-four

Buddha exclusive of Sakya, and the age in which each appeared, of

whom the text and the commentary treat.

In the 12th kappo from the present one, four Buddha appeared, the

last of whom was Di'pankaro, the 1st of the twenty-four alluded to

above.

In the 1 1th ditto ; 2nd, Kondanno.
In the 10th ditto ;

3rd, Mangalo
; 4th, Sumano ;

5th Rewato ;

6th, SOBHITO.

Ill the 9th ditto ; 7th, Anomadassi ; 8th, Padumo ;
9th, Narado.

In the 8th ditto ; 10th, Padumuttaro.
In the 7th ditto; 11th, Sumedo ; 12th, Sujato.

In the 6th ditto
; 13th, Piyadassi; 14th, Atthadassi ; 15th,

Dhammadassi.

In the 5th ditto
; 16th, Sidattho.

In the 4th ditto
; 17th, Tisso ; 18th, Phusso.

In the 3rd ditto; 19th, Wipassi.

In the last ditto ; 20th, Sikhi ; 21st, Wessabhu.

In the present ditto; 22nd, Kakosandho
;
23rd, Ko'nagamano

;

24th, Kassapo ; Gotamo, Metteyyo, who is yet to appear.

As however, this article is only designed to advert to events connect-

ed with the present creation, I shall commence with the histoiy of the

•Kakusandho, after giving a few of the introductory observations fur-
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nished by Buddhoghoso at the commencement of his commentary on

the Buddhawanso. He thus expresses himself.

“ By -<vhora was this (Buddhawanso) propounded? Where, on whose or what
account, and when was it delivered? Whose discourse is it, and how has it been

perpetuated ?

“ In the first instance, concisely explaining all these points, I shall then enter

upon a detailed commentary on the Buddhawanso.

“ By whom was this Buddhawanso propounded ? It was propounded by the supreme

Buddho, who had actjuired an infallible knowledge of all the dhanmi, who was

gifted with the ten powers, who had achieved the four wesarajjdni, was the raja

of dhanrnd, the lord of dhanmi, the omniscient Tatha'gato.
“ Where did he propound it ? He propounded it at the great city Kapilawaithu at the

great Neyridho wihdro, in the act of perambulating on the Ratanachankamo, which

attracted the gaze of dewa and of men by its pre-eminent and exquisite beauty.

On whose account ? He propounded it for the benefit of twenty-two thousand

kinsmen, and of innumerable kiiiyo of dewo and men.
“ On what account 1 He propounded it that he might rescue them from the four

Oyhd (torrents of the passions).

“ Where did he propound it ? Bhagawa, during the first twenty years of his Bud-

dhohood led a houseless life (of a pilgrim), sojourning at such places as he found

most convenient to dwell in; viz. out of regard for Bardnast he tarried the first

year at the Isipatanan, an edifice (in that city) near which no living creature could

be deprived of life,—establishing the supremacy of his faith, and administering to

eighteen kotiyo of brahmans the heavenly draught {ntbdnan). The second year, he

dwelt at the Weluwano mahd wihdro in Rdjagahan for the spiritual welfare of that

city. The third and fourth years he continued at the same place. The fifth year,

out of considei'ation for Wisali he dwelt in the Kutdgira hall in the Mahdwano

wihdro near that city. The sixth at the Makulo mountain. The seventh at Tawa-

tensa Bhawano (one of the Dewaldka). The eighth year, for the welfare of the han-

sumdra* mountain near Bhuggo, he dwelt in the wilderness of Bhesakala. The ninth

year, at Kusambia. The tenth year, in the Paraleyyako wilderness. The eleventh

year, in the brahman village Ndli. The twelfth at Weranja. The thirteenth at the

Chali mountain. The fourteenth at the Jetawano Malta wihdro in Sdwatthipura.

The fifteenth at the great city Kapilawaithu. The sixteenth at Alawi subduing Ala-

wako (an evil spirit) ; and administering the heavenly draught to eighty-four thou-

sand living creatures. The seventeenth at Rajagahan. The eighteenth at the Chali

mountain. The nineteenth at the same place, and he resided the twentieth at Raja-

gahan. From that period he exclusively dwelt either at the Jetawano maha wihdro

for the spiritual welfare of Sdwatthipura, or at Pubbdrdmo for the welfare of Sdketa-

pura, deriving his subsisteuce-f by alms (from those cities).

* Sunsumdro is synonimous with Kapilo, in Singhalese Kimbulwatpura, the birth-

place of Gotomo Bl’ddho.

•) In those days, Ruddhistical religious institutions possessed no endowments, and

the priesthood entirely subsisted on alms. It is stated to be mentioned elsewhere,

though the passage has not been shown to me yet, that the period of Sa'kya’s sojourn

at Sdioatthipura was nine, and at Sdkitupura sixteen years. By residence however,

at any place is not to be understood an uninterrupted residence of the whole year.

The year is divided into the hemanto (snowy or cold), gemhdno (hot) and wassaiio

(rainy). During the two former the Buddhist priesthood were required to devote

themselves exclusively to a life of pilgrimage, and in the last, to have a fixed abode
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“ On SatthA (the divine teacher Sakya) becoming Btkldho, he held his first wasso

at the Tsipatanan an edifice situated at BdfAnasi at a place so secluded that no wild

animal was disturbed ;
and having completed his ivasso there, repaired to Uruwela

where he tarried three months. Having there converted the three who
were brothers, attended by his fraternity of a thousand bhikkhus, he proceeded to

Rdjagahan, on the full moon day of the month of Maga*, (January-February ;) and

there sojourned two months. Five months had then elapsed, since his departure

from Bdrdnasi. The hemanfo was also over ; and it was also seven or eight days

after the arrival of the emissaryf- Uda'yi. That individual in the month of Phag-

guno, (February-March,) thus thought ‘ the hemanto is past, and the wasanto (first

half of the hot season) is arrived ;
and it is the time Tathagato promised to repair

to Kapilawatthu.' Having thus reflected, he set forth the gratifications of a visit to

his native city in a poem of sixty verses (to Buddho) ,

“ Thereupon Satth a', on his hearing this appeal, disposed to gratify the wishes of

his relatives, attended by ten thousand {bhikkhus) of various tribes, from Anga and

Magadha, and by ten thousand from Kapilawatihu, being altogether twenty thousand

sanctified arahanta, set out from RAjagahan. By only travelling daily at the rate of

one yojanaX, he reached the city of Kapilawatihu, which is distant from RAjagahan

sixty yo'jani, in two months ; and in order that he might command the reverence of

his relations, he performed a miracle of two opposite results. It was upon this

occasion, that he propounded the Buddhawanso.
“ Whose discourse is it? It is the discourse of the Supreme Buddho, who is not

to be compared with the priesthood, and the Pachchi Buddha.
“ By whom has it been perpetuated ? It has been perpetuated by the generation, or

unbroken succession, of the Third (elders of the priesthood). This is that succes-

sion : Sariputto thdro, Bhaddaji, Tissokosyaputto, Siggawo, Moggali-

PUTTo§, SuDATTO, Dhammiko, Dasako, Sonako, Rbwato. By these it was

brought to the period when the third convocation was held.

“ If it be asked, how has it subsequently (to the third convocation) been perpe-

tuated by their disciples ? Be it understood, that in the same manner, it has been

brought down to the present day, by the transmission from preceptor to disciple.

“ By thus much explanation alone, it will be understood, by whom, where, for

whose edification, on whose account, and when it was propounded ; whose discourse

it was, and by whom it has been perpetuated. It now behoves unto the expounder

of this commentary, to enter upon his general explanation (of his work).

“This AUhawannand is the (niddnan) repository of the history in part of a remote

antiquity; in part of comparatively modern, and in part of contemporaneous

charging themselves with certain stationary religious duties. Though the Buddhist

priests have lost in Ceylon much of their mendicant character, from the age in which

their temples became endowed with lands, the observance of wasso is so far pre-

served still, that every priest of any repute is in general invited by some wealthy

individual, or by a community, to take up his residence at some selected place for

the wassdno, where he is provided with an habitation and his subsistence, and is

treated with great respect.

* The text gives Russamaso (December-January), which is considered to be a cle-

rical error.

-b An emissary from Kapilawatihu sent by Suddhodano, the father of Buddho,
to entreat of him to be respectably maintained by his family, instead of leading the

life of a religious mendicant.

I About 16 miles.

§ Not Moggaliputtatisso by whom the third convocation was regulated.

5 G
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events. Tbe illustration of tliese three portions of the history, in a manner to he

readily comprehended, would be an important work. Those who attend thereto and

acquire a knowledge thereof from the commencement would lay up a store of valuable

knowledge. I shall therefore enter upon the exposition of these nidinini, rendering

(their imports) manifest. Therein (in the study of this exposition) due notice

should be taken of the division of the three niddmini.

“The nature (of the three mtWnnni) may be thus briefly explained : the history

extending from the age in which the sacred assurance was vouchsafed to the Mahi-

satto* at the feet of Di'pankaro Buddhof, until by his death in the charac-

ter of Wessantaro, he was regenerated in the Tdwatinsa dhcaUko, is called the

Duri niddndn or the history of remote antiquity. The history extending from the

translation by death from Tdwatinsa to the attainment of omniscience at the foot of

the Bodhi, is called the atoidure-niddndn or comparatively modern history. The

contemporaneous history contains records such as this, ‘ at such a period Bhagawa'

dwells at Sdwatthi, at the Jetawanno wiharo, an ediflce belonging to Anatho, a

dispenser of charity ‘ he dwells at Rdjayahan at the Weluwano wiharo (the wiharo

in a bamboo grove) at which the squirrels are regularly fed,’ ‘ he dwells at Wdsdli in

the Kdtag&ra hall in the great wilderness.’ In this manner whatever intervenes

^rom the attainment of omniscience at the foot of the Bodhi tree, until his deathbed

(scene) in obtaining mahd parinibbdnan, whatever takes place in the interval, be it

understood that wherever he may have tarried, is iucluded uuder the santike-niddndn,

resident or contemporaneous history. In these few words an explanation exclu-

sively of three nidandni, viz. durd, moiduri and santiki has been afforded.’’

I now proceed to quote from the Atthukathd on the Dw4wisati-hud~

dhuu-anso or the genealogy of the twenty-second Buddha.
“ From the Aappo in which the Syambhu, Wessabhu, attainedparimWanan during

twenty-nine kappd, no lurainariesj like suns, the vanquishers of darkness, appeared.

In this present Bhadda kappo\ four Buddha have already appeared
; viz. Kakcs-

ANDHo, Kona'gamo, Kassapo and our own Buddho (Go'tamo). The Bhagaicd
Melteyyo will be born hereafter. As this kappo is destined to comprize tbe manifes-
tation of five Buddhd, it has been designated a Buddha kappo by Bhagawa'.
“ Of these, Kakusandho having fulfilled his probationary destinies, and been

regenerated in the Tusilapura (Deied/dW), after death there, he was conceived in the
womb of Wisakha the principal wife of Aggid.atto, the ProAifd brahman, who was
the instructor in the tenets and doctrines of his faith, of the raja Khe'mo in the
Khimanagara.
“ Whenever rfijas uphold, reverence, make offerings and render homages to, tbe

brahmans, the BddhisaftdH are born in the brahman tribe
; and whenever the brah-

mans uphold, reverence, make offerings and render homage to the rajas, then they
are born in the raja tribe.

“ At this period the brahmans were receiving the services and homage of the rajas,
and on that aecount the illustrious personage, who was the true Kakusandho
was manifested in a pure brahman tribe, endowed with prosperity and greatness
causing the hundred Chakkaicaldnif of which the perishable universe is composed,

* The name of Buddho prior to his attaining Buddhohood, literally “ the great
mortal.’’

f Vide Mahawanso, p. xxxii.

J Supreme Buddha.

§ From the root Bhaddi excellence.

)j
Individuals destined to be supreme Buddha.
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to glorify him, and to quake (with joy) ; and, in the manner before described, mira-

cles were performed.

“ At the termination of ten months, he issued from his mother’s womb, like aflame

of fire from a golden furnace, and lived the life of a layman, maintaining domestic

relations for four thousand years. He had three palaces called Ruchi, Suruchi and

Wadhani ; and an establishment of thirty thousand femaies, of whom the brahman

KdcHiNl was his principal consort.

“ Having (already) been visited with the four prescribed warnings, at the birth of

his illustrious son Uttaro by the brahman RdcHiNl, he took his final departure, in

his state car drawn by six high bred horses, and entered into the priesthood :—in

pursuance of whose example forty thousand persons also entered into the priest-

hood.

“ Attended by them, having for eight months undergone the probationary ordeals,

on the full moon day of the month of Whako, having partaken of the sweet rice

boiled in milk for him by the daughter of the brahman Wajartjdo, in the brahman

village Sucharindo

;

and having taken his noon rest in Vive Kliadira wilderness, in

the afternoon, accepting from one Subhaddho, a corn-grower, eight handsful of

grass, and approaching the Sirisa (the sirisa acacia) his sacred tree, which was

exhaling a heavenly fragrance similar to that of the pdtali before described, and

spreading out a sward carpet thirty-four cubits in breadth, seating himself on that

throne he achieved supreme Buddhohood.

“ Having chaunted forth the uddnan (hymn of joy) and passed there seven times

seven days, satisfying himself that the forty thousand bhikkhus who had been ordained

with himself were qualified to comprehend the sachapaiiwide (the four sublime truths

of Buddhism), he repaired in a single day to Isipatanan, an edifice near which no

living creature could be deprived of life, situated in the neighbourhood of Makhilana-

gara {Benares), and in the midst of those disciples he proclaimed the supremacy of

his faith.”

After detailing some further particulars of the early acts of Kaku-*

SANDHo the commentary proceeds thus :

“ At that period our Bddhisatto (Sakya) existed in the person of the (reigning)

monarch named Khemo ;
and presented alms, dishes, robes and (other) established

alms-offerings to the priesthood of whom the Buddho (Kakusandho) was the

chief ; and provided sandal-wood and medical drugs, bestowing also sacerdotal gifts.

Attending to his doctrinal discourses he became a convert (to Buddhism) and was

ordained a priest in the fraternity of that Bhagawa. The divine teacher (Kaku-
sandho) predicted to him that he would hereafter, within this kappo, himself be-

come a Buddho.

” The native city of this enlightened Kakusandho Bhagawa was Khimana-

garan ; his father was the brahman Aggidatto and his mother the brahman

WisAKHA. His chief disciples were Widhuro and Sanjino : his Upatthdyako

(assistant disciple) was Buddhiyo ; his two chief priestesses were Saina and

Champacha ;
his sacred tree the Mahasirisa : his stature forty cubits, the effulgence

of his glory extended ten yojand around ;
the terra of his existence was forty thousand

years ;
his consort (while he was a layman) was the brahman Rochini ; his son

Uttaro, and he departed (on severing himself from lay connections), in his car drawn

by horses of the ajanna breed.”

Then follows a metrical repetition of the foregoing particulars quot-

ed fi’om the Buddhawanso itself, and other details connected with

Kakusandho to the end of that chapter, which it is unnecessary to

adduce in this place.

5 G 2
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The genealogy of the twenty-third Buddho.
“ Subsequent to Kakusandho Bhagawa and to the extinction of his religion,

when the term of human existence extended to thirty thousand years, the divine sage

Kona'gamano, whose heart was always benevolently inclined to others, was mani-

fested.

“It might appear from this statement that the term of human existence was gra-

dually curtailed; but such was not the case. Be it understood, tlmt it had been

curtailed, and having been augmented was again reduced. For example in this kappo

the Bhagawa Kakusandho was bom, whose allotted term of existence was for-

ty thousand years. That term of existence gradually decreasing was reduced to a

term of ten years ; and subsequently increasing again to an Asankheyyan, and from

that point again diminishing, had arrived at the term of thirty thousand years. Be
it understood, that it was at that conjuncture that the Bhagawa Ko'na'gamano
was born. That personage having fulfilled his probationary courses, and beeu

regenerated in the Tusitapura Dhcaloko, and having demised there, was conceived io

the womb of Uttara', a lovely and youthful brahmani, the consort of the brahman

Annadatto of the city Sdbhawatte ; and at the termination of ten months issued

forth from the womb of his mother, in the S6hhawatte pleasure garden.

“ At the instant of his birth, throughout Jamiud/po. a golden shower (kanakawas-

sdn') descended ;
and from that circumstance he acquired the appellation of Kana-

ka'gamano, which name of his, by process of change, became Ko'na'gamano.
“ He lived in the domestic relations of a layman for three thousand years, and he

had three palaces, Tusitd, Santasita and Santuttho, and sixteen thousand women, of

whom the brahman Ruchiganttha' was his principal consort. Having been visit-

ed by the four prescribed- warnings, on the birth of his son Sattawa'ho by Ru-

CHIGANTTHa', mounting his superb state elephant, and taking his final departure

(from wordly grandeur) he entered into priesthood ; and his thirty thousand follow-

ers following his example, also entered into the sacerdotal order.

“ Having for four months (singly) undergone the probationary ordeals, and having

on the full moon day of the month of loesako, partaken of the rice sweetened by being

boiled in milk, which was offered to him by the daughter of the brahman Aggisk'no,

and enjoyed his noonday rest on the Khadira forest, in the afternoon, accepting

the eight bundles of grass which were presented to him by Tinduko, a cultivator,

—

approaching (unattended) from the southward his sacred tree, the udumbaro, (Fieus

glomerata)—which was adorned with fruit as described in the instance of the

pundarika tree,—and spreading out a sward carpet twenty cubits in breadth,

seated on that throne, be annihilated the power of death, by attaining the wisdom

of the ten powers (Buddhohood) and he chauuted forth the Udanan.

“ Passing there seven times seven days, and having by his inspiration seen the

proficiency of the thirty thousand bhikkhus who were ordained at the same time as

himself,—rising aloft into the air he descended at the Jsipatandn near the city

Sudassand*

.

“ Alighting in the midst of them, he proclaimed the supremacy of his faith ; and on

that occasion he procured for a thousand kdtiyo of living beings the first stage of

sanctification. Subsequently performing a miracle, productive of two conflicting

results, at the foot of the great sdlo tree, at the gate of Sundaranagarun he admi-

nistered dhammo, the draught of heaven, to twenty thousand* kdtiyo of living

beings ; and procured for them the second stage of sanctification ; and on the occa-

sion of this Bhagawa expounding the Abhidbanmopitako to his mother Cttara'

and the deicata of the hundred thousand Chakkawaldai, who had assembled for that

purpose, ten thousand kdtiyo of living beings attained the third stage of sancti-

fication.”

• The name of Benares at that time.
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Here again the above particulars are repeated, being quotation,

from the text of the Buddhawanso. This quotation is also in verse,

but is less detailed, though substantially the same as the preceding.

The commentary then proceeds, as in the instance of the Buddho Ka-

KUSANDHO, first to give in prose the remaining particulai’S connected

with the Buddhohood of K6nagamano, and then to quote the passages

from the text of the Buddhawanso as propounded by Sakya. I avail

myself in this instance of a short quotation from the text of the Bud-

dhawanso as the revelation it contains is both concise and comprehen-

sive.

“ I was at that period the monarch Pabbato, powerful by my allies and minis-

ters, as well as by my numerous armies. Having waited upon Buddho, (KdisTA'GA-

MANo) and attended to his supreme dhammo, and after obtaining the permission of

that vanquisher and his priesthood, having presented them every otFeriug wished

for, for refreshment, I presented also the shawls with rough surfaces, China silks,

shawls made of the silk of silk-worms, blankets, and slippers embroidered with gold,

to the divine sage and his disciples. The said Muni seated in the midst of his

priesthood thus predicted of me. ‘ Within this Bhaddakappo this individual will

become Buddho.’ ”

Here the commentator, Buddhaghoso, notes that he has omitted some

portions of the revelations which were probably not strictly applicable

to the subject under illustration, and resumes Sa'kya’s discourse as

follows :

“On hearing this prediction of his (K6na'gamano’s) I (Sa'kya) exceedingly-

rejoiced, instantly resolved to fulfil, thereafter, the ten probationary courses. Seek,

ing, therefore, the gift of omniscience, presenting alms to the chief of men (K6na'-

GAMANo) I entered into priesthood in the fraternity of that vanquisher, abdicating

my empire.’’

After again omitting an interesting portion of the revelation, not

connected with the subject under consideration, the commentary pro-

ceeds as follows with the quotation from the text of the Buddhawanso.
“ Sobhito was his city—and S6bh6 the name of the ruling monarch : that Bud-

dho’s father’s family dwelt in that city. The father of that Buddho, the divine sage

K6na’gamano was the brahman Yonnadatto, and his mother Uttara'. His

chief disciples were Bih6so and Uttaro
;
and his assistant disciple Sotthijo

; his

chief priestesses Samudda and Uttara', and the sacred tree of that Bliagawa

was the udumbaro. In his stature, the Buddho was thirty cubits, and he was

invested with a golden glory like the flames issuing from a blacksmith’s forge. The

term of existence of the Buddho was thirty thousand years. During that period, he

rescued great multitudes (from the misery of transmigration). Haviner established

dhammo, as (firmly as) a chetiyo which is decorated with the embellishments of

dhammo, and with garlands of the flowers of dhammo—he, together with his disciples,

attained nibbinan. His miraculous essence, as well as his disciples, and his pro-

mulgated dhammo, all vanished in as much as all that is transitory is perishable.’’

The genealogy of the twenty-fourth Buddho Kassapo.
“ Subsequent to K6na'gamano, the Buddho Kassapo, the chief of bipeds

the raja of dhammo and the author of light—having bestowed largely in alms, and

having conferred charity extensively and consoled the destitute, relinquishing (the
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worldly riches which were) the rewards of his piety, and (escapinc from his domes-

tic ties) like unto a bull rushing from the restraints of his pen, achieved supreme Bud-

dholiood ;
and this chief of the universe, Kassapo, proclaiming his faith, vouchsafed

to twenty thousand kntiyo of living creatures, the first stage of sanctification.”

After a few explanatory remarks on the foregoing passage, the com-

mentator again quotes from the text, setting forth the pilgrimages and

discourses of Kassapo, by means of which he acquired, as his prede-

cessors had done, the three states of sanctification for the living crea-

tures then in existence. The commentary then gives the following

extract from the Buddhauanso.
“

I (Sa'kya) at that period, was one Jotipa'lo, excelling in the mantra, and

perfect master of the three weda, which I used to rehearse hy note. I had achiev-

ed the knowledge of signs of the Uihiisu and of divination. 1 could reveal what was

in the earth below, and the heavens above, and was in the exercise of these powers,

free from all corporeal ailments. Kassapo Bhagawa had then a certain assis-

tant disciple named Ghatika'ro who was treated with great honor, possessed a

well regulated mind, and had subdued the dominion of sin, by the virtue of the third

state of sanctification. The said Ghatika'ro conducted me to the vanquisher Kas-
sapo, and having listened to his dhammo, 1 entered into the order of priesthood in

his fraternity. Pursuing (my sacred calling) with zealous devotion, and performing

all my religious obligations without the slightest omission, I fulfilled the ordinances

of the vanquisher ; and having thoroughly acquired a knowledge of the whole scope

of the Buddhistical doctrines composing the nine angdni, as propounded by the van-

quisher, I glorified that dispensation of the vanquisher. That Buddho also having

witnessed my miraculous attainments thus predicted. This individual will become a

Buddho in this Buddhakappo. On hearing this prediction, astonished and delight-

ed, I at once formed the resolution to fulfil thenceforth the four probationary courses

;

and consequently I led the life of a pilgrim, renouncing all domestic alfections,

and in exclusive devotion to the attainment of my Buddhohood, I consigned myself

to that arduous task.”

The commentary then afiFords the following particulars regarding the

personal history of Kassapo.
“ The native city of that Buddho was called Bdrdnasi, and the reigning monarch

was Kiki', and Kassapo’s family was resident there. His father was the brahman

Brahmadatto, and his mother Dhanawati : his chief disciples were Tisso and

Bha'ra'ddwajo
;
his assistant disciple Subbhamitto ; his chief female disciples

were Amiba' and Uruwe'la', and the sacred tree of that Bhagawa was the ni-

grodho. In his stature he was twenty cirbits, dazzling like the lightning in the

skies, and refulgent as the full moon ; and the term of his existence was twenty

thousand years. He who had existed the whole of that period, redeeming multi-

tudes of living creatures (from the misery of eternal transmigration), rendering dham-

mo refreshing as a pool, and slla like unto fragrant ointment, investing (living crea-

tures) with dhammo as it were their vestments
;
sprinkling dhammo as it were the

flowers of a garland, and placing dhammo before those individuals, who were about

to attain the beatitude of nibhdnan as it were a mirror, he vouchsafed to say, behold

the perfection (of my dispensation). And converting sf/a into a cloak nad jhdnan

into a breastplate, he covered (mankind) with the armour of dhammo, and provided

them with the most perfect panoply. Bestowing on them sate as a shield, and tik-

hinndnan as a sceptre, he conferred dhammo on them as the sword that vanqui.«hes

all that is incompatible with sila, investing them with tewijja as an ornament, and
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the four phaJi as a tiara. He also bestowed on them the six ahhinAn as a decoration

such as flowers to be worn
;
assigning the supreme dkammo to them as the white

canopy of dominion which subdues the sins (of heresy} ;
and procuring foi them

the consolation (of redemption from transmigration) which resembles a full-blown

flower, he and his disciples attained nibbdnan. As well this incomparable Buddho

who had overcome the dominion of sin, as his perfectly propounded dispensation,

worthy of the invitation ‘ come hither and examine it,’ and his priesthood, illustrious

and strictly observant of sacerdotal discipline, the whole perished. If it be asked,

why? ‘ Because all transitory things are doomed to perish.’

“ The Bhagawa Kassapo expired in the Kdsi country in the Setaioyiino garden

in Sctawydnayarun. His corporeal relics did not separate (bis bones remaining

jointed after the cremation). The whole of the population oiJambudipo assembled

and constructed a thupo one Ynjanan in height, each brick for its outer work was of

gold, worth a koH and set with jewels ;
and they filled in the inner part with bricks

each worth half a kdti

;

its cement was composed of red lead, using the oil of the

tela seed, in the place of water.

“ The said Bhagawa Kassapo, fulfilling the object of his mission for the wel-

fare of mankind, was a sojourner (chiefly) in the city Migad&yo (a part of BArdnusi)

in the kingdom of Kasi rejoicing the universe.

“ The rest of the Gatbayo are well known in all their bearings. The account of the

genealogy of the Buddho Kassapo is thus closed in the Atfhakatha called the Ma-

dhuraatthawilAsani, to the Buddhawanso. In this extent of detail
; the history of the

genealogy of the twenty -four Buddha is comprehensively concluded. Now in due

course the history of the genealogy of our Buddho presents itself (for relation).

This is his history.

“ Our Bodhisatto (Buddho elect) existed through four Asankheyydni and one

hundred thousand His advent has been recognized and predicted by the (last)

twenty-four Buddha, commencing with Di'pankaro of whose fraternity he was

a member. It has been thus announced by the revelation of those twenty-four Bud-

dha ‘ there will be no other supreme Buddho subsequent to Kassapo, than this

individual.’

“ These are the particulars (of his history). It has been thus explained by Buddho

himself :
‘ the (abhinchdra') final sanction (for attaining Buddhohood) is only obtain-

ed while in the collective possession of these eight attributes, viz. being of the hu-

man nature
;
possessing perfect manhood and a propitious destiny

;
being gifted

with the privilege to approach a Buddho ;
being admitted into sacerdotal ordination

;

being endowed with pious impulses ;
being full of holy aspirations and zealously

devoted to his destiny.’ By him who had by the accumulated possession of these

eight attributes, obtained the final sanction of Di'pankaro to attain Buddhohood

—

it has also been said ‘ while I was acquiring by all manner of means the qualifica-

tions for Buddhohood, having succeeded in my search, I came in sight of the first

dAnapAraml sanctification.’

“He who had been thus blessed with a sight of the first of the (ten) ddnapdramita

which lead to Buddhohood, continuing to fulfil his prescribed duties, reached at

length his atoafar in the person Wessantara (his last existence before attaining

Buddhohood). Whatever those duties might be, they have been described in speak-

ing of tlie rewards of piety earned by the (other) Buddha elect, who had ensured

their election.

“ (Buddho has also said) ‘ Thus individuals of perfect manhood who have been

selected to become Buddha perform their pilgrimage through a hundred kdtiyo of

kappi, a long period : they are not subject to be born in the Awichi hell, nor in the

lukantdra hells, nor do they become inhabitants of the Nigghdmatanhi hell, suffering

from thirst and hunger—nor, tenants of the Kilakanjanhi hell. Though they maybe
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reproduced in Dvggati (a minor bell) in which men are reproduced in the form of
animals, they are not born there a diminutive creature (smaller than a snipe)

; nor
when produced among the human race, are they ever born blind, nor do they lose

*heir hearing or become dumb. These selected Buddha moreover are neither pro-
duced in the form of women, of ordinary hermaphrodites, or of hermaphrodites who
periodically alternate their sex. Exempt from all misfortunes they are pure in their

mode of subsistence— avoid heretics and are observant of pious conduct : though they
may be born among the Suwagga, they are never reproduced in the BrahmaUko asa-
nasalto (as the term of existence there would be too long)

; and they do not possess
the qualihcation (of the arahat sanctification) which would involve their reproduction
in the Suddhdwdsa brahmaldko (from whence they would never return to the human
world). These righteous individuals, forsaking all worldly advantages, and released

from the bonds of eternity, perform their pilgrimage for the welfare of the world,

fulfilling their probationary courses.’

“ He who was thus proceeding in the prescribed course of his destiny, having at-

tained these (eighteen) attributes, and having thus reached his penultimate awatir in

the person of Wessantaro (the raja of Jetutai anagaran one of the twenty -five great

cities of Jambudipo) thus spoke. ‘ This earth devoid of the power of discrimination

and unconscious of its blessings and its curses, has been made to quake seven times

by the merit of my charities.’

‘ Having thus performed those great acts of charity which caused the earth to quake

at the close of his prescribed term of existence, from hence he was translated, by

death, into the realms of Tusiiapura. While the Buddho elect was sojourning in

Tasitapura the baUkalan (tumult) that precedes the advent of every Buddha came

to pass.

“ In each creation there are three such tumults—they are these ; the Kappa-habiha-

ian, the Buddha-haldhalan and the Chakkawatti-haldhalan. It is a proelamation, that

at the termination of one hundred thousand years, the kappo perishes. The ddwa

called Kiimawachard, with loosened topknot, and dishevelled hair, and with bewail-

ing countenances—wiping their tears writh their hands— clad in red vestments, and

assuming the most revolting forms, wandering through the human world, thus pro-

mulgate their warnings ; ‘ Blessed! at the termination of one hundred thousand

years from this d.ate, the kappo is to perish : this world will then be destroyed :

the great ocean will be completely dried up. This great earth and sirinu (sumdru), the

monarch of mountains, will be consumed by fire and utterly destroyed
; and the world

will be annihilated as far as the brahmaldko

:

blessed I embue thyselves with benevo-

lence : blessed 1 impress thyselves with compassion, universal love and strict justice
;

comfort thy father and mother, and reverence the elders of your tribes.’ This is

called the kappa-hahihalan.

“ Again it is proclaimed that at the termination of one thousand years an omniscient

Buddho will be born in the world. The Ddwata who protect the world, wander

^hrough it, proclaiming, ‘ blessed 1 Buddho will be manifested in the world a

thousand years from this period.’ This is called the Buddha-haMhalan,

“ Lastly it is proclaimed that, at the termination of a hundred years, a Chahiwafti

raja will be born. The Dhoatd, who are the tutelars of the world, wander through

it proclaiming ‘ blessed ! at the termination of a hundred years a Chakkawatii raja

will be born.’ This is called the Chakkawatti-habihalan.

“ Among these, when the proclamation of the Buddha-hahihalan is heard, all the

DiwatA of the ten thousand Chakkawalane assemble at one place, and having ascer-

tained who the human being is who will become Buddho—repairing to him they

invoke him. These invokers, however, only address their petition to him on his

manifesting the pubbanimiiti (indications of approaching death in the DiwaUko).
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“ At the conjuncture (in question), the aforesaid assemhlage, consisting of the four

great kings (of the detoos) Sakko (Indra) Suga'mo, Santusito and Wasawatti,

together with the great brdhmas in each Chakkuwdlan, assembled together in one

Chakkawalan (of the ten thousand)
;
and repairing to the Buddho elect on whom

the pubhanimitte had been manifested
; thus addressed him. ‘ Blessed ! by thee,

the ten probationary courses have been fulfilled, not for the purpose of realizing

the beatitude of a sakko, a brdhma or other deity : the state of omniscience has

been sought for by thee, for the purpose of redeeming the world, by attaining

Buddhohood.’ They then thus invoked him: ‘ MaMwiro / thy time is arrived;

be conceived in the womb of thy mother. Rescuing dewd and mankind (from the

miseries of sin) vouchsafe (to them) the condition of immortality.’

“ Thereupon the great elect, who was thus entreated by the dhvd, without giving

any indication of his having acceded to the prayer of the reflected succes-

sively on these five principal points ; viz. as to the time (of his advent)
;
the quarter

of the world ;
the country and the tribe in which he should appear ; and who his

mother, and what the term of his existence should be.

“ On examining, in the first place, whether it is or is not the proper time (for the

advent of a Buddho) if it be" found, that the term of human existence is then a

hundred thousand years and upwards, it is not a proper period
; because under so

protracted an existence, the human race have no adequate perceptions of birth,

decay or death. The tenets of the dispensation of (all) the Buddh a are insepara-

ble from the recognition of those three points, characteristic of the Buddhist faith.

To those (Buddha) who may expiate on those points, viz. perishability, misery (of

transmigration) and anatid—those (who are gifted with this longevity) would reply
;

‘ what is it they are talking about : it should neither be listened to nor believed.’

The state of sanctification {abhisamayo) is, under those circumstances, unattainable.

While that condition (of longevity) prevails, religion itself is divested of its sancti-

fying influence. Consequently that age is not a proper one (for an advent). Nor
is the age in which the term of human existence is less than one hundred years a
proper one ;

because from vices being then predominent among mankind, the admo-
nition that is imparted to them is not allowed time to produce a lasting affect-

vanishing like the streak drawn on the surface of the water. That also is not a
proper age (for the advent). The proper age is that in which the terra of human
existence is less than one hundred thousand and more than one hundred. At the
particular period now in question, the term of human existence was one hundred
years ;

and therefore it appeared to be the proper age in which the advent of the
elect should take place.

“ Then he reflected as to the quarter of the world, contemplating the four quarters
together with their satellites groups

;
and as in three of them the Buddha do not

manifest themselves, he saw that Jambudipo was the quarter in which he should be
born. And on reflecting as to the country in that great Jambudipo, which is in ex-
tent ten thousand ydjana, in which Buddha are born, he saw that the Majjhinia-
disa was the proper one, and he also distinctly foresaw, that there, in Majjkimaddsa
Kapilawattha was the city which was destined to be the place of his birth.

“ Thereupon, on pondering on the tribe, he found that the Buddha are not born
in the ITessd or Suddd caste, hut either in the Khattiya or Brahmd caste, whichever
might at the time be predominent in the world

;
and he said, ‘ now the Khattiya

is the superior. I shall be born therein, and the raja Sdddhodano will be my
father.’ And then on considering as to who his mother should be, he said ‘ She
who is destined to be the mother of a Buddho is chaste and sober, and has fulfilled

her probationary career through a hundred thousand kappi, and preserved uninter-
ruptedly, from her birth, the observance of the five sitani ; such appears to be the

6 H
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princess Ma'ya': she is destined to be my mother.’ And on inquiring how longf

she had yet to live, he found that was only ten months and seven days,

“ Having thus meditated ou the five principal points, he signified his acquiescence

in the prayer of the dhoatd in those words. ‘ Blessed I the time has arrived for my
nssutning Buddhohood adding ‘ do ye depart,’ he sent away those divcatd

; and

attended by the diwati of Tusilapura, he entered the Nandana grove in Tusitapura,

“ In all the Divoaloka, there is, most certainly, a Nandana grose (in each) wherein

dewatd hover about, thus invoking (such of the dewatd as are about to die) : ‘ by

meditating on the reward of thy former acts of piety, when translated from hence

by death, may ye attain a happy destiny.’ He (the Buddho elect) in like manner
surrounded by the diwatd who were calling his former acts of piety to his recoUec*

tion, while wandering there, expired; and .was conceived in the womb of the great

Ma'ya', under the asterisra of Vttrdsalha. At the instant of this great personage

being conceived in the womb of his mother, the whole of the ten thousand Chakka-

waldni simultaneously quaked, and thirty-two miraculous indications were manifest-

ed. For the protection as well of the Buddho elect, who had been thus conceived,

as of his mother, four diwalis with sword in hand, mounted guard.

“ Unto the mother of the elect carnal passion was extinguished ; she became ex.

alted by the gift vouchsafed to her. Enjoying the most perfect health, and free

from fainting fits, (usual in pregnancy) she was endowed with the power of seeing

the elect in her womb, as it were a thread which is past through a transparent

gem.
“ A womb in which a Buddho elect has reposed is as the sanctuary (in which the

relic is enshrined) in a chetiyo. No human being can again occupy it, or use it. On
that account the mother of a Buddho elect, dying on the seventh day after the birth

of the elect, is regenerated in Tusitapura. Other women give birth to their offspring,

some before the completion of ten months, and some after their completion, seated

or lying down. With the mother of a Buddho elect, it is not so. She is delivered,

after having cherished the elect in her womb for precisely ten months. Such is the

peculiarity of the mother of a Buddho elect.

“ The great princess Ma'ya' having cherished the elect ten months in her W'ombf

in her pregnant state, longing to repair to the city of her own family, thus applied to

the raja Soddhodano' (her husband) ‘ Lord ! I long to repair to the city of Diwa-
dah6.' The raja signifying his consent by saying ‘ sadhu,’ and ordering the road to

be smoothened from Kupilapura to Dtwadahanagardn, and to be decorated with

arches of plantain trees and areca flowers, and with foot cloths, See.
; and placing

the queen in a newly gilt palanquin, with great splendour and prestige, dispatch-

ed her.

‘ ‘ Between those two cities there is a ball of recreation situated in the Sdbini wil-

derness, resorted to by the inhabitants of both cities. At this time, the whole of

the forest trees, from the stem to the top of the branches, were covered with blos-

som. On beholding this blooming forest, resembling the Nandana grove of the

dhaati, ringing with the melody of the sweet-toned Kdkila, which enchant the

senses, from amidst the branches and clustering fruit of the forest, like unto the

chants of the celestial songstresses, the queen became desirous of besporting in that

wilderness. Ibe officers of state having reported (this wish) to the raja, (by his

command) escorting the queen, they entered the wilderness. She, repairing to the

foot of the sal tree, at which sports are usually held, was seized with the desire to

lay hold of a branch of that tree, which was straight, smooth, round, and garnished

with blossom, fruit and young sprouts. That branch, as if powerless, yet gifted

with compassion, bending down of its own accoi'd, placed itself near the palm of her

hand. She then laid hold of that branch with her beauteous hand, which was re-
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splendent with her red well rounded nails, on fingers rosy and round like flower pods,

her arms at the same time glittering with newly burnished arm-rings. Thus

holding that branch, and pausing awhile, she shone forth, casting a halo round her

like that emitted by white fleecy clouds passing over the disk of the moon. She re-

sembled the glimmering lightning, she looked the queen of the celestial Nandana,

Immediately her travails came on ; and the multitude having drawn a curtain round

her, retired. While still holding the branch, parturition took place.

“ At that instant the four great BraAmdnd presented themselves bringing with

them a golden net work. Receiving the elect in that net, and presenting him to

the mother, they said to her, ‘ princess! rejoice, unto thee a son is born.’

“ Other mortals on their issuing from their mothers’ womb, come forth involved

in defilement. Not so, a Buddho elect. A Buddho elect, with extended arms and

legs, and erect in posture, comes forth from his mother’s womb, undefiled by the

impurities of the womb, clean and unsoiled, refulgent as a gem deposited in a Kasmiv

shawl. Though such be (the purity of his birth) equally for the accommodation of

the Buddho elect, and of his mother, two streams descending from the skies on

the body of each, refreshed them exquisitely.

“ Thereupon the four great kings (of the Dewalohd) receiving him out of the golden

net from the hands of the attendant brahmano, placed him in an ajimppaweni (anti-

lope’s hide) fitted for state purposes, and delightful to the feel
; from their hands,

men received him in a duMla-chumba-iakdn. Extricating himself from the hands of

the men, and placing himself on the earth, he looked towards the east. The many
thousand Chakkawaldni appeared to him as but a court-yard. Then the dewd and

men of those realms, making offering of garlands of fragrant flowers, &c, made this

exclamation :
‘ O ! great man : the equal to thee exists not here

; where will a supe-

rior be found.’ Having in the same manner looked at the ten points of the compass,

without finding his equal
;
facing the north, he advanced seven paces. He, who

thus advanced, trod on the earth—not on air ; was unclad—not clad
; was an infant

not a person of sixteen years of age (an adult)
;
and yet to the multitude he appeared

to advance on air— superbly clad and to be full sixteen years of age.

“ Thereupon stopping at the seventh step, and proclaiming this important an-

nouncement, he shouted forth with the voice of a lion : ‘ I am the most exalted in

the world : I am the most excellent in the world: I am the supreme in the world ;

this is my last existence : henceforth there is no regeneration for me.’ ”

After mentioning certain circumstances connected with the former

birth of Buddho, and specifying that on the same day with himself,

there also came into existence—the princess Yasodara (his wife)
;

Chhanno and Kaludayi, his ministers
;
his charger Kanthako ; his

sacred tree, the bodhi ; and the four mines of wealth ;—the Atthakathd

proceeds :

“The inhabitants of both cities {Dewadaho and Kapilavoatthu) taking charge of

this great personage conveyed him to Kapilawattku.

“ At that period, a certain tdpaso, named Kalade'walo, who was a confidant of

the maha raja Sdddhodano, and who had acquired the eight sanidiJaHi, having

taken his meal,—for the purpose of enjoying his noon-day rest,—repaired to the

Tawafinsi realms. He there found the host of dewata, in the Tawatinsa realms,

revelling in joy, and in the exuberance of their felicity, waving cloths over their beads

and asked, ‘ Why is it that ye thus rejoice, in the fulness of heart’s delight } Tell me
the eause thereof ?’ The dewatd thus replied, ‘ Blessed ! unto the raja a son is born,

who seated at the foot of the bo tree, having become Buddho, will establish the

5 H 2
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the prince is in every respect endowed with personal beauty, he is untaught in a single

martial accomplishment, and is incapable of controling women : we cannot there-

fore give our daughters.’ The raja on having beard the reproach, repairing to the

son, communicated the same to him. The Buddbo elect replied, ‘ What accom-

plishment is it requisite for me to exhibit ?’ ‘ It is requisite, beloved, that you

string the bow, requiring a thousand persons to bind.' ‘ Well then have it

brought.’ The r&ja causing it to be brought, presented it to him. It was a bow which

required a thousand persons to string and unstring it. This great personage, receiv-

ing that bow, while yet seated on his canopy, twisted the bow-string round his great

toe, and drawing it with his toe, strung the bow
;
and taking the bow in his left

hand and srawing the string with his right, let it (the cord) fly. The whole town

started, and to the inquiry, ‘ what noise is this ?’ the answer was ‘ the clouds are

rolling with thunder some others observed, ‘ ye know nothing about it, it is not

the rolling of thunder : it is the ringing of the bow which requires the strength of a

thousand persons which the great archer, the prince endowed with halo around his

person, has rung.’ The Sikya princes on hearing of this, from that circumstance

alone, commencing to rejoice, were highly gratified.

“ The great mortal then inquired, ‘ what more should be done.’ They replied,

* It is requisite that an iron target eight inches thick, should be pierced with an

arrow. Having pierced it, he said, ‘ what else.’ ‘ It is requisite, that a plant of

the asani. tree, four inches thick, should be pierced.’ ‘ Having transfixed that

what else should be done ?’ ‘ Then carts filled with sand and with straw.’ The great

elect then transpiercing the straw cart drove the arrow one usabhan deep into the

water, and eight usabdni into the earth. They then said, it will be requisite to

pierce a horse hair, guided by the mark afforded by the suspended fruit of the tea-

iingdtio (which is attached to the hair). Replying ‘ hang it up at the distance of one

yojanan' he shot his arrow in a direction which was as dark, under the obscurity

of dense clouds, as if it were night ; and pierced the horse hair, which at the distance

of one yijanan was indicated only by the watingdno which was suspended from it,

and it entered the earth. If fully related, these were not all that the great mortal

exhibited on that day to the world, in proof of his accomplishments in martial deeds.

Thereupon the Sdkya tribes sent their daughters superbly decorated. There were

forty thousand dancing and singing girls. The princess (who was afterwards) the

mother of Ra'hulo, became the head queen.

“ The great mortal, like unto a celestial prince, surrounded by his heavenly host of

damsels, and attended by his female band of musicians, dwelt in his three palaces

adapted to the three seasons, enjoying his great prosperity. Thereafter, on a cer-

tain day, wishing to inspect his grounds in his pleasure garden, he ordered his cha-

rioteer to prepare his state conveyance. He replying ‘ sddhu,’ and fully decorating

the carriage, and harnessing to it four white horses, swift as the wind and the swal-

low, and of the sindha breed, reported it to the Buddho elect ;
who entering the cha-

riot, which was like unto a heavenly mansion, proceeded in the direction of the plea-

sure garden.

“The dewald, saying to themselves, ‘ the time is at hand for prince Siddhatto
to attain omniscience, let us present to him the predictive signs,’ exhibited to him

a certain dewatd transformed into the character of a decrepid object, wasted in ap-

pearance, with decayed teeth, grey hairs, and bent posture, tremulously leaning on

bis staff. Him the Buddho elect and charioteer alone saw. The Buddbo elect then

thus inquired: ‘Charioteer! who is this person? His hair also is not like that

of others,’ and having also made the other inquiries, as recorded in due order in

the Mahdpaddna suttan, and listened to his answers, he observed (to the charioteer),

‘ My friend, let this be received as a type of the degradation of this existence, as it
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is a proof that wheresoever an individual may be born, he is subject to decay.’

Deeply afflicted in mind, giving up liis excursion, he re-ascended his palace. The

raja inquired : ‘ why has my son returned ?’ ‘ Lord I because he saw a person in a

decrepid state.’ The indulgent monarch then ordered guards to be stationed at the

distance of half a y6janan.

" Again on a subsequent day, the Buddho elect having visited the pleasure garden

and having beheld a diseased person, represented by the dewatd aforesaid; and hav-

ing made inquiries in the manner already explained, afflicted in mind, he then also

gave up his excursion, and reascended the palace. The raja, on hearing this, sent

a band of musicians (to amuse him) saying ‘ they will divert his mind from his de-

sire, to enter into priesthood and giving up the former guard he established

others all round, at the distance of three gdwutini. In the same manner having

beheld a corpse, on a subsequent occasion, the raja established guards at the dis-

tance of four gdwutani.

“ And again on a certain day, the Buddho elect, while on an excursion to the

pleasure garden, noticed a well clad, and completely enveloped form, exhibited by

the same dewatd, and said, ‘ My friend, charioteer, what is the name of this person ?’

The charioteer, from that period not being a boddhotpddo (an age in which the Bud-
dhistical creed prevails), was incapable of explaining either the nature of the sacer-

dotal state, or the merits appertaining to that sacerdotal state, excepting by the mi-

raculous agency of the dewatd ; replying therefore by their inspiration, he said,

‘ that the person is a priest,’ and explained the merits of the priestly state.

“The Buddho elect, impelled by his desire to become a priest, repaired on that day

to the pleasure garden. Those Buddha elect, who are manifested in ages when the

term of human existence is protracted, beheld these predictive signs at intervals oy

one hundred years each, but ouj: Buddho elect, having been manifested in a short-

lived age, visited the pleasure garden at intervals of four months. The Dighabhdna-

ka fraternity, however, assert that he witnessed all the four predictive signs on the

same day.

“ There, having enjoyed the sports of the pleasure garden, during the day, and

having bathed in the reservoir appropriate to occasions of festivity, at the setting of

the sun, he seated himself on the rock of festivity, in order that he might redecorate

himself (after his bath). The Wissakammo, ordered by Sakko, the king

of diwd, who knew his inmost wishes, repairing thither in the character of a barber

decorated him with the vestments of the ddwd.
“ While some from among his female bands were playing airs on musical instru-

ments, and the beauties of the Sdkya tribes were yet hymning forth the canticles of

triumph and gratulations, peculiar to the brahminical observances then prevalent, unto

the Buddho elect, who was thus adorned with all his insignia of celestial majesty,

mounting his chariot, he departed. At that instant, (Yaso’dara') the mother of

Ba’hui.o had given birth to a son ; and the mah4 raja Suodh6dano, on hearing

this news, desirous of gladdening his son, sent him a message (to announce the

event). The Buddho elect, on receiving this announcement exclaimed, ‘Rahulo
being born creates (another) tie (in domestic affections).’ The raja inquired (of

his messenger,) ‘ what did ray son say;’ and learning what his exclamation was;

said, ‘ let my grandson be henceforth called prince Ra’hulo.’

“The Buddho elect mounting his superb chariot, re-entered the town, attended

by his retinue in great pomp and magnificence. At that moment, a virgin of royal

extraction named Kisa'g6tami, who was in the bloom of personal beauty, and

endowed with graceful fascinations, was standing in the upper story of his superb

palace, and beheld the personal magnificence of the Buddho elect, who was in the act

of entering the mansion : and under the impulse of the fervour of her admiration,

she chanted forth this hymn of adulation.
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* Nibbutiini'c s4 mhti, nibbuldnA s6 piti

Nibhuland si niri yassiyan idisogali.’

“ ‘ Whosoever’s destiny has been such as his, most assuredly his mother must be

blessed j most assuredly his father must be blessed, and most assuredly his consort

also must be blessed.’

“The Buddho elect listened to this hymn, and thus thought : ‘the gratulation

she has uttered is worthy of being heard by me. It is requisite that I, who

am performing my pilgrimage in search of nibbdnan, should this very day, abandon-

ing my lay connections, and departing (hence) and entering into the priesthood, pro-

secute my pursuit of nibbdnan; and adding ‘ let this be a gift to serve as a preceptor

(of piety) to her
;
he detached from his neck a pearl necklace worth a lakh, and

sent it to Kisag6tami. She, in excess of her exultation, exclaimed, ‘prince Sid-

DHATTO, captivated by me, sends me a present.’

“ The Buddho elect, with the utmost pomp, ascended the superb and enchanting

palace, and laid himself down on his state bed. Thereupon women in the bloom of

youth, resembling the celestial beauties of the Tiwalinsa heavens, with visages re-

splendent as the silvery full moon, with lips in color like the bimbothala* fruit, with

beauteous teeth, white, pure, even, smooth and without interstice, with jet black

eyes, and jet clustering locks, graceful in their movements like the voluptuous swan,

with arched dark eyebrows, and breasts fully developed, globular, equal in size and

exquisitely placed, covered only with the mekhald (the medallion of the zone) which

was set with gems in newly burnished gold and silver, with **** plump, and circular

as a wheel, and with thighs round and smooth as an elephant trunk, excelling in dance

and song, taking with them musical instruments of melodious tones, and crowding

around the great mortal, with the intent of diverting him from his purpose, by their

voluptuous fascination, began to sing and to dance. The Buddho elect, however,

being entirely exempt from the influence of carnal passions, took no delight in the

dance and song ;
and in a short interval fell asleep. They seeing this (indifference),

andsayingif the individual for whom we have commenced our song and dance is gone

to sleep, why should we fatigue ourselves ?’ and dropping each the instrument she

had taken, on the spot on which she was standing, they all laid themselves down*

The lamps of scented oil continued burning.

“ The Buddho elect, on awaking, still seated cross-legged on the bed on which he

had been sleeping, surveyed these sleeping females, who had laid aside their musi-

cal instruments, some with their cheeks wet with the saliva that had flowed from

them
;
some gnashing their teeth

;
some muttering

; some with round mouths (gap-

ing), some denuded by their covering being displaced
;
some in ungraceful postures,

and some with dishevelled hair representing so many objects fit for a sepulchre.

“The great mortal, on beholding this spectacle, became the more strongly con-

firmed in his abhorrence of sinful courses. Unto him, the splendid and charmine

palace, which was like unto the mansion of the thousand-eyed deity (Indba), be-

came (as it were) a disgusting object, filled with loathsome corpses, like unto an

Ainakasusdnanf (a catacomb)
;
and the three realms (of the universe) appeared to him

as if they were a single habitation involved in flames. Then resolving ‘ most assur-

edly the crisis is at hand ; my mind is fully made up to enter into priesthood
; it

is proper that this very day my final separation should take place ; and rising from

his bed and approaching the door of his chamber he called out ‘ who is here ?
’

Chhanno (who was born on the same day with Buddho) was sleeping at the

door, making the threshold his pillow, and replied ‘ prince, it is 1, Chhaxno.’
‘ This very day am 1 resolved to effect my great final deliverance. Without utter-

• A creeper, Tryonea yrandis.

t Literally “raw cemetery” in which bodies were left unburnt or uninterred.
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ing a word, bring me a swift sindhawa steed.’ He, replying ‘ sudhu Loi’d 1’ and

taking tbe trappings of the horse, repaired to the stable ; and seeing there the

superb charger Kanthako, who was capable of overcoming all his foes, standing in

his delightful stall, under a canopy decorated with jessamine flowers, and lighted

up with lamps of fragrant oil, he said ‘ it is proper that he should be capari-

soned as a state charger, to be used to-day for the final deliverance of the prince

and he caparisoned Kanthako. The said charger in the act of being accoutred knew
(what was to happen)

;
and exulting in his master’s approaching assumption of

priesthood, neighed loudly, as if he had said ‘ this caparisoning is unusually tight

;

not like the saddling of other occasions, for an excursion to the pleasure garden ;

most assuredly, this very day the prince takes his great final departure.’ That

neigh resounded through Kapilawatthu. The dewata however suppressing the sound

prevented its being heard by any one.

“ The Buddho elect, saying ‘ let me see my son once more,’ and proceeding from

his own to the chamber of the mother of Ra'hulo, gently opened the door. At
that moment a silver lamp, lit with fragrant oil, was shedding its light on the in-

terior of the chamber ; and the mother of Ra'HULO was slumbering with her hand

resting on the head of her infant who was reposing under a superb canopy, on a

bedding formed of one ammanan of the common and the Arabian jessamine. The

elect, his foot still resting on the threshold, and intently gazing—thus meditated.

‘If I remove the hand of the princess, to take up my child (and embrace him),

she will be awakened ;
and thus an impediment will be produced to my departure.

Let me then, after 1 have attained Buddhohood, return and see my son.’ Descend-

ing from the upper apartment of the palace, and approaching his steed, he thus ad-

dressed him : ‘ Do thou, my cherished Kanthako, in one night translate me ; and,

as the consequence of that translation, achieving Buddhohood, I shall translate this

world together with those of the ddwd.’ Then springiug aloft, he seated himself on

Kanthako. The said Kanthako, was eighteen cubits long from his neck—his height

was in proportion—well formed, swift and in good condition, and in color like a

bleeched shell.

“ The Buddho elect, who had mounted this charger, having desired Chhanno to

hang on by the tail, in the middle of the night approached the principal gate of the

town. At that time, the guards, whom the raja had stationed to prevent the escape

of the Buddho elect, were still watching, being in number one thousand to*"oach door-

way in the gate. The elect, however, had the power of one hundred thousand

kotiyo of men, or the strength of a thousand kotiyo of elephants. There he thus

resolved. ‘ Should the gate not be opened, this very day, mounted on Kanthako, to-

gether with Chhanno clinging to his tail, holding the steed fast between my thighs,

and springing over the rampart eighteen cubits in height, let me quickly escape.’

Chhanno and Kanthako concurred in that resolution.

“ The tutelar dewatd, however opened the gate.

“ Instantly Ma'ro (death), the agent of sin, saying, ‘ let me stop the great mortal,

and rising aloft into the air, thus addressed him : ‘ Mahdwtro depart not : on the

seventh day from hence, the heavenly Chakkaralanan will most certainly come to

pass. Then thou shalt exercise sovereignty over the four great quarters (of the

earth), together with their two thousand isles : blessed; wait.’ The great mortal

asked, ‘Who art thou?’ ‘ I am Wassawatto.’ ‘ I am aware that both empire

and universal dominion are proffered to me : I am not however destined for royalty :

depart Ma'ro! approach not this. I shall become Buddho, making the tea thou-

sand realms of the universe quake, in acknowledgment of there being no one greater

than myself.’ He thus spoke
;
and Ma'ro vanished.

“ The great mortal in his twenty-ninth year, relinquishing the attractions of his

5 I
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imperial greatness, with the indifference that lie would cast spittle from him, de-

parted from his mansion the scat of that regal splendour
; and in quitting the city,

on the full moon day of the month Asalhi, during the ascendancy of Uildi asalhd lunar

mansion, he was seized with a desire to gaze on the city. At the instant of being

seized with this wish, that portion of the ground on which (tlie city stood) spun

round, like the potter’s wheel. By this means the lluddlio elect (without tui ning

round) surveyed Kapilawatihu from the spot on which he stood, and having noted

the spot on which Kanthako had stood, as the destined site of a ehitiyo, he turned

Kanthako's head to the direction in which he ought to go.

“ While the elect was proceeding in his journey, with great pomp and pageantry,

sixty lakhs of dcwala were preceding him, hearing torches. In the same manner on

the right hand side of the pilgrim there were sixty lakhs of torches; and the same
on the left. Other diicutd doing homage with fragrant flowers and garlands with

sandal-wood dust and chamburds and flags and pennons, attended him in procession,

and kept up the symphony of heavenly song and music.

“ The elect who was making his progress in pomp such as this, having in the

course of the night traversed three kingdoms, and performed a inarch of thirty

yojana, i cached tlie bank of the Anomd river. The elect stopping on the bank of the

river thus inquired of Chhanno. W'hat is the name of this river? ‘Lord! its

name is Anomd.' Replying ‘ nor will there be any *.lno;/id (inferiority) in my
ordination,’ he pressed his heel to the horse, and gave him the signal to leap. The
animal, springing aloft, alighted on the opposite bank of a river ‘ eight usadAa in

breadth.’

“ Tlie Buddho elect descending from his steed on a bank of sand, which was like

unto a heap of pearls, thus addressed Chhanno ;
‘Chhanno, my friend, taking

with thee my regal ornaments and my charger Kunthako, depart. I am going to enter

into priesthood.’ Chhanno replied, ‘ Lord ! 1 will also be ordained.’ ‘ It will

not be permitted unto thee to enter the priesthood : depart.’ Having, in this manner,
three times refused his solicitation

;
and made over the jewels and Kanthako to him,

the elect thus meditated :
‘ These locks of mine are unsuited to the sacerdotal

state ;’ and, taking up his superb sharp-edged sword in his right hand, and seizing
his tresses together with the diadem on them, chopped them off. The hair was then
only two inches long; and it arranged itself (on his head) curling to the right hand

;

and during the rest of his life, bis hair remained of the same length. His beard
also was proportionate, nor had he occasion to shave any more.
“ I he elect then taking up his locks with the tiara attached, threw them up into

the air, saying ‘ If I am to become Buddho let them remain poised in the air
; and

if not let them descend.’ The tiara knot, rising into the air one yojano in height

remained poised there. Thereupon Sakko, the king of the diied, beholding it with

his supernatural eyes, and receiving it into a receptacle in height one yojano. trans-

ferred it to the Tdv’alhtsa realms, and deposited it in a chetiyo (thence called) the

Chiddniani.

“ Ihe elect then, thus meditated :
‘ these raiments, the fabric of Kdsi, are costly,

and uusuited to my sacerdotal condition.’ Thereupon Gatika'ro, the great brahman

who had formerly, in the time of the Buddho Kassapo, befriended him, out of the

friendship that had subsisted during the whole Buddhdntaro, thus resolved: ‘ My
friend, on this very day, is about to sever himself finally from lay connections : let

me repair to him, taking with me the (indispensible')' portions of the) prescribed

* This remark involves a pun :— a pun however is by no means a matter of levity

in Buddhistical literature.

t These articles are iadispensible, there are others permissible.
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sacerdotal equipments,—respecting which Buddho himself has (subsequently) said,

‘ These are the eight requisites allowable to an orthodox bhikku. Three robes, a

dish, razor, sewing-needle, waist-band and bathing-cloth.’ Bringing these eight

requisite sacerdotal equipments, he (by dlikdro) presented them.

“ The great mortal then assuming the character of the Arahantd, by plotting on the

garb of the pre-eminent priesthood, commanded Chhanno to depart ;
saying to him :

‘ Chhanno, inform my wife and father of my happiness as a message sent by ray-

self.’ Thereupon Chhanno, having bowed down to the great mortal, and walked*

round him, departed. The charger Kanthako, who had been listening to the conver-

sation of the Buddho elect with Chhanno, thus bewailed :
‘ Henceforth my master

will not be seen again and when he had proceeded a certain distance, and the

(Buddho) was no longer visible, unable to endure his grief, bursting her heart

(SadayephaUte) Kanthako expired
;
and was reproduced in the form of a d£wd in

the Tuwatinso heavens, where the Surdrupt (the Asurd) have no dominion. His

regeneration (there) may be learned in the Wimalatthuicildsini

,

the At.kakathd on the

Wimdnawatihu.
“ Unto Chhanno, in the first instance, there was but one engrossing object of

grief (the loss of his master, prince Siddhatto). The second cause of his grief was

the death of Kanthako : deeply afflicted, bewailing and weeping, he departed.

“In the land in which the Buddho electassumed his sacerd.otal character, there was

a mango grove called Annpiyd. 'Ihere, having passed seven days, in the enjoyment of

sacerdotal happiness, thereafter dazzling in his yellow raiment, like unto the full

disk of the sun glowing under the blazing clouds of a glaring sun-set, and though

alone, imposing in appearance as if attended by multitudes, and administering to

beasts and birds a measure of happiness as if heaven was presented to their sight

;

roaming like the solitary lion, and pacing like the tusked stately elephant
; and

treading as if to steady the earth, this lion of the human race, in a single day, per-

forming a journey of thirty !/q/and and crossing the Gangj, {Ganges), a river with

high breaking waves and unobstructed course, entered the city called Rdjagahdn,

celebrated for the pre-eminent and superb palace resplendent with the rays of the

gems with which it was embellished 5 and having made his entry, without distinc-

tion (of houses) he begged for alms.

“ By the appearance of the Buddho elect, the whole city was thrown into commo-
tion as if Dhanapdlo (a furious tusk elephant) had entered the town;—as if the chief

of the AswA had invaded the city of the diwd. While the great mortal was in

the act of begging alms, the inhabitants of the capital confounded by the joy pro-

duced by the charm of the appearance of that great being, became incapable of

resisting the desire of gazing at the great elect. Among themselves, these people

kept saying one to another. ‘ Friend ! who is this 1 can it be the full moon descend-

ed among us out of dread of Ra'hu, concealing the rays with which he is endowed?
Such a one was never seen before.’ Smiling at his suggestion, another said, ‘ This

is the god of love with his florial banner : disguised in person, he has come to revel

among us ;
having observed the great personal beanty of our monarch and of our

fellow-citizens.’ Laughing at him another said, ‘Friend! art thou mud: the god
of love has half of his body destroyed by the fire kindled by the jealousy of Isso'

(Iswara), it is not he; it is the chief of the dewd, the thousand-eyed deity (Indra)
who has come here, imagining that it is the celestial city.’ Another again playfully

ridiculing him, said, ‘ Friend! what nonsense art thou talking. Where are his

thousand eyes? where is his thunderbolt and -where is his (elephant) erdwano ?

Assuredly he is Bra'hma, who, having witnessed the indolence of the brahmans, has
come hither to teach the wcda and their accompaniments.’ Another ridiculing the

• This proceeding is a mark of respect frequently mentioned.

5 I 2
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whole of them, said, ‘ He is neither the moon, the god of love, nor the thousand-

eyed deity, nor yet Brahma'. He is the wonderful personage, the supreme, aad the

teacher of the world.’

“ While the inhabitants of the town were thus discussing the matter, the officers

of state, repairing to the idja Bimbisa'eo said ;
‘ Lord ! either a detco, a gan-

dhabbo, or else a raja ndga, or a yakkho, is wandering about our town, begging

alms.’ The raja on hearing this, still remaining in the upper apartment of the

palace, but having obtained a sight of the great mortal, impressed with feelings of

wonder previously unknown, thus instructed his officers: ‘ My men, retire, and

compose yourselves. Should he be an inhuman being (yakkho), on his departing

from the city, he will render himself invisible. Should he be a dewatd, he will

depart through the air. Should he be a rniga raja he will escape diving into the

earth
; and should he be a human being, he will partake of whatever alms he may

obtain.’

“ The great mortal, who exercised the most perfect self-possession and control

over his own senses (yet attracted the gaze of the multitude by the splendour of his

personal appearance), did not permit himself to look at any object more distant from

him than the length of a yoke-pole. Having collected as much food as he could eat,

being the mixed scraps (whict had been thrown into his alras-dish by many), departed

out of the gate hy which he had entered the city ; and seating himself facing the

east, under the shadow cast by the Pandawo mountain, although disgusted at the

repast, repressing his disgust, he ate it*.

“ Immediately the persons sent by the raja returning, reported this circumstance'

On hearing this account from his messengers, the ruler of Magadha, the raja Bim.

BiSARO, who despised the pursuit of frivolous objects, and aimed at results as sted-

fast as the mountains Meru and iJanddro, impelled by the desire to see the Buddbo

elect, which was produced by the account given of his pious bearing—departing from

the town and repairing to the Panddico mountain, and there descending from his

conveyance and approaching the Buddbo elect, with his permission seated himself

(near him) on the ground, which (intercourse) was as refreshing as the affections of

relations. Charmed with the deportment of the Buddho elect he offered to him the

provision of every luxury. ‘ Maha raja (replied the elect), to me there is no longer

need either of the enjoyment of wealth, or the gratification of the passions : severed

from the domestic and lay ties, my aspirations are directed to the attainment of su-

preme omniscience.’ The raja, after having, in various ways, renewed his entreaties

finding that he would not gain his assent, said, ‘ Most assuredly thou wilt become

Buddho : my dominion should be visited the first by thee in thy Buddhohood,’ and

returned to his capital.

“ Thereafter the Bodhisatto, in due course, pursuing his alms pilgrimages, became
acquainted with Alar.aka T.AMO'f- and Uddakkaramo ; and acquired from them the

Samipatfi. Finding that the said Samdpatti was not the road that leads to Buddho-

hood, relinquishing the same, he resolved to devote himself to the padhdnan, and

repaired to Uruiceld. Finding that a delightful place, sojourning there he devoted

himself to the Mahdpaddnan.
“ Four persons, the sons of the brahmans who had been consulted (on the day that

a name was selected for the Bbdhisatto), as well as Kondanno (the youngest of

* This must have occurred in the forenoon, as no substantial food can be taken by

Buddhist priests after mid-day.

f This interview is described in greater detail elsewhere, during which Bimbisa'-

ro ascertained the elect to be the son of Scddhodako, the ally and friend of his

own father Bha'tiyo, the late rija of Magadha.
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the eight brahmans consulted) these five, having entered into the sacerdotal order,

in the course of their pilgrimage in search of alms, through villages, towns and

kingdoms, came to that place where the Bddhisatto was. For a period of six years

these persons continued his personal attendants, sweeping his cell and performing

other menial offices, unto him who was devoted to the Mahapadinan ; and they con-

stantly indulged in this expectation, ‘ Now he will become Buddho ! Now he will

become Buddho 1’

“The Bodhisatto resolving, ‘ Let me submit myself to the ultimate extremity of

penance brought himself to subsist on a single grain of tila (sesamum) or of rice,

and even passed bis day entirely without nourishment. The dtwatd however pre-

served him by infusing (by their supernatural means) juices of food (gravy) into those

pores of the skin through which the hairs of the body grow. Thereafter from his

continued starvation, he reduced himself to the state of a perfect skeleton
;
and his

person which had been of a golden hue turned black, and the thirty-two attributes of

manhood (peculiar to Buddha and Chaklcaiuatii raja) disappeared.

“ The Bddhisatto having been brought to this last extremity by adherence to his

penance, deciding again, ‘ This is not the proper road to Buddhohood and for the

purpose of procuring full supplies of food, he made alms pilgrimages through towns

and villages, and provided himself with provisions.

“ Thereupon his thirty-two special attributes of manhood were again restored, and

his person regained its golden hue
;
and thence his (aforesaid) confraternity, com-

posed of the abovementioned five bhikkhus, saying to themselves :
‘ Although for

a period of six years, he has consigned himself to penance, and has fasted to attain

the state of omniscience, he is now making his pilgrimage through towns and vil-

lages begging alms offerings in his desire to provide himself amply with food. (By

such weakness) what can be effected ? He has certainly made a great effort : from

it, what have we benefitted ?’ and then forsaking the great mortal, they repaired to

the Isipatanan in Birdnasi.

“ At Uruwtli in the town Setidni at the house of the proprietor Kutimbiko of 5'e-

ndni, there was a maid named Siga'ta'. On the full moon day of the month We-

sdhho, having partaken of a dish of rice prepared in sweet milk by her, who presented

to him with delight—taking up the golden dish (in which it w'as served) the Bddhi-

satto threw it from the bank of the Niranjard, river, up the stream
; and thereby

awoke Ka'lo the ndga raja. The Bddhisatto having taken his noon-day rest in the

deli"-htful deep green forest of sal trees, which is garnished with fragrant flowers, on

the bank of the Neranjara river, in the evening, he repaired to the foot of the Bodhi

tree by the path that had been decorated for him by the ddwatd.

“ Ddwatd, ndga, yakkhd and siddhd made offerings to him of celestial fragrant flowers

and odoriferous ointments. At that instant, a certain brahman grass-carrier named

SoTTHiYO, who was carrying some (cusha) grass,—in his way, presented himself

before the great mortal; and recognizing who he was, bestowed eight bundles of

grass on him. The Bbdhisatto 'accepting that grass, and three times walking round

the Assathd-bodhi, the monarch of trees and pride of the forest, which was as verdant

as the Anjanagiri mountain ;
and, intercepting the rays of the sun, was as refresh-

ing as his own benevolence, and which attracted flocks of melodious birds—and was

embellished with branches which quivered under the gentle breeze as if dancing with

joy—stationed himself in the north-eastern side of the tree; and sprinkled that grass

on the ground holding it by the ends. Instantly that grass was transformed into a

throne fourteen cubits in height—the blades appearing like ornamental lines drawn

by a painter, and as soon as the Bddhisatto seated himself on the grassy carpet, on

the throne fourteen cubits broad, young leaves from the tree, resembling coral rest-

ing on plates of gold, fell on him.
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that I devoted myself to a pilgrimage of four asankheyydni and a hundred thousand
kappe. Let this be to me the throne of exertion as well as of joy. Unto me who
am seated here, all my aspirations have not yet been accomplished : let me not
therefore yet rise from hence.’ He continued therefore seated there for seven days
realizing innumerable lakhs of koiiyo of samdpattiyo.

“ Thereupon certain of the iiwati began to entertain a doubt (regarding him)
; and

said ‘ even unto this day most assuredly there is still something more to be accom-
plished by Siddha'tto : his passion for the throne .appears insuperable.’

“ The satthk on perceiving this doubt of the dtwata ; for the purpose of dispelling

their scepticism, rising aloft into the air manifested a miracle of two opposite results.

Having by this manifestation dispelled the incredulity of the dtwati, descending a

little to the eastward of the north of the throne, he passed seven days more gazing
on the throne with (animisa) unclosed eyes ;—repeating, ‘ it was on this throne that

omniscience was achieved : it was on this spot that the fruits of the pilgrimages per-

formed through four asankheyydni and one lakh of years have been realized.’ That
spot became known by the name of the Animisa -cheliyo. Then between the throne

and the spot where he stood, having caused a chankaman (a walk) to be produced, he
passed seven days more walking (to and fro) on that long Ratana-chankaman and that

spot became known as the Ratana chctiyo. During the fourth week the dtwatd mi.

raculously called into existence a Ratanagharan (golden habitation) on a spot to the

north-west of the Bodhi tree. There seated on a throne he passed seven days, medi-

tating on the Abhidhammopiiako j and that spot acquired the name of Ratanagharan

ehttiyo.

“ In this manner having passed four weeks at the foot of the Bodhi tree in the fifth

week (departing) from the Bodhi tree he repaired to the shepherd's Nigrodho tree

(Ficus Indica). There also meditating on dhammo, he stationed himself enjoying

heavenly beatitude. Having tarried there for seven days, he repaired to the Macha-
lindo tree (stravadia)

.

There for the purpose of being protected from a thunder-

storm, having been encircled seven times by Muchalindo the raja of serpents, as if

he were reposing in a dormitory remote from all disturbance, he enjoyed heavenly

beatitude. Having passed a week there, he repaired to the Rajayatana tree (^Buchan-

ania latifolia). There also he tarried enjoying heavenly beatitude. Seven weeks

were thus passed. During that period Bhagawa' neither washed his face, per-

formed any corporeal function, nor partook of any food : he supported himself entirely

by his miraculous attributes.

“ Thereafter, after the termination of the seventh week, on the forty-ninth day,

having washed his face, and cleansed his teeth with the teeth cleansers made of the

ndgalatd creeper, and with the water brought from the Anotallo lake (in the Himd-

layan country) by Sakko, the king of dtwa—the satthd continued to tarry there at

the foot of the Rajayatand tree.

“ During that interval, two traders, named Tapasso and Bballiko, having been

impelled thereto by a dtwaid, to whom they were related, exerted themselves to

make a meal offering to the satthd

;

and taking with them some parched rice

and honey, and approaching the satthd, said ‘ Bhagawa' 1 out of compassion,

vouchsafe to accept this repast and stood by him. As the refection dish which

had formerly been presented to him by the dtici had vanished on the day in which

he first accepted the milk-rice which had been oftered to him (by Si va'ta' on the

day he attained Buddhohood) Bhagawa' thus meditated: ‘The Tathdgatd are not

permitted to receive any thing with their hands
;
into what vessel can I receive this

offering ?’

“ Thereupon on discovering that wish of the Bhagawa', from the four quarters,

the four kings (of the deicd) brought four refection dishes made of sapphires. Bha-
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GAWA' rejected them. Subsequently they brought four dishes made of a stone of the

color of the muggo seed. Bhagawa', out of compassion for the four dewd, accepting

the same, and converting them into one dish, received the repast into that precious

stone-dish ; and partaking thereof conferred his blessing on them. Those two
traders who were brothers, accepting Buddho, dhammo and saranan (Buddho, his

doctrines and his salvation) became two updsaki.

“ Thereafter the satthd, repairing to the shepherd’s Nigrodho tree tarried there. To
him who had that instant taken his seat there, and who was fully impressed with

the deep importance of the dhammo which he was destined to establish—a misgiving,

common to all the Buddha, arose—produciug this exclamation ‘ alas ! that this

dhammo should devolve on me to be established, &c.’ Influenced by that reluctance

he formed the resolution not to be instrumental in propounding the dhammo to others.

Thereupon, the great Brahmd Sahanpati, assembling from the ten thousand Chakka-

xcalnni, the Sahkd, the Suyama, Santasitd, Nimmanaratino, Paranimmita, Wasawattino

and the great Brahmi.no said to them— ‘ Beloved ! most assuredly the world is about

to perish’—and repairing to the satthd supplicated of him to propound the dhammo—
sayinc, as given in the text ‘ Lord ! Bhagawa, vouchsafe to propound the dhammo.'

“ The satthd acceding to his prayer thus meditated :
‘ To whom shall I first pro-

pound the dhammo.’ Being aware, that Ala'rakala'mo and UDAKA'RA'Mo(before

mentioned) were both dead ; and, in reference to the aid afforded to him by the five

bhikkhus formerly, saying, ‘ the five bhikhhus afforded to me the greatest assistance

—

where do they reside now ?’ and finding that they dwelt at Migaddyo* in Bdrdnasi,

he added— ‘ repairing thither let me there proclaim the supremacy of dhammo.’

“ Having continued a few days longer in the neighbourhood of the Bodhi tree,

receiving alms as a pilgrim ;—on the full moon day of the month of A'salhi

(April, May, B. C. 588) saying: ‘ Let me repair to Bdrdnasi; and taking his dish

and his robes, he performed a journey of eighteen yojand. On the road, meeting

an (aj'mako) individual named Upako, travelling on his own affairs, he imparted

to him his having attained Buddhohood
; and ou the evening of the same day he

reached the Isipatananf Bdrdnasi.

“ The five bhikhhus recognizing Tathdgato, who was approaching, from a distance,

said, (one to another,) ‘ friend 1 this is Go'tomo, the sumano (the priest) ; having

indulged largely in good things, and recovered his stoutness of person, acuteness of

his senses, as well as brilliancy of complexion, he is coming (hither) ;’ and they came

to this resolution :
‘ We will not bow down, nor render any other mark of respect

to him—we will only prepare a seat for him.’ Bhagawa' divining their design, re-

straining the expansion of thatuniversal benevolence which without distinction would

have been extended over all mankind, manifested his benevolence exclusively (towards

these five bhikkhus). They feeling themselves, under the influence of his benign

spirit, became incapable, on the approach of Tathdgato of carrying their resolve into

effect ;
and bowing down rendered him every mark of reverence.

“Thereupon, announcing to them his own attainment of Buddhohood, and taking

his seat on the pre-eminent throne prepared for Buddho, and while the asterism of

Vttrasalhi still predominated, surrounded by the eighteen kotiyo of (celestial) Brah-

mano, Bhagawa assembled the five therd (above mentioned) ; and expounded to them

the DhammachakkapawaltananX (a discourse on the supremacy of dhammo). Of these

Kondanno (subsequently designated Anndkondanno Kondanno, the instructed) acquir-

* Migaddyo, a place set aside for deer.

•f Isipatanan, an edifice for the accommodation of the Isi (saints or devotees) situ-

ated near Bdrdnasi in the midst of the above mentioned deer haunt.

i Discourse in the Sanyuttanikdyo.

5 K
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ing a perfect knowledge of the same in the sense set forth in the sermon, attained

together with the eighteen kotiyo of Brahmano the sotapatH* sanctification.

“ In regard to this circumstance, it has been said (by Buddho himself) :

—

“ ‘ I, Go'tomo, of the Salcya dynasty, who had attained omniscience, having accom-

plished ray destiny, have achieved supreme Buddhohood, and at the prayer of Brahmi-

I have proclaimed the supremacy of dhammo ; and unto eighteen toffyo (of beings)

the first stage of sanctification has been vouchsafed.’

“ Upon a subsequent occasion on his propounding the Buddhawanso at Kapila-

watihu, having discoursed on things passed, in describing the subsequent sanctifica-

tion, BHAGAWA'has said ; ‘ Subsequently, while I was preaching in an assembly

of men and diwi, a number of beings exceeding computation, attained the second

sanctification.’

“ In this instance instead of speaking in the future tense, as the second sanctifica-

tion had not yet been obtained, he spoke in the passed tense, and was enabled to

substitute the past for the future (by his power of inspiration). In future instances

we also must place the same construction on his discourses.

“ And again on the occasion of his propounding the Bihulawida suttan, he adminis-

tered unto human beings whose number exceeded all computation, the sanctification

of the beverage of heaven, which was the third sanctification.

“ In regard to which Buddho himself has said in propounding the BuddAatoanso.

‘In this very place I will offer admonition to my son whereby innumerable living

creatures may obtain the third sanctification.’

“ Bhagawa' (during his own ministry) had but one general convocation of his disci-

ples
;
that convocation consisted of the three Kdssapo, of whom Urewelo was the

chief-f-, and of (their fraternity of) a thousand Jatila, of the two AggasaicakaX (chief

disciples of Buddho), and of their paternity of two hundred and fifty. Thus it was a

congregation of twelve hundred and fifty. Buddho himself has said (in the Buddha-

wanso, ‘ There has been but one convocation of my sanctificed disciples ; that con-

gregation consisted of twelve hundred and fifty.’

“ Bhagawa' taking his place in the midst of this assembly (held in the Weluwano

edifice at Rajagahan in the first year of his Buddhohood) and at the hour rendered

appropriate by the four requisite conjunctions, propounded the Patimokkhan. There-

after he explained his own designs in these words. ‘ I who have become exalted

and purified from sins in the midst of this congregation of bhikkhus, bestow upon
thee, the whole of the fruits resulting from the realization of my vows, which is

like unto the jewel^ which realizes every wish. Let me also, out of compassion to

those who both seek the reward (of nibbanan) and eschew the vices inherent in bhatco

(the eternity of transraigratory existence) demonstrate the chafusachchan (four

sublime truths).”

After some verbal commentary the Atthakatha proceeds to make
the following quotations from the Buddhawanso of Sa'kya’s own words.

“
‘ Kapilawatthu is my native city. The raja Sudi'uodano is my father; and the

mother who bore me is called Ma'va'. Until my twenty-ninth year, I led the life

of a layman, having three palaces called Bnnimo, Sio-ommo and Sabho. I had an es-

tablishment of forty thousand accomplished women. Buddhakachana (Yosodora)
was my consort, and Ra 'HU

L

o was my son. On witnessing the four predictive indi-

cations, I departed on horseback. During the six years, I was undergoing my

* “ Sota” is a rushing torrent, “ and patU” “ arrival at the first stage of sanctifi-

cation,’’ the attainment of which inevitably leads to nibbiinan.

f The others were Gava' Ka'ssapo and Nadi Ka'ssapo.

I Sa'riputto and Moggala'no.

$ Analogous to the infatuation regarding the philospher’s stone.
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probation, I endured severe trials. I am Gotomo' Buddho the saviour of living-

beings. By me the supremacy of dhammo was proclaimed at Isipalanan (in Birdnasi

the capital) of the king Brahmadatto. Ka'lito* and UPATissof are my two chief

disciples
;
and A'nando is my (Upatako) confidential disciple who always lived with

me. Khe'ma and Uppalalawanna were my two chief priestesses. Chitto and

Hatta'lawako) were my principal attendants among male lay ascetics. Nandama'-
TA'and Uttara' were my principal attendants among female lay ascetics. I attained

supreme Buddhohood at the foot of the Assatlha tree. The glory (around my head) casts

its effulgence sixteen cubits high, and the term of my existence is designed to be one

hundred! years. In the course of that existence I am destined to save multitudes ;

and for the guidance of posterity having established dhdmmo as a beacon, I shall also,

at no distant period, together with my sacerdotal fraternity in this very world, attain

nibbdnan, like fire extinguished by the exhaustion of fuel.’

“ Having in this manner expounded the whole of the Buddhawanso, explanatory of

the Kappd, of the names (of persons and places), of the genealogies and other parti-

culars, perambulating on the Ralanachankamo, which he had created at KapUawat-

thu; and having received the reverential obeisance of his relations, descending from

the air (on which the Ratanachankamo was poised), Bhagawa' took his seat on the

pre-eminent Buddho’s throne which had been prepared for him.

“ On Bha'ga'wa', the saviour, having thus seated himself, his assembled relations

relieved from their (previous) distress§, with perfect unanimity seated themselves

also around him. Thereupon a Pnkkhara shower descended, which was instantly

absorbed through the fissures of the eaith. Those who wished to get wet, did get

wet. Those who did not wish to get wet, did not receive a drop of rain. On beholding

this, surprised by the miracle and wonder, they exclaimed ‘ Lo ! what miracle, what

wonder!’ On hearing this exclamation, Tatha'gato observed, ‘ It is not only now,

on the occasion of my relations being assembled that a Pokkhara shower has fallen
;

it has so rained in aforetime also.’ Making that subject his text, he preached the

WessantaraJdtakoH ;
and it produced its effect. Bhaga''wa then rising from his

pulpit retired to his Wihdro.

“Be it understood, that the eighteen gdtd commencing with the words ‘apari-

meyye ito kappe, chaturo dsinsu ndyakd,’ (at a period incalculably remote from this

kappo, there were four Buddha) are gdthd composed by those who held the convoca-

tionlf. All the information contained in the rest of the gdthd (of the Buddhawanso)

needs no commentary.

“ Thus is closed the Madhura atthawildsiniyd BuddhawansaWiakailid being a com-

mentary on the Gotomo Buddhawanso, the history of the twenty-fifth Buddho.”

N. B. The distance from which I communicate with you deprives me of the pri-

vilege of correcting the press. It is not my intention to trouble you with a list of

errata, but there is one error, produced by my own carelessness in giving to my
clerk an inaccurate genealogical table to extract from, which I must be permitted to

rectify, as it materially affects the question under investigation, page 715, vol. 6,

for “ paternal grandson” read “ son.’’ In page 51, of the Introduction to the Maha-

wanso, it is explained how this error was committed.

* Subsequently called Moggalano. f Sariputto.

I All Buddha are released from existence before the period of extreme old age in

their respective terms of existence.

§ Being of a royal and reigning family they had remonstrated as already explained,

with Buddho, on his leading the life of a mendicant pilgrim, instead of being respec-

tably maintained by them.

II
A discourse in the Jdtakan, a section of the Suttapitako narrative of Buddho’s

incarnation in the character of Wessantaro raja.

U This occurred at the first convocation held after Sa'kva’s death . 5x2
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VI.

—

Table of Mortalityfor ages from birth to twenty years, framed

from the Registers of the Lower Orphan School, Calcutta. By H.
T. Prinsep, Esq.

In the article published by me in the Journal of the Asiatic Society

for the month of May 1837, I pointed out the facility with which the

principle of computation applied therein to the casualties of the Bengal

Civil Service, might be extended to any fixed and continuous body,

provided only there was a register kept of the age at which each

individual came to belong to it, and of the casualties with the date of

the occurrence of each, or if the life was lost to the registers, through

retirement, discharge, or other similar contingency, of the date of such

removal from the books.

I advised the formation of books, arranged for each age of life, for

registering the casualties amongst considerable numbers of each grade

of the population of India, in order that tables might be framed there-

from for the valuation of native life, so as eventually to extend to

this class the benefits of life assurance in all its branches.

I beg through the pages of the Journal again to point attention to

this object, and as a first fruit of the wide field of statistical inquiry

which lies open in this direction, requiring only a little labour to yield a

rich crop of useful results, I now present to the public a table of

mortality for children and young persons, from birth to twenty years

of age, framed from the registers of the Lower Orphan School of Cal-

cutta, upon the principle before explained and inculcated.

I am indebted to Dr. Stewart, late Secretary of the Statistical Com-

mittee of the Asiatic Society, for the materials from which the table has

been prepared. This gentleman, being connected with the Military

Orphan School, found that a series of registers had been kept, and

were forthcoming from 1798, of every boy and girl who had been

admitted to that institution. The books were made up annually, and

the boys or girls’ names being entered alphabetically at the beginning

of the year, twelve columns w'ere ruled down the page, and any casualty

by death was entered with its date in the column of the proper month.

In like manner at the foot of the list of boys and girls in the institution

on the 1st January, the fresh entries in the course of the year were

recorded, with notice of the age of each new comer, and the date of his

admission appeared in the column for the month w'hen it took place.

Upon the first view of these registers, I at once perceived that they

afforded the materials for a computation of the mortality amongst the

Inmates of the Orphan School, upon the principle applied to the Civil
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Service of Bengal, and needed only to be re-cast and added up to yield

equally valuable I'esults for the ages of life they comprehended. The

re-casting of thirty-eight years’ registers containing many thousand

names, has however proved a work of labour that has occupied several

months. The Statistical Committee has furnished a writer, who has

been employed on the work for this period without intermission, and

the product of his labour in the volumes which show the name of

every child, the date of his admission, and the manner of his having

been disposed of, are deposited in the library of the Asiatic Society,

as well for the verification of the table now submitted to the public,

as that the detailed registers may be available for the ascertainment of

other results which also may be gathered from them*.

My present purpose, as above stated, is confined to the exhibition in a

tabular form of the ratio of mortality for each year of existence as

deduced from these registers.

It will be satisfactory to explain in the first instance the process

followed in the construction of the table ; for there are several circum-

stances requiring to be noted, as guides to those who may apply the

same principle of computation to other classes of persons, or may

undertake the recasting of other similar registers.

Firstly. The Orphan School books did not show in every in-

stance the actual date of birth, nor, if they had done so, would it

have been advisable to attempt to follow each child from birth-day to

birth-day, and so frame a general I'egister, true to the exact age of

each individual. For example, a child admitted is simply entered as

aged not one complete year ;
in the re-cast of the registers this child

stands as entered of the age 0, and he is considei-ed as remaining of

that age until the 1st January next following, though his birth-day,

that is the date on which he completed one year, may happen to have

been in November, or in February, or in any other of the twelve months

following the date of his admission. All subsequent years of life are

in like manner computed by the calendar year, from 1st January to

31st December, without reference to birth-days, which, as the error

will be equal both ways, and so balance itself, affords a complete result

for our present purpose.

Secondly. It is the object in the construction of this table, to

deduce correctly in the first instance the annual percentage mortality.

The admissions in the course of a year do not give the risk of those

lives for the whole year. If for instance all admitted at 0 year of age

* Note.—

A

mongst other purposes to which these registers may be applied is the

ascertainment of the relative mortality in different periods of years, and in different

months and seasons.
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had entered on the 1st December, there would have been the risk of

onlj’ one month in their case, and the number of casualties upon the

nuinbii- admitted would have been one-twelfth only of the annual ratio.

To provide accurately for this I furnished the writer, employed in re-

casting the registers, with a table giving a decimal value for every day

of the year, and thence, according to the date of admission, I made

him enter the risk, as of the fraction for the period of the year remain-

ing to 31st December. Thus, in the re-cast of the registers, each

admission will be seen indicated by a fraction to three places of deci-

mals : and the number of risks is by addition of the whole brought to

the true annual sum for computation of the ratio of mortality from the

actual casualties.

Thirdly. When a life lapsed, its risk was lost for the remainder of

the year. To provide for this, I made a reversed decimal table show'-

ing the fraction of the year to the date of the casualty, and by entering

the lapsed life not as an entire year’s risk, but according to the fraction

to the date of occurrence, elfectually removed this source of error.

But those who follow this plan must be careful, when a life lapses in

the very year of admission, to take both fractions from the same table

for computation of the value of the risk : otherwise a child admitted on

the 2nd January and dying on the 30th December, w'ould have the

same fraction to represent both dates, and would stand as 0, though

the risk of his life was an entire year, less only two days. The writer

employed in re-casting the Orphan School registers made this mistake

in the first instance, which is the reason of my noticing the point.

Fourthly. Having thus settled the mode of entering admissions

and casualties, I caused books to be prepared for each year of life.

In that for age 0, I caused to be entered successively, all who were

admitted at an age less than one year, taking their names in succession

from the register of each year from 1798 to the present time. The

number of names thus entered in this book for age 0, is 3930, but

each being reduced to its fraction of the year of admission, and the

death cases being doubly reduced, the number of annual risks, for this

age is diminished to less than half, being 2646, which is what might

have been expected. The names of the whole being thus looked out

in the successive books, and entered in a fresh register for age 0, the

page was ruled for forty years of life from 0, and each name was

marked as a year of life in the columns following 0, as it was found in

the successive registers, until the date of decease, or of removal from

the institution.

Fifthly. The book of those who entered at an age less than one

year being completed, and the individuals followed out, a similar book
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was made up for those who entered at an age between one and two,

and so for each year in succession. The pages of all were then sepa-

rately summed up, and the aggregate of the books for 0 age being

placed at the top of the page of a general abstract, the aggregates of

the books of other ages were arranged in order so that the columns for

age should correspond, and the whole be added up for the general

result. This general abstract is amongst the papers deposited in the

library of the Asiatic Society.

Sixthly. It will be evident that tables framed on this principle

must be quite perfect, if only the registers on which they are framed

be complete ; but I am compelled to acknowledge that tbis is not

the case with those with which I have had to deal. In the first place

the registers of three years 1802, 1804 and 1805, are altogether

wanting. The deaths of these years are therefore not all counted,

I have traced in the casualty book, thirteen deaths for 1802, nine for

1804, and four for 1805, which have been duly entered, but this cannot

be all. On the other hand if the children’s names were found in the

register of 1801, and again in 1803, and afterwards in 1806, they have

been entered as giving the risk of their life for the whole consecu-

tive period. The effect therefore is to increase the number of risks

and diminish the ratio of mortality. This error has no influence on

the ratio for year 0, and less of course on that for age one year, than

for the advanced ages, because the risks of column 0, are all fi-esh ad-

missions, which are likewise lost for these three years, and a large

proportion of the risks of age one are of and the same description.

The number of names lost to the tables, in the years of these missing

registers, that is, which appear in the book of 1801 but not in 1803,

or in 1803 but not again in 1806 is 238, of which a large proportion

will probably have been deaths, and the rest removals from the institu-

tion during the period. I might have provided for the error occasioned

by the want of these registers by excluding all the risks of the three

missing years, but have preferred to leave them
;
partly because of the

deaths found in the casualty register which have been entered, and

partly because of another source of error, which as it operated the

other way required something to counterbalance it.

In re-casting the registers, which as I have mentioned were framed

originally by the year, I have not found that all the names of each

register can be accurately traced. On the contrary in the 35 years’

books, there are no less than 830 names lost, without notice of the

cause of their being omitted in subsequent registers. This certainly is a

large number. A considerable proportion of them may be ascribable to

the children changing their names, and many to their being taken
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away from the institution without formal order, when the removal not

being settled and recorded at the time, the date and particulars have

slipped from notice. Out of the 830, however, there will assuredly

have been some errors from carelessness, occasioning omissions of at

least fractional risks of life : on the other hand every death being a for-

mal thing, attended with ceremonies and expenses, it is not likely that

such a casualty should have escaped entry. The omissions therefore

will have operated to reduce the proportion of risks to the deaths, and

so to balance the effect of the want of the three years’ books. I might

have been less inclined to adopt the conclusion that these omissions had

operated to diminish the risks, if I had not found that the rates of

mortality produced by the computation, as made excluding them, were

extremely high for all the ages comprehended in the table, so high in

comparison with the most approved tables of Europe, as to prevent

suspicion that there is error from understating the deaths. I am obliged

however to confess, that in consequence of the want of the means of

tracing these 830 names, my table framed from the results of the Orphan
* School of Calcutta, is only an approximation, instead of being based on

perfect data.

Seventhly. When preparing the first general abstract of the results

of these registers, it occurred to me rather as an object of curiosity

than with any hope of finding matter of separate interest, to direct the

boys and girls to be stated separately for every fifth year. But on

obtaining the first rough abstract so drawn out, I found so great a

difference in the ratio of mortality amongst the boys for the years

beyond the sixth, that I determined to sift the matter through the

results of each year. The consequence is, that my present general

abstract is on a roll six feet long, much too large to be printed in the

Journal. It must therefore lie for inspection, with the books in detail

upon the table of the Asiatic Society’s library. The table computed

from it will be exhibited in a much more compendious form.

Eighthly. It is necessary to observe that for the purpose of show-

ing the mortality separately amongst the boys and girls, and the num-

ber of each upon which the casualties occurred, the number living on

the 31st December of the year for each age is stated in the column,

and the deaths are those that occurred in the year ending on that date,

that is, not in any given 12 months, but amongst the children who

gave the year of life then brought to a close. To compute from these

data the ratio of mortality on the boys and girls respective!)', the fol-

lowing calculation has been adopted. For age 0, the boys that reached

the 31st December, following the date of their admission, were 2713,

and 243 died before that date. As all these were births or admissions,
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none being brought on from the preceding year
;
each may be assumed

therefore, on the average, to have given half a year’s risk of life, when he

lived to the end of the year, and half that period, or a quarter of a year,

when he died before the 31st December. This assumption for the pro-

portion is borne out and confirmed by the general number of admissions

reduced to years, which, as above observed, is somewhat less than half

the total of boys and girls. Strictly perhaps, instead of half, the frac-

tion l-lll, ought to be the ratio of reduction applied to the lives, or the

reverse fraction casualties by death, to bring the calculation

to the results of a complete year ; but for our present purpose it is

quite unnecessary to be so minutely accurate. It will be convenient

therefore to adhere to the broad and simple ratio of the half and

quarter. The percentage ratio per annum of the boys who were admit-

ted at an age less than one, will then be obtained thus ;

Year’s risks. Half year Deaths
deaths, per annum.

2834 (2713 + ; (243 2 ) 486 : : 100 : 17,148

In the following years the risks being mostly of the entire year the

calculation is more simple.

2430 + =z 2679 : 498 : : 100 : 18 ,
589 .

The above explanation will make the following table quite intelli-

gible.

Ratio of mortality deduced from the Registers of the Lower Orphan

School of Calcutta.
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It will be seen from this table, that the percentage of mortality is

almost universally worse amongst the boys than the general average,

and amongst the girls better. The only ages which are exceptions

are 4 years, 6 years and 13. The last may be susceptible of some

explanation, as it might be expected that the girls at that age should

be more liable to disease than the boys, but not so the other two,

in which the difference indeed is not very wide from equality, and may

therefore be accidental.

The consecutive increased mortality amongst the boys will, however,

require more careful notice.

In the first three years of life when both sexes receive equal care,

the per centage difference is only as follows :

Lives.

r775

Boys.
^

Deaths. Per ct. per ann.

1120 14.404
Lives.

7842

Girls.

Deaths. Per ct. per ann.

.1082 13.798

equal to a difference between the sexes of one in 24. In the second

three years it increases, being

Lives.

6636

Boys.
Deaths. Per cent.

237 4.190
Lives.

6712

Girls.

Deaths.

, 209 .,

Per cent.

3.669

equal to a difference of nearly one in seven. In the next five years

it becomes

Lives.

6676

Boys.
Deaths. Per cent.

167 2.538
Lives.

,

7284

Girls.

Deaths. Per cent.

146 2.004

or more than one quarter in excess for the boys ; and from the age

of 1 1 to 15 it is as high as

Boys.
I

Lives. Deaths. Per cent. I Lives.

1791 38 2.121 i
4613

Girls.

Deaths. Per cent.

64 1.170

or nearly double.

The number of boys becomes so small after the age of fifteen, that

it is needless to pursue the comparison, but the deaths amongst 70

and 38 boys of the ages of 15 and 16 respectively being so high as

8.219, and 7.692 per cent., there is reason to believe that in respect

to the youths of this sex after the age of 14, the institution is merely

a hospital, the healthy boys being all apprenticed out, or otherwise

disposed of, while the sickly remain, because they are unfit to enter

the army as musicians, or to undertake any trade or profession.

But this circumstance, though it accounts for the large mortality

amongst the remnant of boys after 14 and 15 years of age, will not

account for the consecutive increased mortality on the large numbers

5 l2
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of the previous ages. I fancy the circumstance must be attributed in

part to the greater exposure the boys suffer, and the harder living they

are inured to, and in a great measure perhaps to the mortality known

to have prevailed amongst the boys, vi'hen they were at the other

school-house over the river, which was given up in consequence of

its insalubrity.

For practical purposes, therefore, the ratio of mortality calculated

from the deaths amongst the boys of the Orphan School institution,

must be set aside as too unfavourable for an average. The girls’

deaths for the same reason afford a better average than the general

table, which includes both sexes ; and, being more favourable, the results

on the girls’ lives correspond better with the results of the European

tables, which I have collected for comparison.

I have not been able to lay hand upon any explanation in detail of

the precise manner in which the Noi'thampton and Carlisle tables were

framed. I have great doubt, however, if, for the early ages especially,

the results have been deduced from data, which can lay equal claim to

accuracy, with those used for the table I now present to the public.

The means may readily be forthcoming of ascertaining the number of

deaths, which occur in a town or in any community, and the ages of

the persons dying are of course entered on the burial registers, but

it is by no means so easy to number a fluctuating population, and to

register the ages of each individual, so as to get at the number of

risks at each age, upon which the casualties by death have occurred.

The great difference observable in the rates of decrement in the

different tables of Europe seems to confirm the doubt, as to the cor-

rectness of this material of the calculations upon which they are

based : and the results of the London bills of mortality, as given in

Dr. Young’s article in the Philosophical Transactions, compared with

Dr. Price’s Table framed from the same bills, afford a further confir-

mation of the doubts entertained, in respect to the accuracy of any we

yet possess. The only tables known to be constructed from perfect

data, are those of the Equitable Life Insurance Office, but these are

confined to lives of ages exceeding twenty years*. It will be seen that

the London table of the Philosophical Transactions comes nearest to

those framed upon the Orphan School registers as far as the age of

six years, and after that age Dr. Price’s table framed from the same

• The total number of Equitable lives between 10 and 20 is less than 1500

which is quite insufficient for an average upon those ages.
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materials. The decrement in India is, as might be expected from the

climate, greater from birth than in London, but the favourable years

are the same, viz. from nine to fourteen, and there will be observed, with

due allowance for insalubrity, and for not perhaps the most favourable

rearing in a large school like our Orphan Asylum, that there is a ge-

neral correspondence in the results up to the age of six. After that age

the London, decrement, in the first table given, is unaccountably small

compared with ours, as well as when compared with that of Dr. Price,

and is less than in many other European tables. I have seen in a

recent publication the following statement of the mortality of the

children brought up in the Blue Coat, or Christ Church School in

London.

From 1814 to 1818 ...

Lives.

... 5130 .

Deaths per ann.

51

1818 to 1823 ... ... 5193 . 44

1824 to 1828 ... ... 5412 . 40

1829 to 1833 ... ... 5670 . 36

From this it would seem that the deaths in the early period were

about one per cent, per annum, but are reduced to two-thirds per cent,

in later years. Assuming the lives comprehended in the statement

to be from seven years old to fifteen, we have from the girls’ table of

the Orphan School for the same ages the following result

:

Lives. Annual Deaths.

10,121 151

one and a half (1.49) per cent, which is a double mortality for our

Calcutta institution, as compared with that of the London school, at

the most favourable peidod.

The general bills of mortality for London, as given in the Philosophi-

cal Transactions, show for the same age an average rate of decrement
of 0.70 per cent.*, which would lead to the conclusion, that for those

ages the table is not perfect : for it is not possible to conceive, that the

general population of a city like London, including the half-starved

ragged children of the pennyless poor, are subject to fewer casualties

by death, than the well-fed and well-clothed inmates of this richly

endowed institution.

Dr. Price in his table calculated from the London bills of morta-

lity) g'ives a ratio of deaths for this peidod of life uniformly exceeding
one per cent,, being in the aggregate, upon 102,190 risks, 1280
deaths, or one and a quarter per cent, per annum, which is borne out

* Lives, 5,22,172— Deaths, 3704.
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by the results of the Blue Coat school, and corresponds more nearly

with the ratio deduced from our girls’ table. Dr. Price’s rate how-

ever for the first three years of life, and especially for the first j'ear, is

so much higher than that of any other table, as to make it probable,

that he has adopted a different method of computing the early deaths.

Perhaps also he has included the children still-born amongst the

deaths of the age 0, whereas our table of course excludes these, and

for the most part the additional risks of the first month after birth.

September, 1838.

VII.

—

Sketch of the Temple to Durga at Badeswur, ^c. extracted

from Lieut. Kittoe’s Journal.

Before reaching the small town of Badesivur situated just beyond

the Mulakal nullah, there is at its debouchure an isolated hill with

a modern temple to Mahadeva on the top of it, built by a Mahratta

lady ; at the foot of this hill, on tlie southern face under some large

tamarind trees, is a very curious and ancient temple to Durga
; it is in

the same style with that of Kundhurpur, and likewise unfinished
; the

plinth is buried in the sand ; it is very small, about 6 feet wide, 9 long,

and 14 high. The accompanying drawing represents the elevation on

the south side, and will serve to illustrate this peculiar style, the large

temples only differing in proportion, and in the increased number of

compartments, but not in ornament
;
the idols are destroyed. Vide

PI. XL.
The small town of Badeswur is certainly the neatest and most pic-

turesque place I have seen ; there is one long street which is very broad,

having a row of small gai-dens up the centre of it with trellis work

coverings, over which beans and other creeping esculents and flowering

plants are trained, forming one continued bower ; at intervals there are

fantastic vases made of pottery in which the tulsi plant is cherished

:

some of these are very tastefully constructed. There are also several

wells with terraces round them ; the houses are all elevated on plinths

with narrow ledges projecting beyond the walls ; the thatches also pro-

ject considerably so as to admit of the rain falling clear of all ; these

ledges serve for the people to sit on in the fine weather. There is a

mart here for grain, iron, cotton, cloths, silk dhotis, ironmongeiT, &c.

which are both manufactured and brought from the neighbouring places ;

the unwrought iron comes from Ungool

;

there is a ferry here and a

direct road to Nyuhgurh and Berhampur in the Madras Presidency.
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The hill of Badiswur is a quarter of a mile beyond the town, at the

foot of it, and on the east side are several small temples of antiquity,

but destroyed by modern innovations : there is also a fine stone well.

I observed several idols executed in a very superior style in chlo-

rite ; amongst them was a figure of Budh erect, with the different Bud-

dhas in the sitting posture encircling him, similar to that dug up at

Sarndth by Lieutenant Cunningham ; it w-as besmeared with sendoor

and ghee, the same as the other idols. I endeavoured to persuade a

brahman, that he was guilty of heresy in thus worshipping Budh ; he

assured me that it was not Budh, but Maha'deva. So much for the

knowledge of the people of Orissa, for I have remarked the same

wherever I have been.

We descended at this place into the bed of the river
; then after

rounding the hill and passing the mouth of a large nullah called the

Kdldgiri, we re-ascended the bank and entered another extensive plain

which continued uninterrupted till half a mile beyond where our camp

was pitched at Puddunihutte

:

it also extends for several miles south of

the river.

The hill of Badeswur has a volcanic appearance and consists of a

brick-red marl and masses of gravel, breccia, and decomposed granite.

It is about 300 feet high and rises abruptly from the river, on the

opposite side of which (to it) is another rock forming an island having

an equally curious appearance ; there is a temple on it also, for all such

singular places are looked upon as the abodes of some “ thakoor” or

form of the deity, and resorted to accordingly.

VIII.

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening the lOth October, 1838.

H. T. Prinsep, Esq. Vice President, in the chair.

Lieut. J. Duncan, and Dr. Helper, proposed at the last meeting, were

unanimously elected members of the Society.

James Middleton, Esq. of the Hindu College, proposed by the Secre-

tary, seconded by the Vice President.

Oriental Publications.

Read a letter from the Secretary of the Bombay Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, acknowledging the receipt of the Arabic works published

by the Society.

Read the follov/ing correspondence relative to the interchange of works

of Oriental Literature with the Egyptian Government ;
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To J. Prinsep, Eif., Secretary to the Asiatic Society, Calcutta.

Sir,

I am directed by the Right Honorable the Governor General to tvanumit to

you, for 8ul)mission to the Asiatic Society, the accompanying copies of papers

relating to the interchange of works of Oriental Literature between India and
Egypt, proposed by Guetani Buy, a Spanish gentleman at the head of the Medi.
cal establishment at the latter place : and to convey the wish of His Lordship,
that the Asiatic Society will be pleased to favor him with their opinion on the

points indicated in my letter of the 18th instant, with a view to acknowledge in

some measure, the handsome overture made by Gcetani Bey. In the meantime.
Major Felix has been requested to forward to your address the books, per list

No. 1, which have been already received from Egypt, and are in his possession,

excepting the “ Biography of celebrated Philosophers by Aboulla Bin Hoo-
sen” which is herewith sent, advising you of the date and name of the vessel on
which the books may be forwarded to Calcutta.

I have, &c.
Simla, \ W. H. Macnaghten,

20/A Aug. IS.Ib. J Secy, to the Govt, oj India with the Govr. Genl.

To the Secretary to the Govt, of India in the General Department with the

Governor General.

Sir,

I beg leave to state, that while at Lahore on my recent Mission, I received

two letters from Major Felix, private Secretary to the Governor of Bombay,
dated June the 8th and July the 5lh, the first forwarding a letter to my address

dated Cairo, the 16'th of April, from Col. De Hkzeta, who returned from India

to Europe \'\k Egypt last cold season, and from Guetani Bey, a Spanish gentle-

man at the head of the Medical Establishment in Egypt, dated Alexandria, the

11th of May.
2. I have annexed extracts from Major Felix’s letters and from that of Col.

De Hezeta, together with a copy of Guetani Bey’s communication, and of the

two lists which he has furnished of European works translated into Arabic. No. 1

,

is a list of the books actually sent to India by the Bey, and No. 2, is a list of

the books translated, which the Bey expresses his willingness to send should a

desire be exj ressed to have them.

3. The Governor General will observe, that my learned correspondent ex-

presses his conviction that the Governments of Bombay and Calcutta, animated

by the same desire of being useful, have published similar translations in differ-

ent Oriental languages, and that an interchange of these works between India

and Egypt would prove of the greatest utility, as well to the people who are under

the beneficent rule of Great Britain, as to those who obey “ the regenerator,

Mahomed Ali.”
4. I am apprehensive, that, as regards translations on this side of India, we

shall be able to make but a very poor return to Egypt for the valuable collection

transmitted by Guetani Bey. I would venture to suggest, that the Govern-
ment of Bombay be requested to furnish a list of all works which have there

been translated into the Oriental languages, and that I be authorized to forward

a copy of this correspondence to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta,

with a request, that that learned body be solicited to furnish their opinion, as to

the most appropriate mode of acknowledging the handsome overture of Guetani
Bey, and as to whether it would be advisable, with reference to our inability to

make a suitable return, to request a further supply of works according to the list

No. 2. It occurs to me as being possible, that the Society may deem it proper

to lay out a portion of tlie funds, which the Honorable the Court of Directors

have recently jdaced at their disposal for the encouragement of Oriental Litera-

ture, in the purchase of some of the works published in Egypt, and thereby in

some degree to aid the useful labors which are there being prosecuted.

b. I would further Suggest, that 1 may be authorized to request Major Felix
to forward to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society at Calcutta, the works which
have been already received in Bombay from Egypt,
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6. One specimen of these works being the “ Biography of celebrated Philo-

sophers by Abdulla Bin Hoosen,” has been sent to me by Major Felix. It

is submitted herewith for the inspection of His Lordship. I have looked into

this work here and there, and the style appears to me to be extremely perspicu-
ous and good.

I have, &c.
Simla, I (Signed) W. H. Macnaghten.

\i,thAug. 1838. J

A Monsieur Le Chevalier, W. H. Macnaghten,
Secretaire du Gouvernement du depariement de Calcutta.

Monsieur,

Graces aux heureux 4vfenemens politiques qui ont decide depuis quelque lustres

des destinies des nations, la civilization Europdenue a pdndtrde en orient et con-

tinue h. y faire tous les jours de rapides et douces conqudtes sous I’influence de
la propre convention dictee par I’exemple de nos moeurs, et les principes de
notre impartiale justice.

La connaissance des ouvrages scidntifiques les plus remarquables, issues des

plumes des savans d’occident est sans nul doute le raoyeu le plus propre pour
parvenir a un complet rdsultat.

L’lUustre et renommd Me'he'met Aly Pacha intimement persuadd de cette

veritd en a fait traduire plusieurs en langue Arabe et continue sans relache cette

oeuvre de philantropie.

Je n’ignore pas que les gouverneraens eclairds de Bombay et de Calcutta

animds du mdme esprit civilisateur ont fait publier des semblables traductions en
diverses langues orientales.

Mon digne compatriote Mr. le Colonel de Hezeta, dont vous trouverez ci

joint une lettre ^’introduction m’aaussi parld a son passage par ce pays dont la

maniere la plus favorable, des efforts du gouvernement Anglais pour ddraciner

I’ignorance qui depuis tant de sidcles a abruti les habitants de I’lnde. Nous
avons pensd qu’un dchange de ces ouvrages pourrait dtre de la plus grande
utilitd pour les peuples qui ont le bouheur de se trouver sous la bienfaisante

domination de la Grande Bretagne, aussi bien que pour ceux qui obeissent a

Mehbmet Aly le rdgdndrateur. Jai communique cette ided au Viceroi qui en a

aprecie toute la valeur et les biens qui en pourront rdsulter. En consequence

jai I'honneur d’envoyer un exemplaire de tous les ouvrages scientifiques imprimds

au Caire en langue Arabe par ordre de S. A. Al’usage des dtabissemens d’instruc-

tion, que je vous prie d’agrder comme tdmoignage de mon estime et consi-

deration.

Nous avons envoyd encore d’autres ouvrages traduits doutje joins ici la ndte

S’ils peuveut vous dtre agreables je ma ferai un vrai plaisir de vous les adesser

dds que j’en serai informd.

Agredz M. le Sdcretaire I’hommage de ma consideration la plus distingude

Le premier Medeein Chirurgien de S. A. A. V. Roi d'Egypte, Sfc. Sec.

Alexandrie, le 11 Mai, 1838. (Signed) Gaetani Bey.

List of Arabic books.

2 Copies. A Treatise on military discipline.

2 ,, A work on medical science, by Mahomed Hurrowee,
2 ,, Ditto on mineralogy, by Refuah Budweb.
2 ,, Treatise on Geometry, by Mahomed Boyumee.
2 ,, Ditto on anatomy, by Mahomed Hurrowee, and Sheik Mahom-

ed Rusheedee.
2 „ Ditto on Surgery, by Mahomed Hurrowee.
2 ,, Ditto Medicines, ditto.

2 ,, Art of Judging of diseases, by ditto.

2 ,, Treatise on the preparation of Ointments, by Moostufa Husson.
2 ,, Signs by which Domestic animals may be judged of, by ditto.

2 ,, Treatise on the cure of horses, by ditto.

5 M
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2 Copies. Geographia, or work on geography, by Refoah Budwre.
2 ,, Elements of Philosophy, by Mahomed Hdruawek.
1 ,, Biography of celebrated philosophers, by Abdulla bin Hoosein.
2 ,, Treatise on the use and advantages of the several members of toe

body, by Mahomed Hurrawee.
2 ,, Explaaation of uncommon terms

; by Repuah Bddwee,

Outrages traduits in Arabe et imprimis.

1. Anatomie gdndrale humaine. 9. Pharmacie, id.

2, Anatomie descriptive, id. 10. Traitd de I’ext^rieur du Cheval.

3. Traitd de chirurgie. 11. Traits de Mineralogie.

4. Physiologic. 12. Geographic.

5, Pattrologie interne humaine. 13. Vie des Philosophes.

6. Hygidne. 14. Geometric descriptive.

7. Traitd de Pharmacie. 15. L’Ecole du soldat et de Pelotor.

8. Anatomie V6t6rinaire.

Outrages traduits en Arabe et sous presse.

16. Physique. 18. Histoir du moyeu-dge.
17. Abri^g^ de I’histoir Ancienue. 19. Traite de bandages et appareils.

Outrages traduits et a imprinter.

20. Traitd de Botanique. de la Geographic de Malte Brun (le tra-

21, Chimie d’Orfila. duction de cette ouvrage se continue.)

22, Traits de Chimie. 41. Guide du Juge militaire,

23. Traits des accouchemens. 42. Traite de Mythologie.

24, Manuel de I’accouchemens. 43. Progres de la Civilization en
25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

naturel

40.

Physiologic de hagoas.

Pharmacie pratique.

Pharmacie v4g6tale.

Chimie pharmaceutique.
G^ographie physique.

G^ographie eldmeutaire.

Traits des Poisons par Orfila.

Geometric.
Arithmetique.

AlgSbre.

Traitfi de m^canique.

Histoire Moderne.
Logique de Dumarsais.

Histoire de Charles XII.
Elemens et principes du droit

par

Les quatres premiers volumes

Outrages traduits en turcet imprimes.

Europe.
44. Traill d’ Agriculture.

45. De la culture du murier
Julien.

46. Manuel des Sapeurs.

47. Traits de Geometrie Militaire.

48. Table des Logarithmes.
49. Vade mecum des medecins

t^rinaires.

50. Formulaire V6t4rinaire.

51. K^glement sur le service medical
V^t^rinaire.

52. Pathologie interne V^t^rinaire.

53. Pathologie ezterne V^tdrinaire.

54. Matidre medicale Vdtdrinaire.

55. Anatomie gdndrale Vdldrinaire.

56. Traitd des Articulations.

57. Kdglemens sur les services interi

eur d 1’ infanterie.

58. Ordonnances sur les exercises et

manoeuvres d' Intanterie.

59. id. id. id. de Cavalerie.

60. id. id. id. d’ Artillerie.

61. Rdglemens sur la fabrication et

des Armes.
62. Services des oflSciers.

63. Ri-glement sur le .-ervice en Cam
Je prie, Mr. Le Secretaire, d'euvoyer

64. Traitd.

65. L’Art de la guerre.

66. Geometrie de Lesendre.
67. Campagne de Napoldon en Italid.

68. Histoir de Xapoldon ecrite par
lui-mdrae d Sainte Hdldoe.
69. Logique de Dumarsais.
70. Histoire d’ Alexandre le grand

(sons presse.)

pague.

une copie de cette Note it Calcutta.

(Signed) Gaetani Bey.
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Extracts of letters from Major Felix and Col, J. De Hezeta.
From Major O. Felix, dated 8t/i June, 1838.

“ I enclose a letter which came under cover to me from a Spanish gentleman

who is now the head of Medical establishment in Eyypt. He has also sent a

great many books printed in Cairo, which are translations from European au-

thors into Arabic ; but, as 1 think it probable that you will desire them to be

sent to Calcutta, I shall not forward the box till I hear from you.
“ Of course the Bey explains his motives for opening this correspondence, but

I am assured by Col. De Hezeta that he is a man of talent and consideration.’’

From Major O. Felix, dated hth July, 1838.

“ I enclose two lists which Gaetani Bey “ Le premier medecin chirurgien de

S. A. A. V. Roid’ Egypte,” as he styles himself, has requested me to forward

to you.
“ No.'l, is a list of the books he has sent, and No. 2, a list of all that have

been translated into Arabic at Cairo, and any, or all of which he will be happy

to be allowed to present to you.
“ I have packed the books named in list No. 1, and shall keep them till I

hear from you.”

From Col. De Hezeta, dated Cairo, 16th of April, 1838.

“ You will readily excuse that I intrude on your valuable time, when you will

see that my letter has for its object the promotion of education in India, 6y

means of elementary and didactic works well translated in the vernacular Ian.,

guages. Travelling in this country I had the good fortune to meet my country-

men Gaetani Bey and Clot Bey, the first, the favorite and personal physician

to his Highness the Pasha, and the second the chief inspector of hospitals, and

both the creators of a medical college not only of males, but^lso of females for

the obstetric art. They have had the merit of overcoming by dint of persever-

ance and energy, and even at the risk of their lives, all the prejudices of the

Moslem, and to see them dissect, and some have already performed on living

subjects delicate cases of lithotomy. No sooner I heard of the great number
of translations which they have caused to be made into Arabic of medical works

which are already printed, I saw the great advantages which might result to

India and Egypt from a mutual interchange of such works. My wishes have

been met with alacrity on the part of these high-minded and learned indivi-

duals, and the consequence is the public letter wh^ch will accompany this.

I have no doubt that Lord Auckland and yourself will sympathize with him
in philanthropy.

“ What would your Education or School Committee have said if they had wit-

nessed as I did four days ago a polytechnical school, which deserves completely

its name and in which every branch of mathematical science is taught without

the help of any European language ?

” This, 1 acknowledge, is carrying the thing too far, for we ourselves can-

not be thoroughly learned without the assistance of the classical languages. But

I prefer even this, to making a distantly foreign language the vehicle of all ele-

mentary learning.”

Mr. Sutherland, Secretary, Committee P. Instruction, informed the

Society that the essays intended to. compete for Mr. Muir’s prize must

be delivered in by the 15th March, 1839.

Library.

The following books were presented to the Asiatic Society :

The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, for the

years 183.')-6-7

—

from the Royal Society,

The list of the members of the Royal Society for the 36th November, 1837.

5 M 2
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Proceedings of the Royal Society, Nos. from 18 to 31, in the years 1834—1838.
Abstracts of the papers printed in the Philosophical Transactions of the

Royal Society of London, from 1830 to 1837 inclusive, vols. 3. 1830 to 1837.
Address of his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex, K. G. &c. &c. the

President, read at the anniversary meeting of the Royal Society, on Thursday,
November 30, 1837.

Address to Her Majesty referred to in the address of H. R. H. the President
of the Royal Society.

Defence of the resolution for omitting Mr. Pannizzi’s ^bibliographical notes
from the Catalogue of the Royal Society.

The Sixth Report of the British Association for the advancement of science,
vol. 5—presented hy the Council.

Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the State of New York

—

by the Regents to James Prinsep, and by him to the Society.

A Catechism in the Tai or Shyan language, by Nathan Brown, Esq. printed
at Sadiya—by ( ajitain Jenkins.

Tarjaniah Kitab ul Filasafat, an Arabic work, printed at the Government
Press of Mahomed Ali, at Cairo. [See correspondence above ]

Meteorological Register for August 1838

—

by the Surveyor General.

hleteorological Registers from Mauritius in continuation of the series before
sent— 4yM. Julif.n Desjardins.
Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia, “Statesmen,” vol. 5th~yrom the Booh-

sellers.

Two Arabic books, printed, entitled “ Destur-ul-Qorat,” and “ Fatawa
Ekhtiykr”—presenled by Za'hdr Ai.i.

The Gardens and the Menagerie of the Zoological Society delineated, 2 vols.

purchased at 16 rs. on recommendation of the Museum Committee.

Literary and Antiquities.

A despatch from the Acting Secretary at Bombay forwarded, through

the Government of India, Lieut. Postans’ journal of his visits to Girnar.

The facsimiles of the inscriptions are stated to be on their way—when we

shall be able to revise the translations and place the whole upon sure foundations.

Extract of a private letter from Professor Lassen, dated Bonn, I2th

February, 1838, (which however only reached Calcutta on the 16th Sep-

tember) was read by the Secretary, announcing his discovery of the

Bactrian language being closely allied to, if not identical with, the Pali,

and propounding a new alphabet, in almost exact accordance with that

adopted in the July No. of the Journal.

We venture to extract the passage alluded to :
—

“ To the very curious fact, that those inscriptions are in Pali (or perhaps

Prakrit)
,
let me present you with the analogous one, that the legends of the

Bactrian coins, at least in ray opinion, are also in Prakrit. But here I must ask

your pardon for some alterations I make in your alphabet of that character.

The letter
.ii

or 3 cannot, I think, be d, because this vowel is not expressed

by any sign in other places, where it ought to be written. I propose to read it

gj or j. Then I find, that T may every where be read ^ or h. The legend on

the coin of Amyntos (Asiatic Journal, v. p. 720) I read thus: Maharaju jayavato

amito. This dialect omits n before t and d, as the names prove ;
jayavatO is

therefore the Prakrit Sanskrit the victorious. The word for

aviKyros is apalihatd, the Prakrit of the Sanskrit sgsifk'^fr:, unrepulsed.

The coin of Ayos (vol. IV. plate XXII. No. 1.) I read : Maharaja rajadirajo

mahato Ayd. You have yourself observed, that +\ di, is the correct reading.

MahatO is again for the great. The name of Menander would in Prakrit

drop the r (in vavSpov), and this western dialect besides the n before d. I
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therefore suppose, that the penultimate letter is in fact another d, and that the

spelling is minado. Tliis d recurs in the title for just

;

which may be damikO,

or V. io Prakrit.

" The uncurtailed form of k is, if I may be allowed to go on with my conjec-

tures, and not the figure, you have adopted from the coins of Eucratides. I

a))peal to those of Antialkides and to the titles, in which '>) is immediately be-

fore the final 6. The term for saviour, I am not so certain of ; it may be tatard,

that is the Prakrit or perhaps efT^I^T for the Sanskrit the

rescuer. The na'
iy

word for brother of the king puzzles me very much, and

I am as yet quite at” a loss. The curious coin of Agathocleia presents another

difficulty. 0edTpoiros is really a Greek word found in late writers, as Heliodorus,
as for instance as epithet to frjAoy ‘ a zeal which emulates the gods.’ It is

generis communis and the genitive of the feminine like the masculine : there-

fore I propose reading ©EOTPOnOT, if I am not mistaken, the omicron is still

visible. Do not, I pray, take this correction unkindly, we have at Bonn no
Bactrian coins, but plenty of Greek dictionaries. The reverse cannot have

the name of the queen, on account of the termination in p, 6 and I believe

you are quite right, when you suppose the epithets to be (great) king and

saviour. The name might by my alphabet be read Mikdnidd, in fact Mv/ua>ylS7is

may be a Greek word, though 1 cannot prove its real existence as a name.
“ It will please you to hear, that your conjecture on rea-crapiocrTov has also been

proposed by a German translator of Strabo, Mr. Groskurd, who, however, has

not had the happy thought of comparing the name with Surfishtra. Some
manuscripts leave out the retr entirely, and this I should prefer reading rijyre

Sapibsov KaAov/ieypy Kal rpy Siyepridos ffaa'iXeiay. My conjecture Trigerte is

hardly tenable ; it must be some country on the coast. Ptolemy’s Syrastrene is

the peninsula of Guzerate, and the kingdom of Sigertis in Sanskrit ?)

must be placed near Baroda. Ptolemy has a town, Siripala on the Nerbudda,
where it is joined by the Mophis or Myhes, at least according to his information.

Here at all events we must seek for Sigertis.”

A letter from Professor Schlegel of the same place, acknowledged the

receipt of the 2nd and 3rd vols. of the Mahabharata, and of the Journal.

He hopes shortly to present a return in kind. The following extract

alludes to a discussion which occupies the learned of Europe at present :

“ J’ignore si le Journal Parisien, la Revue des deux Mondes, vous parvient

a Calcutta. Dans cette supposition les deux autres pieces n’ auraient besoin

d’aucune explication ultdrieure. Dans le second cahier du mois d’Aoiit 37 se

trouve un mdmoire de M. Letronne, inscrit : Stir I’ origine Grecque des

Zodiaques pretendus Egyptiens. M. Letronne occupe le premier rang parmi lea

Hellenistes et les antiquaires de la France actuelle
;
j’entretiens avec lui des

relations fort amicales. 11 a cru par erreur que j’adhdrais a son hypothdse ; ce qui

m’a forcd d’datamer cette discussion. Les assertions de M. Letronne vont

plus loin que le titre de son Mdmoire n’indique : il veut que les douze constel-

lations du zodiaque, partout oil elles se trouvent, auraient etd empruntds aux

Grecs, J ’abandonne les Egyptiens k leur sort
:

je pense qu ’ils se tireront

d’affaire. Mais quant aux Indiens, je proteste. Dans les quatre distiques

Sanskrits de ma faqon* vous trouverez une indication Idgere de mes principaux

argumens, dont j’ai ddveloppd une partie seulement dans le journal orientaliste

de M. Ewald. I’ examinerai ensuite la nomenclature Indienne et vraiment
ancienne dans son rapport avec les zodiaques sculptds. Je n’en connais que
deux qui ayent dtd gravds : 1’ un dans les Transactions Philosophiques, de la

Soc. Royale des Sciences pour Pan 1772 (rdpdtd par Bailly), 1' autre dans les

mdmoires de la Soc. Asiat. de Londres, vol. III. pi. 1. M. Letronne les

rejette corame modernes. Cela n’est peut-dtre pas bien sur, au moins k I’egard

de celui du Cap Comorin ; mais soit
!
je le veux bien. C’dst un argument ea

ma faveur.

* We have not space to insert the Sanskrit verses.

—

Ed.
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“ Votre illustre Society accordait autrefois ses associ^s Europeens le droit

de lui adresser des questions, et d’indiquer des sujets de nouvelles recherclies.

Permettez-moi d’user de ce privilege. Je desirerais diriger 1’ attention de vos

savans compatriotes qui sejournent dans diverses parties de I’lnde vers les

zodiaques sculptes qui peuvent se trouver dans les mines des anciens temples,

soit Brahmaniques, Bouddhistes, ou Jaina. Je pense que des dessins exacts ser-

viraient k ^claircir 1’ histoire de I’ astronomie.
“ Void une autre question. Les astronomes Indiens d’aujourd’hui coonaissent

ils encore une constellation de" 1’ b^mispli&re austral, au-delk du tropique du
Capricorne, appelee Tii5ancou, et figur6e comme un htj^ ae pr^cipite d’en

haut ? Cela se rapporte un passage tr6s remarquable du ’iiSm&yana.”

Captain T. S. Bunr, Engineers, announced the discovery of two more

ancient pillars near Ghazipur. One at Zamineah (already well known,

and not having any inscription), the other at Pallddpur, half buried in the

ground, but from which by digging under it, he contrived to take off

the inscription it contains—a single line in the Asoka character of the

Girnar rock. No. 3 of the table in plates 13, 14.

Statistics.

Lieut. H. SiDDONs presented a statistical table for the zilla of Chitta.

pong, founded on the revenue survey now conducting under him.

Mr. H. T. Prinsep presented a paper on the rate of mortality from

birth to 20 years, calculated from the records of the Lower Orphan School.

The voluminous calculations and tables which had to be prepared before

obtaining the results embodied in the paper itself, were presented for de.

posit in the Society’s Library.

[This paper is printed in the present number.]

Physical.

Read a letter from Secretary Political Department enclosing one from

Capt. Burnes, dated 17th September, making over to the Society the whole

of the drawings of natural history collected during the mission under his

command.

The drawings of animals are 1.5 in number iucluding mammalia, birds,

fishes, and snakes ; they are beautifully executed and highly coloured.

'I'he following letter from Government on the subject of Dr. Helper’s

collection was read

:

To James Prinsep, Esq. Secretary to the Asiatic Sooiety.

Sir,

1 am directed by his honor the President in Council, to transmit to you the

enclosed copy of a letter from Dr. Helfer, and to request the opinion of

the Society, whether the completeness of the collection brought by that gen-
tleman from the Tenasserim Provinces, will be affected by acceding to his re-

quest to be permitted to select such duplicates as are not required by Govern*
uient; also, to solicit the advice and assistance of the Society in the separation

of the articles that may be spared.

I have, &c,
(Signed) H. T. Prinsep,

Fort William, 12fh September 1838. Secretary to Government of India,

To H. T. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Government of India and Bengal.
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you, that I have arranged and classified the orni-

thological part of my collections brought from the Tenasserim Provinces, and
deposited them at the Asiatic Society’s rooms.
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Placing them at the disposal of Government I beg to select those specimens
which are considered desirable, returning me such duplicates which are not want-
ed, agreeable to the permission expressed in the 13th para, of my instructions.
“ In conclusion, with reference to Dr. Hklfer’s request, that he may be per-

mitted to make private collections for himself, I am directed to inform you,
that in his Lordship’s judgment, all the specimens which he may acquire, ought
to be placed in the first instance, and without reserve, at the disposal of Govern-
ment. But there can be no objection to his making duplicate or more collec-

tions, and such articles as it may not be considered- indispensable to retain,

will be freely ret ,cd to him.”

I have, &c.
(Signed) J. W. Helfer.

The Secretary explained that the Museum Committee had held a meet-
ing to consider what to recommend to the Society on the question sub-
mitted by Government, and their opinion was, as the collection was so ex-
tensive, (containing 6 or 8 of each species) that it should be divided into

three parts, the principal one for the Hon’ble Court’s Museum, the second
for the Society’s, and the remainder for Dr. Helfer himself, who was
satisfied with this division.

The Society confirmed the arrangement which was directed to be com-
municated to Government.

Dr. H EiiFER"read his notice “ On the natural history of the Tenasserim

Provinces,” as agreed at the last meeting.

The thanks of the Society were expressed by the Vice President for his

interesting communication.

Lieut. Hutton wrote from Simla in continuation of his last report:

that he was ordered on duty which might delay the completion of his

account of the trip to Spiti.

Museum,

The skins of various birds (30 in number) brought forward at a previ-

ous meeting and forming a small part of Capt. Pemberton’s interesting

ornithological collection from Bhootan, since stuffed and mounted in the

museum, are now ofiFered to the notice of the Society. Of these the follow-

ing only have at present been identified.

—

G. Evans, Curator.

1. Alcedo Guttatus, (Gould’s Cent.) Spotted Kingfisher.

2. Cinclosoma Lmcolophum, (Gould’s Cent.) Laughing Crow, Lath.
male and female.

3. Cinclosoma Erythrocephala, (Gould’s Cent.) Rufous-headed Thrush,
male and female.

4. Garrulus Bispecul'iris, (Gould’s Cent.) Almorah Jay, (Gray.)
5. Garrulus Striatus, (Gould’s Cent.) Striped Jay, male and female.

6. Corvus Graculus, (Linn.) Red-legged Crow, male and female.

7. Corvus ? unidentified, male and female.

8. Phcenicornis Princeps, (Gould’s Cent.) Caterpillar Catcher, male.

9. Phcenicornis Miniata, (Swain.) Caterpillar Catcher, male and
female.

10. Phcenicornis Peregrina, (Gould’s Cent.) Caterpillar Catcher, male.

11. JVucfragra Hemispila, (Gould’s Cent.) Nut-cracker, male and
female.

12. Bucco Grandis, (Gould’s Cent.)

Barhut,
13. Enicurus Maculatus, (Gould’s Cent.) Spotted Wagtail, male and

female.
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